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“Whylom, as olde stories tellen us,” there dwelt in the rock-cave of Cumae a 
worthy spinster who trod not in the ways of her ancestors. Neither the gossip of 
spiced pickles nor the knitting of worsted shawls did she consider her vocation, for 
through her distorted features, foaming mouth, and frantic gestures, Apollo told 
men things which they already knew or which, by way of modernity, they inter­
preted in the light of their own experience.
Men there be who have cast aspersions on the good lady’s character—nay, 
mere—who have diminished her reputation by multiplying her personality into 
twelve Sibyls. But did she not serve pink tea and water wafers and chronicle small 
beer to wave-worn Aeneas? If further furbishing of her existence were needed, 
look to the twentieth century bargain hunter.
To Tarquin the Proud she offered to sell her nine books of mystic lore. 
Twice he refused to pay her price. Twice she burned three volumes. And then, 
“ ’Twere pity to haggle with a woman,” was his sorry comfort when for the three 
lemaining books he paid the original value. Whether or not this deal in high 
finance points to the two fires and a failure of the pawnbroker’s balls, it assuredly 
indicates the two fits and a fracture of the bargain counter.
Let the statement that the Sibylline books were destroyed in 83 B. C. not 
shake your confidence in this Sibyl’s prophetic utterances. The American eagle, 
for the nonce deserting the dollar-mark, received from the ancient priestess her 
fluttering leaflets, and bore them to the office of High Priest Clippinger. The 
■'distorted features,” however, “the foaming mouth and frantic gestures” of divine 
inspiration, the present editors modestly disclaim. Thus it comes that the 1911 
Sibyl, instead of being written in Greek hexameter, is written in American limerick.
The present board, aside from the question of whether or not your grand­
mother was a monkey, has its remote forbears in the college of fifteen men, to 
whom Tarquin entrusted the Sibylline books and who consulted them upon oc­
casions of national danger. Such an occasion is the outflux into the world of a 
Senior class, panting to fire a volley of solidified knowledge into an inert humanity. 
.Annual Sibyls were published from 1901 to 1905, and bi-annuals appeared in 
1907 and 1909. It seems only fair to warn this roly-poly old world of the recon­
struction preparing for it in the next four classes to graduate from Otterbein. And 
so this Sibyl’s oracular muttermgs are to introduce the world in general, as well as 
any wandering individuals from Mars, to Otterbein, its people, and its surroundings.
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Vi' ittf Itnpp yiut latU lika it. 
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(0tti'rbain tixat ia, anb af tlxa gx*aatar 
®ttax*bain that ia ta ba.
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DR. FRANK E. MILLER
PRESIDENT WALTER G. CLIPPINGER, A.B., B.D.
T
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MAIN BUILDING
COCHRAN HALL
t
PRESIDENT'S HOME AND SCIENCE BUILDING
LAMBERT HALL
CARNEGIE LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION BUILDING
ANNA V. ZELLER
THE ENTIRE COLLEGE, AND THE GIRLS 
OF COCHRAN HALL IN PARTICULAR, HAVE 
SUFFERED A BITTER LOSS BY THE DEATH 
OF MISS ANNA V, ZELLER.
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DR. HENRY GARST
12
y the death of Dr. Carst, the college has 
lost one of its best and most lo^al friends. 
He has rendered invaluable service as 
president, teacher, and historian, having 
given thirty-six years of continuous devotion to the 
institution.
“He gave of his money freely, by tens, by 
hundreds, by thousands, as the occasion might re­
quire; hut best of all by far, through all these years 
he gave hir.self. He Tvas a man of large mold, sun 
crowned, who lived above the fog in public duty and 
private thinking.' He was a m.an of Cod.
(Crmuu (iur SJmtrh ©ttrrbi'itt
In all the wide world I have ne’er found a place 
Which is to the eye so fair;—
And where so much beauty and youth run apace, 
Where little is known of care;
Where young men and maidens from near and afar 
Are gathered to learn of fame,
Where teachers and students work with a will;— 
Old Otterbein is its name.
CHORUS
Oh, we’re proud of our Alma Mater,
Of the school that we love so well;—
We’ve flunked in our classes.
Frolicked with lasses.
Tied up the old college bell;—
Oh, the boys are the swellest fellows.
And the girls, they are just as fine;
Come let us be singing.
Laurels be bringing.
To crown our loved Otterbein.
Tho’ few are her numbers she takes no back seat 
When ranked with the best of schools;
Her students go out and are ne’er known to fail.
For well have they learned the rules.
In games and in life it is ever the same.
He wins who in brains is clear;
And Otterbein stands ahead in it all.
For nothing has she to fear.
We must not forget for the right e’er to stand 
When pressed by the foe to yield.
E’en though, at the time, naught of light can we see. 
Have courage for God will shield!
The school that we love has for aye stood in line 
For all that can progress make.
And thru the long years she has e’er put her trust 
In Him who can give and take!
G. G. Grabill, ’00.
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I.ATIN
“Haec studia adulcsccntiam alunt, senectutem oblect- 
ant, secundas res ornant, advcrsis perfugium ac solacium 
pra^ebent, delectant domi, non impediunt foris, per- 
noctant nobiscum peregrinatur, rusticantur.”—Cicero.
GEORGE SCOTT, Litt.D., Ph.D.,
Professor of Latin Language and Literature 
Great Scott! The only man on earth—Hercules excepted—who has 
successfully made a return trip from Pluto’s realms. This daring ex­
ploit was accomplished last summer during his stay in Italy. He can 
read I.,atin backwards with the book downside up. Dr. Scott is jolly, 
lively, and witty. Never try to play a joke on him for you will be 
beaten at your own game.
MATHEMATICS 
“Formed on the good old plan,
A true and brave and honest man!
Loathing pretense, he did with cheerful will
What others talked of while their hands were still.”—Whittier.
FRANK E. MILLER. Ph.D.
Dreshach Professor of Mathematics 
Dr. Miller is a faithful and energetic promoter of his alma-mater. 
The Freshie, under his able directions, dives into the depths of Euclid 
as a summer bather dives into the Atlantic, never to emerge. He can 
prove that two times two are six, or that a Soph is half as big as he 
thinks he is, or that a Freshman can talk to infinity without being 
wound up.
PHILOSOPHY
“To him who looks uporv the world rationally, the 
world in its turn presents a rational aspect.”—Hegel.
THOMAS J. SANDERS. Ph.D.,
Professor of Philosophy
“To know him is to love him.” It would be difficult to find a per­
son who has the welfare of Otterbein University and student body 
more at heart than Dr. Sanders. His motto is that of Socrates. 
“Know thyself.” This marvelous teacher of philosophy is nowhere 
more at home than when he is leading the student into a realization of 
himself. Any person who has had the privilege of sitting at the feet 
of this “Gamaliel” is, indeed, fortunate.
LATIN
“This fellow is wit’s peddler.”—Shakespeare.
RUDOLPH H. WAGONER, A.M.,
Principal of Marlin Boehm AcaJemp; Inslruclor in Latin and 
Mathematics.
Flunko, flunkere, faculty, fire us.
“Rudy” has a style peculiar to “Rudy.” Here is a sample:
“Mr. Hollingshead, George Ernest, Upper Sandusky, R. F. D. No. 
4. Wyandotte Co., Mifflin Township, Pleasant Hill Farm, will you 
magnanimously erect yourself at right angles to terra firma and pro­
ceed with a perambulating discourse upon the grammatical syntax of 
the ponderous, intricate passages of the fortissima stipendia de maximo 
Cjesare?”
ir>
HISTORY ANM) ICCOinOMICS
“History is a mighty drama, enacted upon the the­
atre of time, with suns for lamps and eternity for back­
ground.”—C«r/y/c’.
CHARLES SNAVELY, Ph.D.,
Professor of History^ and Economics
Sunny Jim” has a way of his own. Pie teaches in the same style 
he rides his bicycle. In addition to his push-qualities, he has a keen 
sense of humor. P.very full moon he condescends to break the monot­
ony of the class room with a dry joke. He who sees the point is for­
ever envied by his classmates for his keenness.
GIvRiMAX
“Slrii mrr brii Hiuitrii uritirr 2Ptt grituo 
0»rti^aii. hrr Ijat prlrbt fur allr Zritrii.”—tJ'rhiUrr
ALMA GUITNER, A.M.,
Professor of German Language and Literature
Our little German Miss Guitner’s big smile is as famous as her 
long exams. The only time her good nature is not in evidence is 
when some careless student calls her beloved German “Dutch.” She 
has the happy faculty of being able to see a joke, even when it comes 
her own way.
IvlTKR.ATURK
“Literature is the garden of wisdom.”—Ellis.
SARAH M. SHERRICK, Ph.D.,
Professor of English Literature
Dr. Sherrick fills the chair of English Literature with grace and 
dignity. She is the Gibraltar of Otterbein. Students buffeted about by 
Latin and Greek frequently seek refuge in her safe harbor, where they 
always find a secure mooring. Miss Sherrick has traveled extensively 
and always brings something of interest to her classes.
GREEK
“All are born to observe order but few are born to 
establish it.”—Joubert.
REV. NOAH E. CORNETET. A.M.
Registrar; Professor of Gree^ Language and Literature
Professor Cornetet has the reput^ition of having perfect order in 
his classrooms. Animals of every specie.s, especially the pony, are his 
abhorrence. Woe to the student who expects to ride thru his classes, 
lie might as well try to ride a wild western broncho as a Greek verb. 
Altho he is a stiff disciplinarian, the final figures in the “big book’’ 
are always all right.
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BIBI.E
“Within that awful volume lies 
The mystery of mysteries.”—Scott.
EDMUND A. JONES, A.M., Ph.D.,
Department of Bible and Missions
“Our Jonahr” is a wonderful man. lie is full of iclears. His an­
cestry goes back to the Mayflower, He is an educator, a veteran of the 
Civil War, cx-state school commissioner, author, and a member of the 
American History Club. For over twenty years he had control of the 
Ohio teachers’ reading circle. But his greatest achievement is his mas- 
t:rful knowledge of the Bible.
CHl-MISTKY
“Science is a good piece of'furniture for a man to 
have in an upper chamber, provided he has common 
sense on the ground floor.”—Holmes.
LOUIS AUGUSTUS WEINLAND, A.M.,
Professor of Chemistry^
That Prof. Weinland has both on tlie third floor of the science 
building where he reigns supreme is “Perfectly Obvious.” Like King 
Aeolus of old, controlling the winds, he rules over the chemicals, one 
molecule of which set free by an inexperienced hand, would drive one 
olT the campus. He has the good will of every student and his 
“That’s all right” is one of the most pleasant things heard in the class­
room.
•PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 
“I love to rove amidst the starry heights,
To leave the little scenes of earth behind.”—
WILLINGTON ORLANDO MILLS, A.M.,
Professor of Phy^sics and Astronomy
Prof. Mills is a man of such sternness that the boldest blulTer hesi­
tates before entering his class without due preparation. By means of 
this glowing characteristic, he holds a place of fear and reverence in 
the heart of every student. His slogan is: “No victory wdthout great 
labor.” The motto of his students is: “Throw Physics to the dogs.”
BIOLOC.Y
“Jesters do often prove prophets.’'—Shakcspcore.
EDWIN POE DURRAN r, A.M.,
Professor of Biology^ and Geology
“This is the best course in biology ever given in this institution. 
You see I’ve learned a few things in the past few years.”—F). P, D.
Prof. Durrant spends a few days each week in Otterbein as a rec­
reation from his strenuous duties at Ohio State. Ilis ambition is to 
inspire in his students the Utopia of his dreams (O. S. U.). His 
greatest pleasures are in running up his classCT^ giving exams, and 
joking.
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HARRY HELTMAN. B.S.,
Professor of Public Speal^ing
Oifr ‘Old Man I'.loquent” is a recent addition to the faculty. Ills 
famous remedy for all rhetorical defects is “Charcoal.” In fact the 
word is so instilled in the minds of freshmen that it bubbles forth on 
all occasions and at any time of the day or night. If his “Charcoal” 
fails to cure, his hypnotic glances never do. Pie is fond of philosoph* 
izing. His favorite topic of philosophic exposition ro fresluncn is 
“Love.” His favorite audience girls, singly and single nreferred.
rUBLIC SPEAKING
“Your fair discourse hath been as sugar,
Making the way sweet and delectable.”—Shakespeare.
RHETORIC
“Rhetoric is reason well dressed and argument put in 
order.”—Collier.
EDNA GRACE MOORE, A.M.,
Professor of Rheloric
After sitting for two years in the presence of this cheerful teacher, 
we Juniors regret very much that we are no longer to be permitted 
to enjoy her excellent instruction. Miss Moore has a sweet disposition. 
She is charming, brilliant, and entertaining. Although she is compelled 
to read scores of freshmen’s themes, she is never iKssimistic. “.\ 
perfect woman, nobly planned, to warn, to comfort, and command.”
ERENCII
“Language is a city to the building of which every 
human being brought a stone."—Hmerson.
SHIRLEY T. WING, A.B.. -
Acting Professor of French
Obituary of Shirley T. Wing of Columbus, O., aged six years. 
This fair-haired boy ]>assed away from a sinful world after suffering 
for a few hours. His sudden demise was the result of fright pro­
duced by the rustle of a skirt. He leaves behind to be mourned by all 
I HE Irregular Verbs and his Erench classes. Seriously, Professor 
Wing is a cultured and well educated young man. He spent several 
years at Oxford, where he held a Cecil Rhodes scholarship.
ENGLISH HISTORY AND CIVICS 
“History makes us some amends for the shortness of 
Skelton.
JAMES PORTER WEST, A.M.,
English History and Civics 
“You know” Professor—yes “you know.”
He lives on “West” Main street.
He always wears his hair ju.st so.
His manner’s hard to beat.
This large man with a child’s voice has been the victim of many 
chicken robberies. One of the joys of his life is to introduce the 
speakers who appear on the Citizens’ Lecture Course.
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SAMUEL JACOB KIEHL, A.B.,
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
“Dodger” won his first sjuirs in Ottcrbeiii by making the most 
daring chicken robbery that ever blotted the pages of our history. 
That event occurred just after the flood. In fact, he stayed so long 
that tile faculty finally adopted him.
MATIIKMATICS
“Life is one horrid grind.”—Shakespeare.
LIBKARY
“Books,—Ivighthouses erected in the great sea of time.”
—Whipple.
ANNA DELL LA FEVER. Ph.B.,
v4ssis/an/ Librarian
This lady is always at her post in the information bureau. She 
seems untiring in her searches for those obscure and obsolete refer* 
ences she is called upon to unearth. Through it all she is optimistic 
and always wears a smile.
LIBRARY
“Some books are to be tested, other to be swallowed, 
and some few to be chewed and digested.”—Bacon.
TIRZA L. BARNES, B.S.,
Librarian
Mis.3 Barnes is chief executive of tlic silence department and gov­
erns witii a heart of stone. The cosy nooks and corners are to be used 
for study only and study alone. “Rules is rules,” is her motto. No 
noise of any kind is tolerated in her dominion.
BIOLOGY AND GEOLOGY
“Geology gives us a key to the patience of God.”
—Holland.
JOHN WALDO FUNK, A.B..
Professor of Biology and Geology 
This gentleman is known particularly for his vicious and heartless 
methods of dissecting wild beasts. In his classes in biology he went so 
far as to liken our own human body unto that of the earthworm. The 
upper classmen rebelled at such a thought, but the freshmen are still 
strong adherents of the faith.
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MUSIC
“Music hath charms to soothe the savage breas^
To soften rocks or bend a knotted oak.”—Congreve.
GLENN GRANT GRABILL,
Director of the Conser’vaiory^
Under the direction of this “luu*oi)can” trained musician, the Con­
servatory has reached a high degree of excellence. A word of praise 
from him counts for much. As a teacher he “can’t be beat.” His 
favorite brand of gum is Spearmint.
MUSIC
“Music so softens and disarms the mind 
That not an arrow does resistance find.”—Waller.
FRANK JORDAN RESLER. Ph.B.,
Instructor in Voice
Everyone loves “Dad.” He and his little “dears,” as he calls them, 
need no eulogy—they warble their own. When his pet phrase, ‘ For 
Heaven’s sake,” frightens “the dears” into a panic, his “I love you 
dearly,” always quiets them. His jokes always take, for he tells when 
to laugh.
MUSIC
“Nature was here so lavish of her store 
That slie bestowed until she had no more.”—Brown.
MAUD ALICE HANAWALT,
Instructor in Piano
If anyone ever gets through Miss Hanawalt’s finger gymnastics 
without having his fingers deformed or getting his disposition ruined 
he is lucky. But when he once recovers he is sure to be able to per­
form any stunt imaginable on the piano. She rivals Leschetizky him­
self when it comes to handling the piano.
MUSIC
“There is a sadness in sweet sound 
That quickens tears.”
LUCELLE GILBERT,
Instructor in Violin
This musician-haired boy has in one brief year established his reou- 
tation as a violinist. He has also proved himself an able leader of the 
college band and orchestra. Greater still is his wonderful power of im­
personating. He stars most as a representative of the “Big Four” 
babboon family.
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ART
“The true work of art is but a shadow of the divine 
perfection.”—Michael Angelo.
ISABEL SEVIER SCOTT,
Director of the School of Art
Mrs. Scott’s great vocation is knocking—copper. Early in the 
morning she can be seen walking down College avenue toward Lam­
bert Hall, nodding and smiling pleasantly to everyone. Mrs. Scott has 
a motherly way about her that wins the hearts of all the students. 
Nothing pleases the boys more than an invitation for an evening at the 
Scott residence, for Mrs. Scott certainly knows how to entertain.
ART
“In the art of design, color is to form what verse is to 
prose.”—Jamison.
LUELLA C. SOLLERS,
Assistant in Art
Even though Luella has lately attained the distinguished position 
of a member of the faculty, yet she is still one of us, and is in for as 
much fun as anyone. She is a hard worker, a good student, a good 
friend, and an ardent reader of the epistles of “Paul.” Great was her 
agitation when she found that one of these epistles was lost.
ART
“A room hung with pictures is a room hung with 
thoughts.”—Reynolds.
DAISY CLIFTON. B.F.A.,
Instructor in China Painting and IVater Color 
She’s a “Daisy” all right. Her smiling face and rainbow apron are 
the sunshine of the Art Department. Among her many arts is that of 
.squinting at her work and still looking pretty. But her greatest art 
is that of winning friends and staunch ones, too.
RELIGION
“Religion crowns the statesman and the man.
Sole source of public and of private peace.”—Young.
REV. SAMUEL F. DAUGHERTY, A.M., B.D.
College Pastor
When we tell you that our college pastor has faced the critical eye 
of the faculty and student body for five years with nothing but praise 
from all, we have told the whole story.
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MUSIC
“Give me some music; music, moody food 
Of us that trade in love.”—Shakespeare.
VERNON ELLSWORTH FRIES, Mus.B.,
Instructor in Piano
Every faculty must have its youngest member, and this is “It” 
(ladies excluded). He is a natural musician. Tie can play with his 
right hand, with his left hand, or both at one time. It is even said 
that when an infant he played with his toes. His favorite students 
are girls.
MUSIC
“Her step is music and her voice is song.”—Batley.
GRACE DENTON,
Instructor in Piano and Voice
This tall, slim, slick sapling hails from the woodlands (Sylvania) 
of northern Ohio. Miss Denton is a valuable addition to our social 
functions, for her singing and playing are always in demand. She 
dotes on her chaperoning ability, but some of the girls, to be on the 
safe side, prefer an older head.
MUSIC
“Oh, it came over my ear like the sweet south wind that 
breathes upon a bank of violets, stealing and giving 
odor!”—Shakespeare.
LULU MAY BAKER, A.B.,
Instructor in Piano
Miss Baker is known as a thorough teacher and is well liked by 
her students. She is spending the year in Berlin, where she is toning 
down her dignity and alfio studying under the great German masters. 
We hope that she will not acquire German customs to tlie extent of in­
troducing pretzels and after dinner coffee (?) into Otterbein society.
MATROX
“We sail the sea of life; a calm one finds.
And one a tempest, and the voyage o’er,
Death is the quiet haven of us all.”—Wordswortl:.
ANNA V. ZELLER,
Matron of Cochran Hall
Just as the Sibyl was ready for press and it was impossible to 
change the copy, we learned of the death of Miss Zeller.
For five years she has nobly filled her position as matron of Coch­
ran Hall. During that time she has made many friends among both 
the boys and the girls. Although her position was a dimcult one to fill, 
she was always kind and had the welfare of all at heart. She will be 
greatly missed and her place will be hard to fill.—I'.ditor.
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R. S. WAMBOLD, A.B.,
Physical Director for Men
This is our Achilles. It is said that he gained his superhuman 
strength by a carefully regulated diet, consisting chiefly of sauerkraut. 
Usually we think of the German as being slow, but in this one we 
have a man quick in wit as well as physical action, I-Ic is one of those 
jocular people whom the fellows all like and who is respected by all.
PH^SlCAr. TRAINING
“Sir, your wit ambles well, it goes c3i':i\\y”~Shakcspeare.
PHYSICAL TRAINING
“Physical culture is as necessary to the body as food.”
—Cicero.
CATHERINE CONKLING THOMAS,
Physical Director for Women
Miss Thomas is a wonder. With her interesting games she trans* 
forms the homesick “Freshies” into contented girls. She reduces the 
heads of the Sophs to ordinary size by means of head flexure exercises. 
Her dumb-bell exercises develop the muscles of the Juniors and make 
them strong warriors. By her magical wand .she transforms the Seniors 
into peaceable creatures.
MONEY
“If you make money your god it will plague you like 
the devil.”—Fielding.
W. O. BAKER,
Secretary and Treasurer
Mr. Baker came to Otterbein at the dispersion tf the Jews and has 
been here ever since. Every student, past, present, and future, knows 
him. Even the fathers at home are occasionally reminded of his ex­
istence by his “Please remit” letters. If a penny once gets into his 
grasp you may as well say farewell to it forever.
FRENCH
“Ea Vie est un combat.”—Merimec.
ALZO PIERRE ROSSELOT, A.M..
Professor of Romance Languages and Literature
This Frenchman’s special distinction is in keeping his class awake. 
He paces the floor like a caged lion and is bluffed just about as easily. 
He always was a “shark” at Frencli and there’s no telling what he will 
be wlien he returns from France, where he is studying in the University 
of Paris.
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(iur 3lanttnr0
These pages still would something lack 
To make their tales complete 
If naught were said about the men 
Who serve us all the week.
There’s Harris who through all the year 
Has done his duty well;
He’s swept the halls and cleaned the walls, 
And rung the college bell.
In winter when the wind is keen 
And rooms are cold and drear,
Of Mr. Glaze we think at once,
Then he’s the one to cheer.
For he’s the man at the heating plant.
And his efforts are unceasing 
To regulate the temperature,
That halls be warm and pleasing.
The Association parlors and the Gym 
Well aired, neat, and clean,
Are cared for by our Mr. Moon,
For here he is supreme.
The Library and Lambert Hall 
Likewise show work well done.
And tho he’s firm, he’s very kind 
And pleasant to every one.
We’ll not forget their usefulness.
They’re obliging, good, and kind.
A better lot of janitors
’Twere pretty hard to find.
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STLDENT BODY IN CHAPEL
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I
Ninrtrrn lEU'mnt
Colors: Purple and Gold 
Yell
Whickety! Whack! Cricketyl Crack! 
1911 is on the track.
Zip-a-la-la! Zip-a-cooz!
We’re the class you cannot lose.
Officers
Rex John 
J. T. Hogg 
Grace Coblentz 
Walter Bailey 
I. D. Warner
President 
Vice President 
Secretary^ 
Treasurer 
Yell Master
28
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RESHMAN PUSH TONIGHT; this was the cry that might have been heard 
one September night four years ago. Yes, we tried to keep it a secret, but in 
spite of all our efforts the news leaked out and our secret was one that be­
longed to the whole school.
The class undaunted proceeded to carry out their plans. But, lo! when we went 
to take the car at the corner of Walnut and State streets we were met by a reception com­
mittee consisting of Sophomores and Preps. All, however, were not powerful enough to 
prevent the Class of 1911 from journeying to its destination.
They followed us, it is true, but were not able to disturb our festivities. The fact 
that the Class of 1911 had triumphed in this was but an indication of the victories of the 
next four years.
The class has made many friendships with students of other classes. Although 
there have been many battles over black and red and purple and gold, still we are firm 
friends. fhere is not space to describe the fearful night when Zeigler, Bossart, and 
others were unceremoniously baptized in Alum Creek; the “scrap on the third floor of 
the main building and another “scrap” of later date——?
Throughout the entire college course the Class of 1911 has won many victories. 
In oratory we have always been at the front. We have always been represented on the 
debating teams and have won our share of the inter-class athletic contests in spite of the 
fact that many of our best players were disqualified on account of their positions on the 
varsity teams.
As a crowning feature of its work the class has determined to give its Alma Mater a 
new athletic field. That the class will succeed in this project is assured by the zeal and 
determination of the different members, led by “Jimmy, our chief solicitor.
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Glenn Castle Arnold . . . . . Van Buren
Philophronea
“With odorous oil thy head and hair are sleek.”
Yes, he is small, but he is a Senior in College and has a girl. 
It lakes a man to do that. Therefore, Clenn is a man.—Q. E. D. 
Should a single hair become disarranged on his noble cranium his life 
would be blighted forever and his whole career would be ruined.
Cloyd Leonard Bailey .... Westerville 
Philomathea
Basketball (3), (4).
“'I'liouKh many have sighed for me, there is only one I love.”
A rare specimen of the Bailey line. Cloyd has always been a 
very good boy in school, for which every one will vouch. He is a 
frequent visitor at the art room, assiduously devoting his lime to water 
color, while “Fay” decorates china made for two. He is a good 
fellow, never indulging in riotous conduct.
Orren Ivan Bandeen ..... Bowling Green 
Philomathea
Olterbein Glee Club (3), (4); Y. M. C. A. Quartette 
(3), (4): College Orchestra (3), (4); Choral Society 
(3). (4).
“Wise from the top of his head—up.”
“Bandy” came to Olterbein thinking that the school was founded 
for him, but soon found out differently. He has adjusted himself to 
conditions very admirably, in spite of his early attempts to adjust con­
ditions to himself. He is a good scout and a good student. The 
last two years of his college life have been saddened somewhat by 
the absence of Mabel. Sarah has made him happy instead.
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Walter Reuben Bailey ..... Westerville 
F’ailomalliea
Varsity Baseball (1); Varsity Football (1), (3), (4);
Class Treasurer (4).
“Such a hliisli
In midst of brown was l)orn,
Like red poppies grown with corn.”
V/aller is of a scientific turn of mind. He takes a very serious 
view of life, yet is quite jolly and good-natured. His work at foot­
ball has been very creditable and the team will lose a valuable mem­
ber by the graduation of its old center. . Since his stay at "221,” his 
love affairs have become unspeakably complicated.
Hazel Mae Bauman........................................ Lewisburg
Philaiethea
Secretary Class (3); President Cochran Hall Associa­
tion (4).
“It would talk; Oh! how it would talk.”
Laughing and giggling day in and day out; happiest when sur­
rounded by a host of admirers. She formerly aspired to the po­
sition of a "Gardner’s” wife, but now she is eager to become "Young. 
At times she talks so fast that we feel woman’s reputation as a talker 
is all too true, after all.
Alonzo Earl Brooks ... . . . Portsmouth
Philomathea
Glee Club (3), (4): Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (3); Vice
President Y. M. C. A. (4).
“To be active is the primary vocation of man.”
Here we have an active, energetic man, small but mighty. He
seems to have the peculiar power of making others see things just as
he does. He has had a varied experience with Cupid, but will doubt­
less come out victor, as he has the faculty of winning feminine hearts
at any peril.
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Ada May Buttermore North Lawrence
Philalethea
“Be happy ye, whose fortunes are already complete.”
Stately and dignified, this senior carries with her an air of satis­
faction and contentment wherever she goes. So far as any one knows, 
this is due to the “man at home” who is patiently waiting Ada’s 
graduation. She is conscientious almost to a fault, quiet, and studious.
Grace Coblentz . . . . . . Westerville
Cleiorhetea
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (1), (2); Vice President C. E. (2);
Class Advisory Board (4); Secretary of Class (4).
“Beware when the great God lets loose a thinker on this planet.”
Being impressed by the duty of loyalty, Grace has elected to take 
her degree from the college of her own town. She is a quiet, indus­
trious student, not often the victim of failure. It is her chief delight 
to delve into the deepest depths of the most “profoundest psychological” 
questions of the day.
James Otis Cox ... . . • Lima
Philomathea
President of C. E. (1); Corresponding Secretary of Y. M.
C. A. (4); President of Volunteer Band (4); Assistant ' 
Business Manager of the Otterbein Review (3); Chief So­
licitor for Athletic Field (4).
“Joy in one’s work is the consummate tool.”
Jimmy is a real “Sunny Jim," a real optimist. He has develope.d
into a “king of kids" and, seriously speaking, his work among the
boys has been very creditable. He spends much of his time in work­
ing and talking and soliciting.
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Ross Meily Crosby Greensburg, Penn.
Basketball (4); Glee Club (3), (4); Baseball (I): Class 
Basketball (I). (2). (3); College Band (3). (4); As­
sistant Editor Aegis (4).
“’I'all as a lamp-post and a little mite thinner.”
This gentleman is the proud possessor of a beautiful bass voice 
which soothes the savage breasts of all who chance to hear him. Yes, 
“proud,” who can deny it, when they see him saunter up the avenue 
with his head at such an angle that it would seem to endanger his own 
comfort. Though he is not a star in his classes, he always manages to 
pass the examinations.
Philophronea
Bessie Loula Daugherty................................ Westerville
Philalethea
Member College Chorus (1), (2), (3), (4); Member Public 
Speaking Council (4); Vice President Christian Endeavor 
(3); Devotional Committee Chairman (2); Bible Study 
Leader (4).
“True modesty is a discerning grace.”
If Bessie so dislikes that odious epithet of a “preacher’s daugh­
ter,” she should consider matters very carefully before becoming a 
“preacher’s wife.” This modest and unassuming co-ed is pious and 
very faithful in her attendance at all religious services. One of the 
most familiar sights of the students of Otterbein is “their” omnipres­
ence on the college campus.
Jesse Jacob Dick ................................................. Bucyrus
F^hilomathea
College Debating Team (2) and (4); President Public 
Council (3); Editor of Hand Book (3); President of 
C E. (3).
“Exhausting thought and hiving wisdom with each year.”
What have we here? Another product from the fertile soil of
Crawford county. This boy of giant intellect is beloved by all the
faculty. Though quiet and unassuming, he has won many friends, to
one of whom he has shown especial loyalty. He expects to amass his
fortunes in far-off Montana.
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Sarah May Dick Bucyrus
“She will he ct uj) by the cannilials in the plains of 'J'inibiictoo.”
None would suspect this quiet, little girl of being a senior. Yet 
she has formed high aspirations, for she hopes some day to teach the 
heathen children to say their A B C’s. May will, no doubt, prove 
a cheerful antidote for the dark Africans. She goes about with a 
good-natured smile and is always ready to help any one out of a 
difficulty.
Philalethea
President Y. W. C. A. (4); Chairman Nominating Com­
mittee Y. W. C. A. (3) ; Chairman Missionary Committee
Y. W. C. A. (3); Member Extension Committee Y. W.
C. A. (2); Member Devotional Committee Y. W. C. A.
(1); Vice President Cochran Hall Association (3).
George WtLLiAM Duckwall . . . New Madison
Philophronea
Chairman of Devotional of C. E. (1); Missionary Chair­
man of Y. M. C. A. (2); Devotional Chairman of Y. M.
C. A. (2); Leader of Student Volunteer Band (2); Or­
ganizer and first President of Central Ohio Volunteer 
Union (2); Chairman of Program Committee of Central 
Ohio Volunteer Union (3) ; Chairman of Missionary Com­
mittee of C. E. (4); Chairman of Deputation Work of 
Volunteer Band (4).
“The alTcctntion of sanctity is a blotch on the face of piety.”
Behold! Here is another of this noble class who spends his odd 
moments in singing the baby to sleep. His former occupation was that 
of a pedagogue, but he has aspirations of becoming a missionary. 
George’s greatest delight is to recite and he always laughs at a pro­
fessor’s jokes. He is always cheerful.
Robert Ernest Emmitt .... Dunbridge 
Philomathea
Assistant Business Manager of the Otterbein Review (3);
Business Manager of the Otterbein Review (4).
“To business that we love, wc rise betimes and go to it with delight.”
Bob’s hobby is business. It is a common occurrence to find him 
standing on some corner earnestly conversing on some new business 
proposition. He has been one of the chief promoters of the new 
athletic field, being very active in the initiatory part of this great un­
dertaking. Bob is a good fellow and we can scarcely realize how the 
school will get along without him. He assures us that his posterity 
will some day grace the halls of old O. U.
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Charles Cornelius Flashman . . . Westerville
Philophronea
Debating Team (I).
“Wliat place is so rugged and so homely that there is 
no l)cauty, if you only Iiave a sensibility to beauty?”
Charlie is a native of the cold North, having spent his boyhood 
days in the northern penisula of Michigan. It was not too cold, how­
ever, to prevent the development of Charlie’s fertile brain, as he has 
well shown. Becoming imbued (?) with the Otterbein spirit, he look 
unto himself a wife last year.
Vernon Ellsworth Fries .... Dayton 
Philophronea
“It is in learning music that many hearts learn love.”
We find in this gentleman the musician of the Senior class, ex­
celling Liszt, Beethoven, and others. His time is very aptly divided 
between leaching music and college work; in the latter, however, he is 
often found trying that old game of “bluffing.” He is fond of the 
ladies in general and one lady in particular. He has a blush which 
is likely to appear at any embarrassing moment.
Homer Randall Gifford................................ Westerville
Philomathea
Member Track Team (1), (2), (3); Captain Track 
Team (4).
“Something between a help and a hindrance.”
“Giffi” says, “Make it short and sweet.” So here goes: “Give
me a girl before all else, and plenty of time to primp.”
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Bible Study Leader (3), (4); Mission Study Leader (3);
Chairman of Y. M. C. A. Membership Committee (4);
Vice President of C. E. (4).
“Not learned in court nor versed in wit,
But loved hy those who knew him best.”
Grill is excitable, but hard working and very consistent. It is not 
known why his hair is so white. His ambition is the ministry, and, 
judging from appearances, he will make “good” on the financial part 
of it. He always has a point in summer school and occasionally at 
other times. He is destined to marry happily.
Simon Ambrose Grill .... Lewisburg
Philomathea
Estella Gifford ........................................ Westerville
Philalethea
President C. E. (I); Member Pin Committee (4); Mem­
ber Intercollegiate Committee Y. W. C. A. (3).
“She is always at ea.se who laughs.”
Here is another home product. Stella is a remarkable composer 
of funny poetry and has the faculty of making people laugh, whether 
they want to or not. Some say she is involved in a love affair; if such 
is the case we only hope it will not spoil her good humor and sunny 
disposition. She has been known to be somewhat “fussed” while 
reciting in class, especially when expounding some profound math­
ematical problem.
Thomas Clarence Harper .... Dayton, Va.
Philophronea
Debating Team (3); President of Public Speaking Coun­
cil (4).
“If you wish to ruin yourself, marry a rich wife.”
This silver-tongued preacher from Old Virginia is solemn, digni­
fied and stately. Much of his time has been taken up with family
affairs and the ministry, a thing which has tended to keep him out of
prominence in college affairs.
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Clarence Mark Hebbert .... . Bloomdale
Philophronea
Y. W. C. A. Hand Book Committee (3); Glee Club (4).
“Science seldom renders men amiable.”
Mark ye—this is one of our truly brilliant students. The field of 
science has been completely probed by his keen, intellectual eye. His 
success as a student is probably due to the fact that very little of his 
time is idly spent with those of the fairer sex.
Jacob Foraker Hatton .... Johnstown 
Philophronea
Football (2), (4); Director of College Band (1); Otter- 
bein Quartette (3), (4); Glee Club (4).
“Of earthly goods the best is a good wife.”
Jolly and short and fat! Hatton is famous for his musical 
ability, of which fame he is very deserving. He was destined to 
make a Weston, but lost out by over-training. His ability as a reader 
is known all over the United States. He can even make “Dutch” 
telephones talk when they have no connections with the switchboard. 
He preaches occasionally.
John Thompson Hogg . , . Slippery Rock, Pa.
Philophronea
Football (3), (4); Editor of Aegis (4); Manager of 
Basketball Team (4); Chairman of Y. M. C. A. Bible 
Study Committee (4).
“Reserve is the truest exi)ression of respect towards those 
who are its objects.”
This handsome young man is quite scholarly. He is of a calm
and easy-going disposition, which has won for him the love and re­
spect of all. We are certain that he fell in love, but the certainty
of his intentions to marry soon has not been proved.
Robert Cleveland Hummell Canal Winchester
Philophronea
“I only sing because I must.”
He takes a daily nap in French, but usually wakes up in time to 
read. Another one of his favorite pastimes is smoking “Old Virginia” 
cubebs. “Laugh and grow fat,” seems to be the golden rule of this 
student's life. “Bob” is a happy-go-lucky fellow, with only one care 
in the world, a wife. He is a good student, but can bluff most 
admirably if the occasion demands. He is often seen pushing a baby 
carriage around when the weather permits.
Arthur Elmer Hughes . . . Bowling Green
Philomathea
Chief Crammer (1), (2), (3), (4).
“Lip! up! my Friend, and quit your books,
Or surely you’ll grow double.”
“Governor” has the reputation of having carried more college 
work than any other person who has ever been at O. U.—foolish 
lad I He fell in love with his books, shut himself off from all other 
college activities, only to grind, grind, grind. Withal, he is a fine 
fellow, good-hearted, and an agreeable companion.
Rex Kephart John . . . Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Philomathea
Baseball Team (3); Football Team (4); Basketball Team 
(4) ; President Senior Class (4).
“There’s honesty, manhood, and good fellowship in thee.”
Behold the President of the Senior Class! And a right good man
he is, beloved by all who know him. Has been content with bachelor­
hood while in College, but “Somewhere the sun is shining."
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Claude Delmont Locke .... Westerville 
Philomathea
Class Basketball (3), (4); Captain of Class Basketball 
Team (4); Secretary of Tennis Association (4).
“I'or science is like virtue, its own cxceodinp Ki'eat reward.”
Lockie is quite a lady's man; i. e., it seems so. He has never 
been known to miss a game or lecture. He takes a serious view of 
things, which is much in keeping with the life of a young scientist.
Walter Leroy Mattis .................................................Laura
Philomathea
President of C. E. (3); Chairman of Y. M. C. A. Mis­
sionary Committee (4); Varsity Football (2), (3) and (4).
‘‘If nuisic l)c tlic food of love, play on; give me excess of it.”
It hurts his lips to smile! This, however, is no discredit to him, 
for he is as congenial as he is quiet and unpretentious. He is dis­
tinguished as an orator, ranking with Webster and Beecher. For­
tunately Bessie will also graduate this year, so that he will have her 
to share his joys and sorrows as he does now. He will be a preacher, 
and if he goes after that with the same determination as in carrying 
the pigskin, we are certain of his success.
Edith Gertrude Meyer ................................ Brookville
Cleiorhetea
President Cochran Hall Association (4); Chairman Bible 
Study Committee Y. W. C. A. (4); Member Devotional 
Committee C. E. (1) and (4); Member Nominating Com­
mittee Y. W. C. A. (3).
“Only let me be (iiiiet.”
'Tis rumored that she smiles occasionally—in the secrecy of her
own apartments, and to her boon companions. When the smile comes,
look out, for it is one of those broad smiles you read about. She is
quiet, studious, and virtuous.
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Lewis M. Moore Bloomdale
Organizer of Otierbein R. E. A. (3); President Otterbein 
R. E. A. (4).
“Xo man can either live piously or die righteously without a wife.”
In this class there is at least one born poet, and that is Moore. 
His poetry Is of frequent occurrence. He is exceptionally energetic 
and possesses not a little ability. His oratory is mostly of the pulpit 
type and his music consists of lullabys. He is also a mathematician 
and can tell you how to square a circle.
Philophronea
Grover Cleveland Muthersbaugh
Philomathea
Shelby
Debating Team (3).
“One of the seven blunders of the world.”
Grover started to College too “young.” Has been content to 
stay at his study table much of the time, perusing the pages of history, 
science, and literature. He frequently makes himself ridiculous by his 
flights of gesticulated oratory. One of his favorite pastimes is argu­
ing. However, he goes after everything with a vim that is sure to 
win.
Chloe Zela Niswonger........................................Dayton
Philalethea
Recording Secretary Y. W. C. A. (3); Chairman Devo­
tional Committee (3); Secretary Cochran Hall Association 
(3); Member Executive Board Cochran Association (2).
mind full of knowledge is a mind that never fails.”
A typical college girl—brighter than she will admit, but never a
grind. She is the possessor of a goodly mixture of dignity, humor,
jollity, and good nature. She adores mathematics and takes every
course offered in it.
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Rhea Beatrice Parlette Daylon
Secrelary Class (4); Recording Secretary C. E. (3); 
Member Lookout Committee C. E. (3); Member Bible 
Study Committee Y. W. C. A. (2) ; Member Social Com­
mittee Y. W. C. A. (1); Member Intercollegiate Com­
mittee Y. W. C. A. (3).
“vShe is a winsome wee thing,
She is a bonnie wee thing.”
One of those sweet, unassuming little people who always care­
fully weigh the advisability of an act before going ahead. Rhea 
takes a peculiar delight in going without a hat the whole year round, 
for “don't you know, Jack doesn’t wear any." She is a dainty, deli­
cate, fluffy-ruffle little creature, but a good student for all that.
Philalethca
E. Cora Prinkey ..... Mill Run, Pa.
Cleiorhetea
‘‘I am an old maid! and though I suffer for it, I must change my style 
and leave off gay society.”
“Oh! 1 never did anything. Just put me down as a cross, 
cranky old maid and I will be satisfied." This from a “preachess.” 
She is a shark and a grind, but will be a credit to any man who has 
pluck enough to approach a lady with such stern prejudices against 
matrimony.
Benjamin Franklin Richer . . • Peru, Ind.
Philophronea
“It is not good that man sholild be alone.”
Business Manager of Aegis (3); Debating Team (3).
Learning of the superior advantages offered at O. U., Ben en­
tered here in his Sophomore year. He has always conducted himself 
in a very gentlemanly manner and you can always get a smile from 
him. It did not take him very long to get the Otterbeln spirit, for 
he has already taken unto himself a wife. Next to Governor Hanly, 
this Hoosier is the most distinguished man from Indiana.
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Charles Finney Sanders .... Westerville 
Philophronea
Football (3), (4); Baseball (I), (2), (3); Basketball (I),
(2), (3); Basketball Captain (3); Class President (I).
“Cove is tlic l>eKinninp:, the middle anil end of everything.”
This handsome young man is quite scholarly and athletic. 
“Tink," the athlete, is known far and wide and has, no doubt, won 
much fame for his alma mater on the athletic field. Yes, foolish 
boy, he has already invested in a diamond ring. And he is so young.
Don Cameron Shumaker . . . Jeannette, Pa.
Philophronea
Chairman of Y. M. C. A. Missionary Committee (3);
Track Team (1) and (2); Assistant Business Manager of
Aegis (3); Class President (3); President of Y. M. C 
A. (4).
“'Pile flower of meekness on a stem of grace.”
This lad with the pious and ministerial air is not a preacher. 
Although he is a firm believer in his own opinions, next to Moses 
he is the meekest man. He rejoices in the fact that Lilly could stay 
in town this year. He has loved but once and to that one he has 
ever been true. All will miss him when he leaves, for he has been 
in school occasionally for a number of years.
Leviah McDonald Sherrick . . . Scottdale. Pa.
Philalethea
Librarian Cochran Hall Association (4); Tieasurer Sunday 
School Class (4): Cochran Hall Reporter for Otterbein 
Review (4).
“True liappines.s (if iindcrstood)
Consist.s alone in doing good.”
This happy co-ed is endowed with all the jollity and genuine
good will that any one could ask. She has been known to participate
in midnight pushes, even though her aunt is a faculty member. Her
happiness is forever bubbling forth in snatches of joyous, jubilant
songs.
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Hollis B. Simon ..... Bloomdale 
Philophronea
Second Football Team (I), (2); President Tennis Asso­
ciation (4); Assistant Basketball Manager (4).
“W'iiat sweet (leliglit a ciuiet life affords.”
Hollis has never been very prominent, but is generally known as 
a good fellow. He seldom talks much, and though he seems somewhat 
sober, it is not because he isn’t happy. His faithfulness and persis­
tence is sure to win for him a name in the field of science. He has 
used his enthusiasm in support of various college activities, and is a 
loyal supporter of the new athletic field work.
John Allison Stringer . . . . Hopedale
Philophronea
Class Basketball (2), (3), (4); Captain of Class Basket­
ball Team (2); Manager Track Team (4); Athletic Editor 
Aegis (4); Treasurer of Tennis Association (4).
“lUit you willi pleasure own your errors past 
And make each day a critic on the last.”
From the insignificant town named Hopedale has come one of 
the greatest men of the present day, John Allison Stringer. Stringei 
began well with the ladies, but seems to have lost his nerve entirely. 
He says little but thinks much, yet carries with him no little self 
pride.
Garnet Thompson................................................ Findlay
Cleiorhetea
“Let the world slide.”
We are sorry, Indeed, that this jolly, good-natured girl is a 
Senior, for she really owes us a couple more years, since she has 
been here just this year in pursuit of a Master’s Degree. She is an 
easy-going sort of girl, without a care in the world, doesn t believp in 
working more than is prudent, and always looks on the bright side 
of things.
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Ross Thuma................................................Lexington
Philophronea
“It is natural to man to regard himself as the object of the creation, 
and to think of all things in relation to himself, and the degree in 
wliicli they can serve and he useful to him.”
Here we have a man from the hills near Lexington, where our 
forefathers fought for their independence. But few of us have had 
the pleasure of an intimate acquaintance with him. Like all men 
raised in the mountains, he is stalwart, firm, and noble. Not quite a 
hermit, yet he is prone to shut himself off from society. He is 
given to scientific studies, especially chemistry. It is said that he 
went with a girl at one time.
Ira David Warner ........................................ Brookville
Philomathea
President Y. M. C. A. (2), (3); State Oratorical Contest 
(2); State Peace Oratorical Contest (2); President Athletic 
Board (3), (4); Member Varsity Football Team (3),
(4); Winner of Russell Prize (3).
“I love hut one, and only one, and she’s the girl for me.”
This stately Senior is another to add “length” to the roll of 
graduates. Dignified though he may be, his dignity is a minus quan­
tity when there is a class “row” on hand. He can tell you on very 
short notice where you can gel the best looking picture taken, for “I am 
representing. .. . ?”
Helen Marie Weinland .... West Alexandria
Philalethea
Chairman Devotional Committee Y. W. C. A. (4); Bible
Class Leader (4); Chairman Social Committee of Class (4).
“Press on! A better fate awaits thee.”
It is in Helen’s smiling countenance that we get the inspiration to 
try again, for when one admirer has found interests elsewhere it is not 
long until another has stepped in to take his place, and the same 
smile goes on. Helen is a good student and is always ready to do 
her duty. She wastes no energy in needless excitement before quizzes, 
but buckles down and digs.
Frank Elmer Wells Weslervilii
Philophronea
Chief Hot Air Shooler (1), (2,) (3). (4).
vollies of eternal babble.”
“Roxy” is quite a clever boy and much known for his “volu­
bility.” He always walks as if going to a fire. He fell in love with 
Freshman Math, and has been taking it ever since. In spite of 
heavy (?) work, he has always been able to have a good time.
Simon Fred Wenger ........................................ Nevada
Philomathea
Assistant Subscription Agent Otterbein Review (2); Local 
Editor Otterbein Review (3), (4); Secretary Otterbein 
Press Club (4); Vice President R. E. A. (4).
“He does, indeed, show some sparks that are like wit.”
Here we have the University wit! He is one who can crack a 
joke without cracking a smile. “Polly” tends strictly to business, 
works faithfully every day, and does his level best. The poet, literary 
genius, and journalist are all combined in this man.
Park E. Wineland .... Bloomdale 
Philophronea
Baseball (1), (2), (3). (4); Baseball Captain (3);
Track Team (4); Football (1), (2), (3). (4); Vice Pres­
ident Athletic Board (4); President Varsity O (4);
College Orchestra (4).
“He had a face like a benediction.”
“Skinny” has always been interested in athletics; so much so
that his social life was somewhat neglected. But Dame Fate took
matters in hand this year and a girl has changed things for the better.
It cannot be said that he is handsome, but beneath the rough exterior
is concealed a kind heart.
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Charles Dennis Yates Latrobe, Pa.
Philomathea
Local Editor of the Otterbein Review (3); Editor of the 
Olterbein Review (4); Glee Club (3), (4); Debating 
Team (2), (4).
“Muse not that I tlius suddenly proceed,
J'\)r wliat I will, 1 will, and there’s an end.”
“Chad” Yates is the busiest man in school. His editorial work 
has caused him much trouble and worry. He is one of those de­
termined fellows who believe in having their own way in everything 
when possible. In spite of his busy life he has always been some­
what of a society man. Yates says: “Washington for me.”
Sara Hoffman , . • . . . . Dayton
Philalethea
“Nothing maintains its bloom forever.”
Yes, she lives in a world full of “Joy,” and is a happy, care-free 
piano-player. Her laughing eyes and golden locks have won for her 
a place of no little importance. Frivolous and gay though she may be 
at times, Sara can assume a dignity which would grace any Senior.
Curtis Kumler Young .... Westerville
Philomathea
Varsity Baseball (1), (2), (3), (4); Varsity Basketball 
(3), (4); Basketball Captain (4); Interclass Football (3).
“The desire of leisure is more natural than of business and care.”
Curt is best known as our star basketball captain. He has had
more or less to do with the institution ever since the Spanish War.
Not over fond of study, which, perhaps, has caused his slightly bad
disposition. He is mighty constant—ask Hazel.
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Yell
Wah Hoo! Wah Hoo!
We can do you.
OU! O U!
I—9—I—2
J. H. Flora
Officers
. . President
A. D. Cook , , . Vice President
Ruth Detwiler • • • . . Secretar]}
Hazel Codner . . Treasurer
Dwight John , , , Yell Master
4B
(Elaas
wo years ago there came to Otterbein University a class the like of which the 
world has never seen. The maidens beautiful, brilliant, and charming, and 
the youths handsome, polished, and manly, soon proved to the other classes 
that the class of 1912 .was not to be looked at sneeringly or passed
by lightly. .lire
During that first year of class existence, tho, they were reserved and shy—freshmen 
always are—their extraordinary talent and wonderful ability along all lines of college 
activity soon attracted the attention of the poTvers that be. Bespectacled professors would 
wisely nod their heads as if to say, * ^X^hist ye! See the leaders of the coming gener­
ation,” and gaze lovingly at the seekers after knowledge occupying the north side of 
the chapel.
September, 1909, found them gracing the south chapel section, the maidens still 
more beautiful, the youths more polished, and with a stronger spirit of courage, daring, 
and loyalty which comes with experience. Proudly and defiantly during the Parliament 
the large red and black banner waved over the heads of the powerless freshmen and 
heroically the Class of 1912 protected it in the enemies rush to destroy it.
The experiences of those two years as lower classmen have developed sane, liberal- 
minded juniors, whom even the seniors are forced to acknowledge as a shrewd, keen, 
lively class that does things.
Hartman and Lambert are football stars;
And Channing plays baseball;
Huber and John in ethics are rays of light;
As likewise is Ralph Hall.
And Percy and Edith of musical bent 
Draw out their notes long and fine;
And Hazel and Metzgar and Snyder and Smith 
In math and chemistry shine.
McFarland and Bilsing debate with might 
And Reider leads the band;
Flora and Moses soothe the senior class.
And Zola lends a hand.
Barbara and Harkins will act the play 
That Helen Converse writes;
Edith and Myrtle kill the germs 
That Mary Bolenbaugh sights;
Marcellus and Leila and Ethel and Ruth 
In French class have no peers;
Cook and Margaret pilot Association work.
And Yabe the Volunteers.
Florence and Ila are learning of heathen lands,
Evarina studies trig abroad;
Phinney and Lenora in drama class 
The villains and ghosts applaud.
Here’s to the Juniors! Of their fame and renown 
Every senior knows well the story!
All hail to the Juniors! the class brave and strong.
In whose honor and daring we glory.
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John Harvey Flora ..... Peru, Ind. 
Philophronea
"Our Prexy*
■“As a general thing, an individual who is neat in his dress is neat in 
his morals.”
John is a product of Peru, but not of Peruna. He has never 
been known to lose his metal equilibrium, but fits himself to conditions 
and comes out with a smile. His neat appearance is undoubtedly due 
to the fact that he is well informed in the secrets of tailoring. He 
’tends strictly to business whenever business demands, which is all the 
lime.
Zola Jacobs ..... Findlay
Cleiorheta
"Our Jacob'*
“Coolness and absence of heat and haste indicate fine qualities.”
As Zola came to us this year from Findlay College, her case is not 
so easily diagnosed as some others who have been with us longer. 
Nevertheless we feel that she is a valuable addition to the class. 
She is rather quiet when among those who have not made her ac­
quaintance, but we feel this is only an assumed dignity and may be 
easily cast aside when the occasion demands.
^ V
Dwight John 
Philomathea
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
"Our Babe"
“True modesty is a discerning grace.”
Dwight, though usually asleep, is one of our intellectual pyramids 
and bids fair to have degrees enough to run clear across the front 
cover of a Sears and Roebuck catalogue before he completes his edu­
cational pursuits. He is brim full of class spirit and has shed many a 
coat to protect its honor.
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Sherman Bilsing Crestline
Philomathea
**Our Editor^'
“Ambition is the germ from which all growth of nobleness proceeds.”
Sherman, our worthy editor-in-chief, is as loyal and generous- 
hearted as you could wish. He is always ready to lend a helping 
hand and has a smile for all. His class work is always up to tne 
standard and many times it soars far above.
L.ENORE EIisele ..... Arcanum 
Philalethea
“The lVii“
“Wit is an unexpected explosion of thought.”
Funny from start to finish. She says what she means, and means 
what she says. Lenore does not dabble much with society, for her 
heart is more devoted to learning. She can tell you anything in his­
tory from the happenings in the Garden of Eden to the year 1911. 
She is an active, ambitious girl and will take a lemon from no one, 
but is rather given to handing them out to others.
Roy L. Harkins ...... Burns, ICans.
Philophronea
“Our Lawyer”
“I love the tranquil solitude and such society as is quiet, wise, and 
good.”
This Kansan emigrated to the Sunflower Stale from the well- 
known Slate of Pennsylvania. The earlier years of his life were 
spent teaching youngsters how to behave. The summers of the more 
recent years of his life have been passed as a harvester in the. great 
wheat fields of Western Kansas. While in college he has chosen 
the quiet life. He is a deep thinker, but by no means bookish.
‘ Harky” is a jolly good fellow and in general possesses sterling good 
qualities.
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Leila Bates ...... Rising Sun
Cleiorheta
“Our Domestic ScientisC
“Her modest looks the cottage might adorn,
Sweet as the primrose peeps l)cneath the thorn.”
A thoroughly feminine girl, more for domestic bliss than for a 
famous career. Our Leila enduring, considerate, meek; Leila contrary, 
irrational, sweet, kind-hearted, yet cruel; obliging, perverse. That is 
why Parish wants her for better or worse.
Mary Bolenbaugh .... Canal Wincheslsr 
Philalethea
**The Bacteriologist'*
“Love makes fools of us all, big and little.”
To this delicate piece of femininity life is one huge germ after 
another; everything is over-run with that obnoxious, offensive pest, 
known as the germ. Mary has an intermittent love affair. Yes, 
think it over. Nevertheless, she is a jolly Junior and a good worker.
Kiyoshi Yabe . . . Yamato, Fukushumaken, Japan
Philomalhea
**The Sunn}f Man"
“A proper man as one shall see in a summer’s day.”
Proud we are, indeed, to boast of a member who belongs to the 
land of sunshine and flowers. Yabe has brought a good supply of 
sunshine with him from Japan and is always found scattering it 
abroad. He has a heart as big as the moon, which many times puts 
some of us "smaller-hearted*' people to shame. He is always found 
on the right side and exerts every power within him to make that 
side win.
mam
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Channing Malachi Wagner Lancaster
Philophronea
“Our Han&'
“Jests—brains—fleas, that jump 
About among the slumbering ideas.”
Channing is our society idol. His life has but one blot upon it, 
which was made when he and other knavish chaps "bummed” their 
way on a freight to Cincinnati. “Chan” was determined to see the 
world. He is as well known in athletics as in society, and often 
seems more brave than Rome s most fearless Gladiator. He is now 
captain of O. U.’s baseball team.
Barbara Barringer Stofer .... Bellville 
Philalethea
“T’/ie Actress"
“The world may dig. in the dark, says she,
But the beam o£ the foot-lights beckon me.
I’ll do the Juliet balcony scene,
And wear silk gowns of brilliant sheen.”
A Harrison Fisher girl. Being of an excitable and nervous 
temperament, she chatters like a magpie when aroused. She is a good 
reader and impersonator and displays considerable dramatic talent.
Bob expects to attend a dramatic school in New York City when 
graduated from Otterbein.
#. Jay B. Snyder 
Philophronea
Shauck
“Our Philosopher"
“PUs presence brings along with it the essence of a planted field.”
Some men live to think. Jay is of that type. In fact, he thinks 
so strenuously some times that he goes to sleep in class. While in 
school he has devoted most of his time to the pursuit of scientific 
knowledge and sometime will probably reveal to the world the prin­
ciples of perpetual motion.
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Ralph W. Smith...........................................Westerville
Phllomalhea
“Our Cabinet Ma\er"
“A heart to resolve, a head to contrive, and a hand to execute.”
Ralph is one of those fellows whom it is a difficult matter to 
excite. He is truly public spirited. He could never be convinced 
that the fairer sex was of much importance until Ruth explained it 
to him, and if appearances do not deceive he is now thoroughly con­
vinced.
Helen Converse . . . . . Westerville
Philalethea
“T'he Literary Cenius”
“Look, then, into thine heart and write.”
Beware I it is sacred ground upon which we tread when we 
speak of Helen, the wit, poet, satirist, soliloquizer, “ad infinitum.” 
Some day we can boast ourselves of the personal acquaintance of a 
world-wide famous author from the Buckeye State. With those huge, 
black, piercing eyes resting upon some innocent, insignificant individual, 
we can surmise that she is picturing in her mind a cartoon or joke for 
the Sibyl. Would that we could all be such!
William Henry Huber .... Crestline 
Philomathea
"The Preacher"
“But thy words, with divine grace imbued, bring to their sweetness no 
satiety.”
This smiling, loquacious youth has a girl—yes, he has! Why 
shouldn’t he have? It is said by those who know him well that he 
is a very clever lady’s man. His ministerial air seems to be very 
captivating. When Bill recites—Oh—he—ah, says—ah—’Nuf sed— 
ah. He gets into mischief occasionally, which has caused the faculty 
much trouble. He is thinking seriously of matrimony.
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Mark A. Phinney 
Philophronea
Westerville
“Our Papa"
“The gracious dew of pulpit eloquence.”
Mr. Phinney is the second member of the class who has taken 
unto himself a wife. This has caused no little jealousy among the fair 
ones. He is a man of striking individuality, but is not what the aver­
age person would call handsome. His wife says he is a woman’s suff­
rage enthusiast. His last words to the editors were: “Beware! 
Fellow classmen.”
Edith Alice Gilbert .... Germantown 
Philalethea
"The Nurse"
“Her fame has never widely spread,
But her qualities of heart and head are never, never doubted.”
Kind, sensible, good-natured, and comfortable; neat in personal 
appearance, and practical in her ideas; she will make an excellent 
housewife. She is skillful in caring for and managing those who are 
ill. She has a patent on the recipe for hot lemonades.
# Harry Charles Metzger 
Philomathea
Westerville
"The Maihematician"
“Fullness is always quiet; agitation will answer for empty vessels only.”
This very quiet and unostentatious youth is one of the wisest 
and brightest of his class. He is destined to become an Archimedes 
or some such noted genius. Yes, it is not always the prominent who 
possess real worth. “Metz" is a good fellow, but never a lady s man.
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Alva Dean Cook 
Philomathea
Westerville
The Horse Trainer 
“A cook conjuring a cookie.”
To some the word "Cook” is synonymous with the word deceit, 
but not so in this case. We have a Cook, born A. D. He alwayi 
carries with him an East End smile. He does not believe in letting 
his studies interfere with his education. Dean is an all-round man. 
He gets up at five o’clock, drives out into the country five miles to his 
farm, milks a dozen cows, comes back for seven o’clock recitation, 
a little "lab." work, a few more recitations, eats a sandwich on the 
way to football practice, presides over Y. M. C. A., after which he 
plays the bass viol in the college orchestra.
Edith Bennett............................................Westerville
Philalethea
The Musician
“A beautiful woman is the paradise of the eyes.”
Winsome, sweet, graceful, neat,
Tall and divinely fair;
Tactful, charming, Channing’s darling, 
Agreeable everywhere.
“Her soul is filled with the art divine,
Music enthralls her in chains benign.
She warbles in every conceivable key, 
Rumplety, tumplety, do re, mi.“
Florence Sheller 
Cleiorheta
Claysville, Pa.
"One with more soul in her face tlmn words on her tongue.”
That we do not know more concerning this quiet, unpretentious 
Junior is our loss, not hers. There is forever lurking about those 
beautiful celestial orbs a look of sad disappointment, the cause for
which is generally unknown. Florence carries with her an air of
timidity and reserve, thus making her intimate acquaintance impossible 
for those who do not have the courage to knock down the barriers of 
such a nature. She has a vast store of practical knowledge gained 
from the sehool room, and could undoubtedly give a good receipe 
for counteracting misconduct to any who might inquire.
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Margaret Ellen Gaver 
Cleiorheta
McCuneville
The Peace~Ma^er
An effort made for the happiness of others lifts us above ourselves.’'
Margaret has stopped school several times to teach, but she 
always came back, and is back now to stay. She is a friend of 
everyone and loved by all. She can always be relied upon to do 
her part and just a little bit more. In other words, she “goes the 
second mile. She has a patent on a little giggle that is all her own. 
She is very ambitious and is never found idling away her time.
Evarena Harman ....... Lancaster
Cleiorheta
The Houseioife 
“Laugh and l)e fat.”
Fair, fat and----- sixteen! A doctor’s kid and beloved by all
who know her. Evarena is often engaged in under-estimating her own 
ability, a thing which is a detriment to herself, rather than a fault. 
Her love affair is a mystery, even to her most intimate friends. That 
she has a love affair is proven conclusively, for she once blushed.
Milo Lloyd Hartman .... ^^est Salem 
Philophronea
Our BooJ^TVorm
“I entrench myself in my books, equally against sorrow and the 
weather.”
This brainy, brawny individual seems to have come to Otterbein 
by choice. He possesses a firm belief in his own ideas, which borders 
on the egotistical. One of his chief characteristics is his devotion to 
the study table. He had a point last year but the case is all off; now 
Milo is always seen alone.
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Charles Ralph Hall . . . Dayton
Philomathea
A Hearl-Brea\er 
“Mandsoine is as handsome does."
“Charlie” has been with the class from the start and will slay 
till the finish. He hails from Dayton, the city of handsome young 
men, and he is no exception. At French he is a star, as he is in track. 
He has the fashion of going with a girl until she becomes infatuated 
with his winning ways and then straightway flying off on a tangent 
and seeking praise elsewhere.
A
Hazel Kathleen Codner . . . Canal Winchester
Philalethea
Our Scholar
“How wise one must be to be always kind."
The most commendable thing about Hazel is the broad-minded 
view she takes of things. Though very calm and accommodating, she 
possesses the faculty of rising up in righteous indignation. She is a 
staunch hater of all sham and is very frank yet pleasant in denouncing 
it. Her good nature is never affected by reverses. We feel certain 
that her lofty ambitions as to scholarship will be reached if the right 
fellow does not interfere too soon.
Marcellus Albert Muskopf . . . Beach City
Philomathea
Our Scienlist
“Kindness is the golden chain by which society is bound together."
Here we have a genuine college man. He is a hard-working, 
persevering, and determined fellow, who seems to be of a calm and 
steady temperament. He is a staunch disbeliever in this business of 
getting married while still in College, and will some day have it for­
bidden. He is of a scientific turn of mind and bids fair to be the first 
expounder of the fifth dimension and the sixth sense.
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Ethel Lucile Kephart .... Dayton 
Cleiorheta
The Bright and Shining Light 
“She wiio means no mischief docs it all.”
Wherever there is fun there will Ethel be also. Mischief sparkles 
in her eyes and her mind is a hot-bed for pranks and trickery of all 
kinds. Although a possessor of Titian-colored hair, her temper is a 
minus quantity, thus proving to the human race once and for all that 
red hair and a hot temper do not go hand in hand. “Keppie” has a 
good store of class enthusiasm and is not at all miserly in its use.
Frank Joy Reider .... Bowling Green 
Philomathea
The Wind Jammer
“Ihe more men talk, the more likely they are to do nothing else.”
This is the philosophical, psychological, metaphysical monstrosity 
of the class of 1912. His supply of words is limitless, boundless, and 
inexhaustible. On all occasions he can furnish hot air, which many 
times is given away without the asking. His attentions are lavished 
on girls in general and none in particular. On the other hand, all 
the gills fall in love with his cute little toupee.
i
Myrtle Geneva Saul .... Dayton 
Philalethea
The Songster
“And so she laughs and sings and acts.”
Here we have a product of Steele High School, that much- 
renowned center of learning in Dayton. Myrtle has but very few 
cares in the world and is never found forfeiting a good time for 
“book larnin.” She can play, she can sing, and she can read 
“Deutsch” like a king. She has a generous disposition and sometimes 
allows herself to be imposed upon.
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Guy Edison McFarland .... 'Wcsierville 
Phiiophronea
Our Shoe Man
“I love to be alone. I never found the companion that was so com­
panionable as solitude.”
“Mac” has a very dignified and stately bearing. He is not at 
all addicted to the society habit, nor is he ever seen speaking to the 
ladies. He possesses the faculty of keeping quiet most of the lime, 
but when he cuts loose in debate there is plenty “doing.”
Ila May Bale . ... . . Westerville
Philalethca
The School “Marm"
“It is firmness that makes the gods on our side.”
This co-ed with her firm-set jaw and stern countenance, appeals 
to us all as being a girl with a purpose, let the purpose be whatso­
ever it will. She has had valuable experience as a country school 
“marm,” and can tell just how one' should proceed when applying the 
medicine for a misbehaved school boy. She is a firm believer in co­
educational schools.
Homer Parent Lambert . . . Anderson, Ind.
Phiiophronea
“T/ie Bachelor'
“Love looks not with the eyes but with the mind,
And therefore is winged Cupid painted blind.”
In “Cupid” we have an all-round man of sterling qualities. He 
has an admirably kind and congenial nature. His chief interest has 
been in athletics and to him we owe much for the standard to 
which our athletics have been raised. For two years he was O. U. 
football captain. Since Lucile graduated, he has been leading a 
strictly bachelor’s life at the Lambert cottage.
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Ralph William Moses 
Philomathea
Weslerville
Our Florist
“Knowledge is like money,—the more a man gets the more he craves.”
Ralph is a curious combination of eccentricities. The poor fellow 
was once disappointed in love and since that time has never been the 
same. He has now become a hater of all women and scarcely glances 
at them as he paces nervously to and fro from classes. He knows 
how to star and has the scheme down to a fine art.
Ruth Ora Detwiler . Connellsvllle, Pa.
Philalethea
The Widen)
“Domestic happiness is the end of almost all our pursuits and the 
common reward of all our pains.”
Here we have a painter of china and embroiderer of linen. Just 
now she is the “College Widow,” “Tink” being in Wisconsin. She 
takes a great interest in all college activities. Her disposition is kind 
and gentle, but she is not afraid to give vent to her own opinions. 
Then she wails that she “has said too much.” Her genius will 
probably be domesticated.
Percy Harold Rogers . . . Columbus
Philomathea
The Vocalist
“She played it sad, with needless fear,
Lest time should shake my wavering soul—
Unconscious that her image there 
Held every sense in fast control.”
Unlike the hero and heroine of mythology, Perceus has sought 
a Helen to complete his happiness. True, how could any Helen 
resist those soulful eyes and that captivating little smile? Percy has 
won his way to all his hearers’ hearts by his fine baritone voice. He 
is of late sporting a new Elmore around our village. His two varsity 
O s have been won in football and track.
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Yell
Hurrah! Hooreen! Hurrah! Hooreen! 
Ickety, Bickety, Zip! Thirteen!
John Snavely 
T. H. Nelson 
Esta Moser 
J. B. Peck . 
R. B. Sando
Officers
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
, Treasurer
Yell Master
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Dearest Irene:—
(Elass l^iatnrg
Otterbein, June 19th, 1919.
WAS unexpectedly called to this part of the state and, it being commencement lime at old O. U., 
I took a few days off and ran over to the scenes of our college days. What memories old 
scenes bring to one’s mind! As I strolled around over the campus and through the shaded 
streets of good old Westerville with “Shine” McCleod, I could not help recalling the Sep­
tember of 1909 when our class entered Otterbein. Do you remember how anxious we were to organize 
and eclipse the deeds of any former class? And we certainly did “spuz” around some after we were 
really started under the leadership of Lloyd Curls. And I guess we showed them how we could slick 
together when we evaded the Preps and a comglomeration of every class in school, and made our first 
push such a howling success. Then how in our Sophomore year we had scarcely organized with John 
Snavely as our President when the corn-tasseled Freshmen had the audacity to challenge us to a tug-of- 
war across Alum Creek! I don’t think I shall ever forget those water-soaked, mud-bespattered, chagrined- 
looking Freshies as they crawled up over the bank on all fours.
O Irene, I met several members of our class here. So 1 have lots to tell you. Of course, 1 needn’t 
tell you anything about Opal and Henry. I suppose they are getting along pretty well with those little 
Fiji imps. They tell me that Professor Kiehl and Mary Brown are married at last. Spafford is still 
married, and is preaching in Toledo. But what do you suppose Hortense Potts did? Well, she isn’t 
leaching English at Otterbein any more. She is married, but it isn’t Richey. She had been correspond­
ing with a wealthy old bachelor whom she had never seen. Well, he came out here to sec her and 
she just lost her head over him. (Poor Richey felt awfully bad.) They have moved East.
By the way, Bevis and Druhot have founded a unique college in Idaho. Lemmon has accepted 
the chair of Philosophy and Maeder is making quite a name for himself in the department of science. 
The divine right of the Snavelys to the chair of history and economics has placed John at the head of 
that department. Moss is trilling his r’s in the French department in his usual style. Van Saun’s work 
in the department of Public Speaking has won an enviable reputation for himself. C. V. Roop is the 
college pastor.
Bossart and Alma are still on the Nichols’ farm just east of town and seem quite happy and 
prosperous.
Elliott is preaching up in Michigan. Blanche Keck is the girls* gymnasium instructress. Funkhouser 
has become a great lawyer and he has been mentioned as a probable candidate for governor of Utah 
on the Socialist ticket.
Olive Blackburn is Good. The Goods are living in Kansas.
I guess you know that Clara Hendrix married Jesse Dick. He is the college pastor here.
Hetzler has given up the ministry and is a fat and prosperous “bottler ” in Columbus.
Marie Huntwork is now the field secretary of the National Y. W. C. A. Lydia Nelson is still 
matron of Cochran Hall and Vina Johnston is the new librarian.
I am not sure, but I think that King and Ethel are living in Pennsylvania.
They tell me that Layton has recovered from the chickenpox and it is no longer necessary for 
Warner to substitute.
All I know about Bessie Maxwell is that she is Mrs. Arnold. Catherine Maxwell married a young 
man prominent in Y. M. C. A. work.
Peck is assisting in the voice department and is still looking for a wife.
Sando has a large chicken ranch in Texas. They say he has become a regular miser. He is a 
second Silas Marner. Troxell and Summers are his sturdy ranchmen.
Now here, 1 have wasted all this time on everything but what I wanted to talk about. I can hardly 
wait until the day when I see your steamer steaming into New York harbor, and greet you—well, leave 
that to me. Forever and ever your own,
“Campustry.”
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Norman Bevis . Mt. Healthy
Olive Blackburn
•“To be strong is to be happy.”
George Bossart
“No woman dares express all she thinks.”
. . Arena, Pa.
Roscoe Brane
“Let George do it.”
. . Dayton
Mary Brown
The ladies’-choice (?) (?)
. Madison, Pa.
Ruth Brundace
“Why don’t the men propose?”
. , Westerville
Hubert Coburn •
“I love my music so much.”
. . Erie, Pa.
Henry Croghan
“Fatty.”
. . Rockford
Raymond Druhot
A mild-mannered youth, also in love.
Mowrystown
Harvey Elliott
Un Francais.
. . Westerville
Camp Foltz
“I’m a poor married man.”
Akron
Paul Fouts
“I’m so affectionate.”
. . Middletown
Elmer Funkhouser
“Pauly.”
Big Pool, Md.
John Good
Talks with his mouth.
. Harrisonburg, Va,
Clara Hendrix
0, so slow!
. . Lewisburg
Charles Hetzler
“A blithe heart makes a blooming visage.”
. . Germantown
Marie Huntwork
“1—that just reminds me.”
. . . Basil
“Silken, chaste, and hushed.” 
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Vina Johnston
“Life without laughing is a dreary blank.”
Shelby
Blanche Keck
A happy creature.
Frank King
Ethel’s beau.
Scolldale, Pa.
Charles Layton
“Argument is not always truth.”
. Bowling Green
Robert Lemmon
“True modesty is a discerning grace.”
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.
Richard Maeder
“I was born tired.
. . Dayton
Bessie Maxwell
Arnold’s girl.
. . Lexington
Catherine Maxwell
’Tis a blessed thing to be jolly.
. . Lexington
Horace Mayne
“Now—ah, how was that?”
Westerville
Clarence McLeod
A stalwart, sturdy youth.
. Westerville
Esta Moser
“Her lips were roses over-washed with dew.”
Wren
Clifford Moss
“He is not always at ease who laughs.”
. Westerville
Thomas Nelson
Talks continually of Earlham.
. Straughn, Ind.
Lydia Nelson
“So tall and so fair.”
Jamestown, N. Y.
Alma Nichols
“She is a woman, therefore may be woo’d.”
Helyn Osgood
“Slie is not made to be the admiration of all, but the happiness of
. Braddock, Pa.
one.”
Blaine Peck
Ought to be a bushel.
. Grand Valley, Pa.
Hortense Potts
“The modern majesty consists in work.”
. Manchester
Bertha Richards
“The greatest pleasure of life is love.”
. Braddock, Pa.
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Shelby
Vina Johnston “Life witlioiit laughing is a dreary blank.”
Blanche Keck
A happy creature.
. . Westerville
Frank King
Ethel’s beau.
. Scoltdale, Pa.
Charles Layton
“Argument is not always truth.
. Bowling Green
Robert Lemmon
■ “True modesty is a discerning grace.”
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.
Richard Maeder
“1 was born tired.
, . Dayton
Bessie Maxwell
Arnold’s girl.
. . Lexington
Catherine Maxwell
’Tis a blessed thing to be jolly.
. . Lexington
Horace Mayne
ah, how was that?”
Westerville
Clarence McLeod
A stalwart, sturdy youth.
. Westerville
Esta Moser
“Her lips were roses over-washed with dew.”
Wren
Clifford Mess
“He is not always at ease who laughs.”
Westerville
Thomas Nelson
Talks continually of Karlliam.
Straughn, Ind.
Lydia Nelson
“So tall and so fair.”
Jamestown, N. Y.
Alma Nichols
“She is a woman, therefore may be woo’d.”
. . Westerville
Helyn Oecocd
‘‘She is not made to be the admiration of all, but the happiness of
. Braddock, Pa.
one.”
Blaine Peck
Ought to be a bushel.
. Grand Valley, Pa.
Hortense Potts
“The modern majesty consists in work.”
. Manchester
Bertha Richards
“The greatest pleasure of life is love.”
Braddock, Pa.
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Clarence Richev Northfield
“In books, or work, or healthful play.”
Carl Roop • , . . . . Wren
And his tongue waxed more loose.
Ernest Russell • • • • • • . . . , . Westerville
He is much over-worked.
Bryant Sando * ••••••->,.. Potsdam
“Sandy,” the chicken man.
Ople Shanks • • • • • • . . . • . Camden, Ind.
“So it is with these heathen millions.”.
Raub Simon • ♦ • • • • . . . . , Bloomdale
Science will help me to unlock the mysteries of the universe.
John Snavely ■ • • • • • . . . . . Massillon
..r 1 , j “Jack.”
Lvery laugh draws a nail out of the coffin.”
Edwin Somers
* * ’ • • • • Pandora
Silence never makes any blunders.”
Glenn Spafford * ’ ' • • • . Grand Rapids, Mich.
‘1 want to be a musician.”
Clayton Spring ****•••••.. Homerville
Little but mighty
Irene Staub • ' • • • • • • . . Dayton
Fickle!!!!! Oh, so Fickle!!!!!
Yola Strahl ' * * • • .* • • . Westerville
“That mute eloquence which passeth speech.”
Lawson Troxell **•••••••. Miamisburg
An amateur cartoonist.
Fern Vance * , * • • • * • • • . Westerville
“She moves a goodess and she looks a queen.”
Walter Van Saun
“Fate made him what he is.”
Ralph Wells
“Some men were born to do great things; others merely to eat.'
Charles White ...................................................................................................... Findlay, N. Y.
“No, I can't; I must get my Latin.”
Evelyn Young • • • * • • • • • . Westerville
“One tongue is sufficient for a woman.”
FRESHMEN-SOPHOMORE TUG-OF-WAR
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Carl Gifford
Officers
President
Harry Richer Vice President
Helen Moses . . . Secretary
Grace Brane . . Treasurer
Raymond Bowers Yell Master
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T
HE fall of 1910 IS noted on % pages of history by the entrance of the Class 
of 1914 It is said that the upper classmen marveled greatly at the dignity 
and self-possession of this band of knowWge-seekers, and many were the 
favorable comments created as the long line of intelligent-looking boys and 
maidens marched into the chapel. Verdant freshness was conspicuous because of its 
absence. No halting steps or fearful tremors were present unless perhaps, it were 
found in H. E. Bondurant. who, in spite of his wonderfu gift of orato y, is more or less 
shy and timid. In mentioning different members of the class it is highly Propw that the 
dignitaries be given first place. This class is especially fortunate in naming Bishop Ben- 
• ^ • c- 11- Q J iK number The charm of his tenor voice preceded him
jamin Franklin ^ He declined, however, very modestly,
in favor'^of Mr^ Foltz or some other worthy upperclassman. Resler Caliban is the best 
baseball pitcher at Otterbein; but remember, Ress, conceit can puff a man up but it 
can't prop him up. In trying to name the members of the class in order of importance 
we have decided to take them alphabetically, since, outside the ones already mentioned 
they are equally great. Mary Alkire heads this list. She is a sweet and virtuous soul 
whom v^e all Ime. Raymcnd P. Bowers, cartoonist, pessimist, confectioner, chief ad­
visor to fi-iendless girls, etc., etc., has the faculty of being master of numerous arts, from 
being able to make all kinds of chafing-dish dainties to propounding lectures on skepticism. 
Charles Bradley, it is rumored, is a woman-hater. We are sorry for this, since he has 
such a good sample of the gentler sex in his sister. Helen is good-natured and generous, 
and has a smile that won’t wear off. At the beginning of the year Dewitt Bandeen was 
frequently heard giving advice to his friends on the folly of wasting time on the girls. 
His influence has been much felt during the year. Although there is some contention 
for this honor, Grace Brane claims to have the “turnedupdest nose in the school. This, 
however, is a matter of opinion. Myra Brenizer and Esther Van Buskirk are the two 
girls in the class who make one’s heart ache to look at them. They are mere shadows— 
both together weighing scarcely a hundred and fifty pounds, when it was spread abroad 
what an illustrious class was to enter Otterbein Edmund Barkemeyer wended his way 
here to join it from the distant land of Germany. Notwithstanding the fact that his r’s 
are somewhat slighted, the rich quality of his voice has won for him a prominent place 
in the Glee Club. The little town of West Milton is quite proud of its representative. 
We, too, have a strong affection for our Lucile, who innocently wondered what instru­
ment Irene Staub played in the Volunteer Band. Hazel Cornetet is one of the jolliest 
girls among us. She is always sunny and never blue. Mildred Cook and Kitty Karg 
as it is a pity to separate them, we let them go on forever, like Tennyson s brook. Agnes 
Drury, by accomplishment or natural endowment, is capable of making brilliant recitations 
in the class-room without studying her lessors. All of us, the points in particular, are 
anxious to know the secret. Ira Dempsey is little, but he is mighty, especially when it 
comes to arguing. Blanche Fleck is the only representative from the first floor of the 
dormitory. We are fortunate to get Blanche in our class because the distribution of the 
rare jewels of first floor is done very carefully. At last Alfred Funk has attained the 
rank of freshman. He is to be congratulated. We hear that, unlike many of the boys 
of the class, he was so anxious to get a girl for the freshman-junior banquet that he made 
a date the next day after the second semester began. It is said that in this world a man 
must either he the anvil or the hammer. If this is true, Mary Garver chose to be the
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hammer, and she has been knocking ever since. Carl Gifford boasts of the office of chief 
executive of the class. As yet none but the sophomores have suffered under his adminis­
tration. Ila Grindell has more knowledge to the square inch than most of us have to the 
square foot. But then there must be some one to carry the intellectual burdens. Delta 
Gailey is the noisiest girl in school. We think, however, that she will overcome this 
failing. Mary Grise is an innocent child who came among us late in the year. She is 
none the less welcome. Boneta Jamison is one of Grace’s chief rivals since Klor declares 
that he adores turned-up noses. Howard Kahler is one of the class who believes in 
making himself useful as well as ornamental. Not one moment is he idle. Newell 
Kerr’s chief amusement and recreation is working mathematical problems. We hope for 
some great discoveries through his genius. We are extremely honored by having in our 
class members of a royal family. The exact lineage is uncertain, but it is generally 
thought that Nell is the wife of Queen Ethel’s prime minister, and that Princess Mae is 
the sister of His Majesty. James Livengood is another of the Glee Club stars. How 
could that organization exist without him! “Everyone is as God has made him, 
and oftentimes a great deal worse.” Now this is the case with Carl Lash. God made 
him to like the girls, but we think it is his own fault when he loses his way in a strange 
city at midnight and gets stuck in the mud trying to find his way out. Ruth Maxwell 
IS always ready for a joke, and whenever there is fun Ruth is sure to be on hand with her 
merry laugh. Carrie Miles and Anna Thomas are girls of few words, but they observe 
so much the more. Someone has said that human improvement is from within outwards. 
It seerrs to be just the opposite with Helen Moses, for every time she appears she is clad 
in new garments. Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like her. If it is true that 
he wants wit that wants resolved will, Irma and Mearl Martin are girls of rare wit. Her- 
schell Niswonger’s greatest enemy is Latin. Venit, vidii, flunkit. Gladys Nichols is always 
happy. Her shining morning face dispels all clouds of darkness. Although Stewart 
Nease has lately suffered from a severe illness, he has returned to resume his work in 
school. He is one of the male members of the class who are musically inclined. Alex­
ander Newman pays little attention to anything but his work. This is a trait to be ad­
mired. Forest Overholt is inclined to become excited—especially in cases of fire. Elsie 
Pace is a conscientious girl possessing dignity worthy of a senior. Mary Russell can 
accomplish more in one short hour than most people can in a half day. There are a 
number of people who have the distinction of having had the chicken-pox, but Harry 
Richer is the only one who can boast of a second attack. Florence Stevens is a modest 
creature who looks on the ways of the wicked in wide-eyed wonder. Ernest Saul is one 
of the more settled men of the class. Of course there is a reason. Ivan Secrist, they say, 
stars in math and French. We are exceedingly glad for the interest he takes in his work, 
facob Schutz is a boon to the German class. It could scarcely exist without him. Anna 
and Minnie Shane come to us as graduates of Westerville High School. They are both 
of a cheerful nature and we are proud to own them. Frank Shepherd declares that he is 
“not of the roll of common men.” It gives us great satisfaction to know this, as such a 
calamity as having common men in the class has not been realized as yet. None know 
Kit Seneff but to love her. Her dancing black eyes have made many a heart flutter. 
Eva Simon is never known to be late to class. She is familiarly known as “Now-you-see- 
irie-now-you-don’t.” Our list ends with Floyd E. Williams. Floyd’s fame as a man 
who can blow his own horn has spread from ocean to ocean.
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FR ESH M A N  CLASS
Mary Alkire
A little brunette.
. Westerville
De Witt Bandeen
Much adored.
Edmund Barkemeyer
“Ich bin von Deutschland.”
Berlin, Germany
Ralph Bierly
Huge eater
. Lewisburg
Harmon Bon Durrant
His oratory causes much trouble
. Bremen, Ind.
Raymond Bowers
Comb down his hair; look, look! it stands upright.”
. Massillon
Charles Bradley
“I don’t care.”
Westerville
Helen Bradley
"I rise with the lark."
. Westerville
Grace Brane
Faculty hit.
. . Dayton
Myra Brenizer
"All is not gold that glitters.”
• Cardington
Benjamin Buncard
“Bishop.”
. Calumet, Pa.
Velva Burns
“I’ll give my ear-rings for a set of beads.”
. Woodville
Resler Calihan
Our revered southpaw.
. Braddock, Pa.
Mildred Cook
“True love is better than glory.”
Westerville
Lucile Coppock
Noise maker.
. West Milton
Hazel Cornetet
A dainty little flirt.
. Westerville
Ira Dempsey
“Skeet.”
. Johnstown, Pa.
Agnes Drury
“I have immortal longings in me.”
. . Dayton
Nevada Emerick
Just married.
. * Johnstown, Pa
Blanche Fleck
Wanted—A man.
. Altoona, Pa.
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Alford Funk
“I’d like to do something clever."
Dayton
Delta Gailey
Not frequently heard from.
. Westerville
Mary Garver
Ever true to him who waits.
. . Strasburg
Carl Gifford
“I move that the nominations close."
. Westerville
Ila Grindell . ■
Cora’s accomplice.
. . Gallon
Mary Grise
Busybody.
. . Canton
George Hollanshead
'ihe bow-legged athlete.
. Upper Sandusky
Boneta Jameson
This one runs (at the mouth).
. . Lima
Howard Kahler
“Curly."
. . Canton
Katherine Karg
“With rosy blushes on her cheek."
. Westerville
Bryant Kerr
* A common “Kerr."
. Centerburg
Carl Lash
“Boots."
» . Canton
James Livengood
The Sanhedrin's adopted.
. Elkhart, Ind.
Irma Martin
Music is the speech of angels.
. Westerville
Mearl Martin
“Shine" on.
. Westerville
Ruth Maxwell
“Winking maybuds begin to ope their golden eyes."
. Lexington
Goldie McFarland
“Silence sweeter is than speech.
. Westerville
Carrie Miles
“It is tranquil people who accomplish much."
. . Marion
Helen Moses
“Stand firm, don’t flutterl"
. Westerville
Grace Meyers
“Those celestial orbs."
. Louisville
Stewart Nease
Well behaved.
. Westerville
Alexander Newman
“The man that blushes is not quite a brute."
. Chicago, O.
Gladys Nichols
“Her cheek like apples which the sun had ruddied."
Westerville
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Herschel Nisonger
“I don’t believe I know, professor.”
. New Madison
Forest Overholt . Van Buren
“Though laughter is allowable, a horse laugh is abominable.”
Elsie Pace
Meek and lowly.
. Columbus
James Parish
A lively critter.
Bowling Green
Ray Penick
“When I was preaching at—”
. Cincinnati
Harry Richer
“Let every green thing praise the Lord.”
. Peru, Ind.
Mary Russell
The athletic lady.
. Perrysburg
Ernest Saul
“Aw, shoot!”
. Daylon
Jacob Shutz
Sauerkraut demolisher.
Ivan Sechrist
Good for any old thing.
. Westerville
Katherine Seneff
Approaches the limit.
Westerville
Minnie Shane
She looks up to him.
. Westerville
Anna Shane
“Be good and you’ll miss lots of fun.”
Westerville
Frank Shepherd
Prof.’s little troubles.
Nell Shupe
Can’t make a shadow.
. Dayton
Ethel Shupe
“I can’t help that I’m a runt.”
Sco'tdale, Pa.
Eva Simon
Ambition personified.
. Bloomdale
Florence Stephens
Full of Freshman questions.
, Dayton
Anna Thomas
Hushed!!
Trenton
Esther Van Buskirk
Not as big as dad.
Westerville
Earl Williams
“Gee! this is a lonesamc place.”
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martin 1Bnrt|n Ara&rmti
Colors: Red and White
Yell
Sh!—Sh!—Sh!
Who’s got steam?
Why! We’ve got steam—
We’re the Preps of Martin Boehm.
Officers
Arthur Lambert
P. M. Redd
Martha Cassler
J. A. Brenneman . ■ .
Albert Lambert
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
. Treasurer 
Yelt Master
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A CA D EM Y STU D EN TS
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Theodore Beal . . Westerville
Hazel Beard . . Eldorado
Irving Beck . . . . Gallon
Tom Bell . , Pierceton, Ind.
James Brenneman . . . . Elida
Roy Bridenstine . . . . Canton
Russell Caldwell . Swanton, Neb.
Leonard Calihan . Braddock, Pa.
Mary Clymer . . . Carey
Ward Coffman . , . Warsaw
Ruth Cogan . . . Canton
Randall Converse . . , Westerville
Edward Dailey . . Chilllcothe
Eva Deyo . . . Orient
Mabel Duckwall . New Madison
John Emrick . New Madison
Ruby Emrick . New Madison
Emery Farver , Hollis, Okla.
Ruth Ford . . Sunbury
Frank Fuller . . Westerville
Bess Funk . . Westerville
Lloyd Funk . . Westerville
Lucelle Gilbert . . Greenville
Albert Glunt . . Greenville
William Leahy . . Massillon
Gould Leichliter . Fitzgerald, Ga.
Ralph Ling . . Cenlerburg
Mona Linnabary . . Westerville
Garret Lybarger . . , Nevada
William Mallin . . Braddock
Oron Marsh . . Barberton
Gordon McGee Punxsulawney, Pa.
Blanche Meade . Holton, Kan.
Mary Metzger . . Westerville
Frank Miller . . Pitcairn, Pa.
Gilbert Mills • . Westerville
Grace Owings . . Centerburg
Ralph Parent . Union City, Ind.
Charles Patterson . . ' Portage, Pa.
Penrose Redd Elida
Erma Robinson . . Mt. Vernon
Walter Roush • • . Bolivar
Frank Sanders . . Westerville
Robert Young
Alice Seneff . . . Westerville
Rachel Seneff . . Westerville
Henry Sharp . . . Chilllcothe
Katherine Sheller . . Claysville, Pa.
John Slaughter . . Westerville
Joseph Goughenour . Johnstown, Pa.
Claudia Grant . Camden, W. Va.
Faye Grover . . Pinegrove
Blanche Groves . . . Fayette, Ind.
Clarence Hahn , . Westerville
Cassie Harris . . Westerville
Myrtle Harris . . Westerville
Guy Hartman . . West Salem
Frank Hemmincer . . . Weston
Orville Hiestand Rossburg
Lewis Hohn . . . Dayton
Anna Hohman . New Stanton, Pa.
Donald Horn . . Westerville
Ethel Householder . . Altoona, Pa.
Julius Householder . Bowling Green
George Jacoby . . Mt. Healthy
Lewis Jacobson . . Toledo
Sprinkle Jones . . Coshocton
Hugh Kirkwood . Petroleum, Ind.
Clyde Knapp Union City, Pa.
Roy Kohr . . Strasburg
Arthur Lambert . Anderson, Ind.
Albert Lambert Louisville, Ky.
Glenn Lambert Westerville
Ellsworth Smith Portage
Jerry Spears Huntington, W. Va.
George Stein Dayton
Mary Stewart . . Westerville
Walter Sunderland . . . Dayton
Katherine Wai . . Westerville
Grace Weaver New Albany
Minnie Welch . Sugargrove, Pa.
Roy Westfall . , . Wilmot
Laura White Freemansburg, W. Va.
Inez Wilkin Winkle
Mary Williamson . . . Westerville
Edith Wilson . North Lewisburg
Sylvia Worstell « . Chilllcothe
. . Tontoganji
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T HE Conservatory of Music, now installed in the Lambert Fine Arts building, has closed its second year with a record of which any school might well be proud. 
Every department has developed wonderfully and too much cannot be said of 
the merit of the work. Interest in the Music Department is more noticeable this 
year than ever before, this being due largely to the interest shown by the professors 
themselves.
The number of theoretical studies has been increased this year. The studies now 
offered are theory of music, harmony, counterpoint, history of music, and ear-training, 
counterpoint and ear-training both being new studies. Much credit is due each instructor 
who has helped make possible such a successful year.
The Vocal Department has had a most splendid year. By the use of the various 
organizations much latent talent has been developed. The College Chorus of about 
seventy-five voices under the able direction of Professor Resler has rendered two excellent 
cantatas, “Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast” and “The Death of Minnehaha.” The former 
was given commencement week of last year and the latter in January of this year. The 
chorus is now working on Cowden’s “Rose Maiden,” which will be given commencement 
week of this year. The Chapel Choir, consisting of about thirty voices, has added much 
to the chapel services and has done fine work in the sacred concerts given from time to 
time. The work of Mrs. Resler as accompanist for both of these organizations deserves 
much commendation. Recitals are given regularly every month as well as the special 
Fall, Winter, and Spring recitals. It is the aim of each professor to have every one of 
his pupils appear in a recital at least once during the year. In all, the Music Department 
has reached a high standard in both quantity and quality, a fact of which Otterbein may 
be justly proud.
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ST U D E N T S O F T H E  D EPA R TM EN T  O F MUSIC
Gaile McKean, ..... Bowersiown, Ohio
“'I'he less people speak of their greatness the more we 
think of it.”—Bacon.
**Say, Kid, ifs all a mistake; I don’t live at Sunbury. George 
does. I do think that comparisons are odious, but oh, 1 just love 
to tease her. Anyway my picture is the prettiest—so there. Oh, 
i just hate you—yet you are a dear.”
Ail joking aside, Gaile is one of our happy and diligent girls, 
and we will miss her very much when she leaves us this year.
Goldie McFarland, .... Westerville, Ohio 
.‘‘Deeds not words.”
This jolly girl came to Westerville from Pleasant City. Dur­
ing the last few years she has been a familiar character in 
Otlerbein’s Art Studio, where she has painted and painted for 
hours each day. She is best known by such expressions as, 
“When is Hal coming?” or, “Ain’t it awful?” Within the 
past year she has become quite famous as a poetess.
Mabel Fleming, . ... Westerville, Ohio
‘‘So slightly, so musically made,
So light upon the grass.”
Yes, she is little, but she’s mighty. Her fingers fly over the 
keys so swiftly and truely that all sit amazed that so much 
strength could exist in such a little body. Harmony, which is 
such a torture to every one else, seems to her a veritable pleasure 
She keeps herself to a few friends, but to these she is surely 
true, and seems particularly fond of a nice nook or Glenn.
Ross M. Crosby, . . . . . Greensburg, Pa.
‘‘Music that brings sweet sleep 
Down from the blissful skies.”
Well, Crosby does sing this kind of music, and yet no one 
cares to sleep while he is singing. \^hen he talks some of his 
low tones his hearers begin to think that he could go to the end 
of the key-board. He not only is addicted to the habit of cut­
ting classes, but is of the “cutting-up” variety in everything. 
Laying all jokes aside, Crosby is “there” when it comes to sing­
ing, love-making, or reading French.
8:>
Grace E. Denton, . ... . Sylvania, Ohio
‘‘A daughter of the gods 
Divinely tall, and most divinely fair.”
Who does not have just such thoughts when he sees Miss 
Denton? She has been here only a year, but in that time has 
won all by her melodious voice. As a friend, a better could 
not be found, and as a chaperon—well, she is one of the ideal 
kind that you read about. Everyone hopes that she will be with 
us long, and always as cheerful as she is now.
Bertie Staiger, . . . . Portsmouth, Ohio
“Singing clearer than the crested bird 
That claps his wings at dawn.”
It might also be said of Bertie's singing that it always brings 
thoughts of the laughing “Brooks.” She holds audiences charmed 
with her clear full tones; no one ever tires of hearing her. She 
was missed for two years, but as she could not forget her old 
friends, she came back the same happy Bertie. One of her fail­
ings is her unfaltering desire to get up early, and she seems to 
want her neighbors to do the same.
Veo Longshore, ..... Condit, Ohio
“Music that gentlier on the spirit lies 
Than tired eyelids upon tired eyes.”
That is* the kind of music Veo gives. In the short time that 
she has been here she has made some good friends, but, being 
of a rather retiring disposition, has not allowed many to become 
well acquainted with her. That may be our own fault, how­
ever. She is always ready for a hearty laugh and has a smile 
for every one. She, like her cousin, Mabel, makes her fingers 
fly over the keys at a lively pace.
J. Finley Williamson, . . . Westerville, Ohio
“There is sweet music here that softer falls 
Than petals from blown roses on the grass.”
This is really a perfect description of Jack’s singing. Yet one 
is often led to wonder where he finds time to devote to his 
music, when he has so many other “duties.” The College 
Quartet would be lost without him, not mentioning how he would 
be missed by others. But then there are others who graduate 
this year. So they will likely “live happily ever after.”
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Mimt
Olive Acton 
Clara Alexander 
Glenn Arnold 
Mary Baker 
Orren Bandeen 
Ella Barnes 
Leila Bates 
Hazel Beard 
Bess Beckham 
Charley Bennett 
Edith Bennett 
Minnie Bishop 
Mary Bolenbaugh 
Charles Bradley 
Grace Brane 
Mary Brown 
Ada Brown 
Ruth Brundage 
B. F. Bungard 
Arabelle Gampbell 
Martha Cassler 
Amanda Clark 
Esta Cleophas 
Mary Clymer 
Edith Coblentz 
Mary Coblentz 
IvA Coe 
Ruth Cogan 
Velmah Cole 
Georgia Condit 
Mildred Cook 
Lucile Coppock 
Mary Creamer 
Florence Cring 
R. M. Crosby 
Bessie Daugherty 
Myrtle Daugherty 
Flossie Denny 
Grace Denton
Ruth Detwiler 
May Dick 
Hazel Dixon 
Raymond Druhot 
Agnes Drury 
Ruby Emrick 
Nevada Emerick 
Lillie Ewing 
Blanche Fleck 
Mabel Fleming 
Faye Foster 
Wilma Foster 
Crete Frisinger 
Alford Funk 
Opal Gammill 
Mary Garver 
Mildred Grant 
Faye Grover 
Anna Grover 
Lula Groves 
Maude Hanawalt 
M. L. Hartman 
C. M. Herbert 
Enola Hetrick 
Orville Hiestand 
Ivy Hiestand 
Victoria Hill 
Sara Hoffman 
W. H. Huber 
Chloe James 
Boneta Jamison 
Dwight John 
Minta Johnson 
Bertha Karg 
Lela Kempton 
Ethel Kephart 
Mamie Kerns 
B. C. Kerr 
B. F. King
Mae King 
Esther Kirksey 
Hugh Kirkwood 
Alma Kohr 
Beatrice Lamb 
Glenn Lambert 
Hazel Latto 
Mona Linnabary 
Maude Linton 
Veo Longshore 
Ethel Lumbert 
Irma Martin 
Mearl Martin 
Stella Martin 
Blanche Meade 
Hazel Metzger 
Esta Moser 
Helen Moses 
Grace Myers 
Alma Nease 
Stewart Nease 
Ida Ogden 
Grace Owings 
Elsie Pace 
Bonna Pence 
Charles Pflueger 
Hortense Potts 
Mary Randall 
Joy Reider 
Florence Ritchie 
P. H. Rogers 
Eliza Ropp 
W. E. Roush 
Edna Rugh 
R. B. Sando
Myrtle Saul 
Mary Sechrist 
Catherine Seneff 
Anna Shane 
Minnie Shane 
Mary Shelter 
Lura Sherbine 
Mary Shiffler 
Florence Shride 
Ethel Shupe 
Doris Simmons 
Grace Simpson 
Mary Sipe 
Adelaide Smith 
Ethel Smith 
Glenn Stafford 
Bertie Staiger 
Ada Stock 
Florence Stephens 
Alta Suttle 
Sadie Swartz 
Edith Swisher 
Catherine Thomas 
Garnet Thompson 
Jessie Watkins 
Lillian Watt 
Helen Weinland 
R. W. Wells 
Nellie Wert 
Anita Wier 
Marguerite Wier 
J. F. Williamson 
Edith Wilson 
Mary Williamson
fOPttprltptu lluhnn'aitg iMalr Qpitarti'ttp
H. E. Coburn J. F. Vvilliamson
J. Foraker Hatton, First Tenor
Glenn Dell Spafford, Second Tenor
Hubert E. Coburn, Baritone
J. Finley Williamson, Basso
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Frank J. Resler........................................Director
Mrs Frank J. Resler . . . Accompanist
First Tenors
J. Foraker Hatton Orren 1. Bandeen
Camp W. Foltz J. Melvin Livengood
Charles D. Yates 
J. Blaine Peck
Second Tenors
Glenn D. Spafford 
Carl Lash
John F. Williamson 
C. M. Herbert
Baritones
Percy M. Rogers 
Hubert E. Coburn
J. S. Jones
R. M. Crosby 
Alford Funk
Basses
Lucelle E. Gilbert 
Edmund Barkemeyer
HE Otterbein Glee Club, organized two years ago, has proved a valuable 
addition to the Department of Music. Much credit is due Professor Resler 
for his untiring efforts in training it. That the Glee Club has been a success 
is attested by the fine reception accorded it at Canton, Dayton, Akron, 
Baibertcn, ard other places where it has given concerts.
The personnel of the Glee Club has been considerably changed this year on account 
of the graduation from college of several of last year’s members. Menke, Bennett, 
Wagner, and Smith were graduated last year and Kelley, Hanawalt, and Kurtz did not 
return to school. Yates, Foltz, Rogers, Crosby, and Brooks are the members who were 
in the club last year. Hebbert, Funk, Livengood, Lash, Spafford, Coburn, Barkemeyer, 
Jones, Hatton, Gilbert, and Williamson are the new members.
Two concerts have been given in the college chapel, both of which were well at­
tended. The quality of the music given has been excellent and under the direction of 
Professor Resler the Glee Club has a bright future.
S'
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STU D EN TS O F T H E  A R T  D E PA R T M E N T
Art ^tutiruta
Grace Myers 
Jennie Dill 
Ada Brown 
Grace Simpson 
Jeanette Good 
Bonna Pence 
Sylvia Worstell 
Ethel Wenger 
Wilma Foster 
Edna Rugh 
Ruth Detwiler 
Bess Beckham 
Edith Bennett 
Martha Cassler 
Cloyd Bailey 
Estella Gifford 
Catherine Thomas 
Carrie Webber 
Louella Jones 
Gaile McKean 
Bertie Staiger 
Rhea Parlette 
Louella Sollers 
Carl Gifford 
Mary Garver 
Evarena Harmon 
Clara Holcomb 
Una Karg
Mabel Nichols 
Florence Sowers 
Mrs. Hetrick 
R. H. Bowers 
Alma Nichols 
Bessie Maxwell 
Maud Hanawalt 
Olive Acton 
Adelaide Smith 
Mary Bard 
Beulah Robins 
Minta Johnston 
Fay Foster 
Ruth Cogan 
Esta Moser 
Lucretia Frisinger 
Hazel Codner 
Lillie Baker 
Ruth Ford 
Grace Weaver 
Anna Nicholson 
Goldie McFarland 
Irene Staub 
Jay Snyder 
Alta Suttle 
Mabel Ulry 
Pearl Stringer
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PH IL O M A T H E A
f ICit^rarg
Motto: Quaerere Nostrum Studium Est 
Color: White
Active Members
C. L. Bailey 
W. R. Bailey 
O. 1. Bandeen 
D. T. Bandeen 
S. W. Bilsing 
R. L. Bierly 
T. M. Beal 
J. R. Bridenstine 
A. E. Brooks 
S. R. Converse 
A. D. Cook 
H. E. Coburn 
J. O. Cox
C. D. Locke 
R. E. Maeder 
W. L. Mattis 
H. C. Metzger 
R. W. Moses
G. C. Muthersbaugh 
M. A. Muskopf 
J. B. Peck 
F. J. Reider 
C. L. Richey 
P. H. Rogers 
C. V. Roop
J. J. Dick 
R. L. Druhot 
R. E. Emmitt 
C. W. Foltz 
P. M. Fouts
H. R. Gifford 
C. E. Gifford
S. A. Grill 
C. R. Hall 
W. H. Huber 
R. K. John
D. T. John 
C. R. Layton
R. W. Smith 
J. L. Snavely 
C. E. Spring 
F. W. Shepherd 
L. M. Troxell
I. D. Warner 
R. W. Wells
F. E. Williams 
C. W. White 
O. K. Yabe 
C. D. Yates 
C. K. Young
Associate Members
Edmund Barkemeyer 
C. K. Bradley 
R. H. Bowers 
I. G. Beck 
R. R. Caldwell 
I. M. Dempsey 
G. E. Hollanshead 
S. F. Hemminger 
C. A. Hahn
J. S. Jones 
Howard Kahler
C. D. Knapp 
C. R. Kohr 
C. E. Lash 
W. E. Leahy 
G. W. Mills 
A. B. Newman 
J. R. Parish 
W. R. Sunderland
E. L. Saul 
J. P. Slaughter 
R. M. Westfall
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PHILOMATHEAN HALL
HILOMATHEA, Philomathea,
We sound thy hearty praises,
Here’s health to thee, here’s wealth to thee, 
Each voice thy glory raises.
To every heart thou art most dear,
In our affections hast no peer;
Philomathea, Philomathea 
We sound thy hearty praises.
Philomathea, Philomathea,
What mem’ries ’round thee cluster, 
As faces dear, from far and near. 
Gaze on thy golden lustre.
Thou dost remember all who came, 
Tho’ some be gone, art yet the same; 
Philomathea, Philomathea,
What mem’ries ’round thee cluster.
Philomathea, Philomathea,
We still behold thy beauty,
With faces bright, we greet thy sight, 
In every joy and duty.
And many a heart with rapture thrills, 
Whene’er thy court with music fills; 
Philomathea, Philomathea,
We still behold thy beauty.
Philomathea, Philomathea,
Once more we join in singing,
With song so free, in merry glee,
We hear the welkin ringing.
To all thy sons—each one our friend, 
A brother’s greeting we extend; 
Philomathea, Philomathea,
Once more we join in singing.
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PHILOMATHEAN ORCHESTRA
pitilnjuatltfan (@rrln>0tra
Leader
PianUi
First Violin
Lucelle Gilbert
. C. W. Foltz
G. 1. Bandeen
Second Violin
S. W. Bilsing R. R. Durrant
Cello
C. L. Bailey
Cornels
F. E. Williams F. J. Reider
Bass Viol
A. D. Cook
Clarinet
Carl Lash
Horn
B. A. Durrant
Drums
C. D. Yates
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Motto: $tA(.tt Kttt <tp6vri/w 
Color: Blue
Active Members
G. C. Arnold J
H. E. Bon Durrant 
G. W. Bossart 
R. H. Brane 
J. A. Brenneman 
B. F. Buncard 
R. M. Crosby 
H. M. Crocan 
E. H. Daily 
G. W. Duckwall 
H. E. Elliott 
J. A. Emrick 
E. C. Farver 
C. C. Flashman
H. Flora 
V. E. Fries 
E. N. Funkhouser 
L. V. Funk 
J. D. Good 
J. S. Goughenour 
R. L. Harkins 
T. C. Harper 
G. F. Hartman 
M. L. Hartman 
J. F. Hatton 
C. M. Hebbert 
C. E. Hetzler 
J. T. Hogg
L. M. Hohn 
O. O. Hiestand 
R. C. Hummell
B. F. King 
, H. P. Lambert 
R. G. Lemmon 
J. M. Livengood 
G. E. McFarland 
L. M. Moore 
C. H. Moss 
G. S. Nease 
T. H. Nelson 
H. W. Niswonger 
M. A. Phinney
W. E. Rolsh 
P. M. Redd 
B. F. Richer 
H. E. Richer
C. F. Sanders 
J. R. SCHUTZ
D. C. Shumaker
E. Sommers 
G. D. Spafford 
J. B. Snyder 
J. A. Stringer 
J. G. Spears 
W. Van Saun 
C. M. Wagner 
J. F. Williamson
Associate Members
T. B. Bell 
N. D. Bevis 
J. R. Calihan 
L. A. Calihan 
A. D. Coffman 
A. Z. Funk 
A. L. Glunt 
D. Horn 
G. R. Jacoby 
H. A. Kirkwood 
G. E. Lambert 
A. L. Lambert 
A. B. Lambert 
G. B. Lybarger
R. W. Ling 
G. L. McGee 
W. E. Mallin 
R. K. Parent 
C. R. Patterson 
E. C. Russell 
H. B. Simon 
R. H. Simon 
R. B. Sando 
I. D. Sechrist 
F. E. Sanders 
R. Thuma 
F. E. Wells 
P. A. Wineland
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PHILOPHRONEAN HALL
ptilnpl]rrtti?a
HERE is a name 1 love,
’Tis music, soft and sweet,
A name unspotted sacred, pure, 
’Twill be my joy to keep.
*Tis known throughout the land, 
Its radiance shines afar,
Lead, lead me on, Philophronea, 
Thou art my guiding star.
Mid scenes, bright, gay and happy. 
We plucked the fairest flowers, 
Companionshiped with luxury 
Spent happy, happy hours.
The path to sweet contentment, 
Inviting, stood ajar,
And from its portal, silvery sheen. 
Shone forth my guiding star.
Chorus
Then shine on, Philophronea,
My dear old Philophronea,
This heart of mine shall thee enshrine, 
No other idol know.
How oft when sad and weary. 
Forlorn, dejected, tired. 
Remembrances, treasured so dear.
My waning zeal inspired.
Though care held strong dominion 
And darkness reigned afar,
A light broke o’er my pathway drear, 
’Twas from my guiding star.
Then brothers, be ye loyal.
Our standard, bear it high;
Win o’er the world by cultured strength 
We’ll conquer by and by.
To this our idoled fancy 
Your heart’s devotion give;
So long as suns shall shine on suns 
Shall Philophronea live.
B}} A. T, Howard, ’94.,
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Leader ••■■■•••.... V. E. Fries 
Pianiat .......................................................................................................................0.0. HlESTAND
Violins
W. E. Roush J. R. Calihan G. D. Spafford J. B. Snyder
O. W. Briner
T. H. Nelson
B. F. Bungard
Saxophone 
G. S. Nease
Cornels
Clarinets
Drums
I. D. Sechrist 
T rombone
V. E. Fries
A. B. Lambert
Cloyd Briner
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pttUtkthi?au ICitrnirii
Moth: 
Colors:
Veritas Nostrum Clipeum
White and Old Rose
Ila Bale
Hazel Bauman
Edith Bennett
Mary Bolenbaugh
Mary Clymer
Hazel Codner
Helen Converse
Active Members
Eva Deyo
May Dick
Agnes Drury
Lenore Eisele
Nevada Emerick
Mabel Fleming
Estella Gifford
Mildred Cook Edith Gilbert
Bessie Daughtery Mary Grise
Ruth Detwiler Sara Hoffman
Clara Hendrix
Marie Huntwork
Katherine Karg
Lydia Nelson
Chloe Niswonger
Rhea Parlette
Hortense Potts 
Myrtle Saul
Leviah Sherrick
Bertie Staiger
Irene Staub
Florence Stephens
Barbara Stofer
Lelan Stuart
Anna Thomas
Helen VvEinland
Evelyn Young
Mary Alkire
Mary Bard
Myra Brenizer
Helen Bradley
Ada Brown
IvA Coe
Ruth Cogan
Esta Cleophas
Associate Members
Blanche Fleck
Wilma Foster
Ople Gammil
Mildred Grant
Ethel Householder 
Maude Linton
Veo Longshore
Irma Martin
Mearl Martin
Helen Moses
Bonna Pence
Anna Shane
Minnie Shane
Lura Sherbine
Mary Shiffler
Grace Simpson
Alta Suttle
Florence Sowers
Mary Swartz
Esther Van Buskirk
Grace Weaver
Edith Wilson
Minnie Velch
Mary Williamson
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PHILALETHEAN HALL
HILALETHEA! PhilaletKea;
Thou daughter of our Otterbein 
While years remain; come loss—come 
No star like thine shall ever shine.
gain
Chorus
Oh! Otterbein, no name like thine, 
Oh! Otterbein, no name like thine, 
Firm stand we here to guard,
To guard thy fame.
Philalethea! Philalethea!
How precious is thy name to me. 
ril bear thee love where e’er I roam 
O’er mountains hoar, or raging sea.
Ill
Philalethea! Philalethea!
Our God we pray to guard thee well, 
To Him we bow in worship now 
His praise to sing. His love to tell.
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(lIUnnrlTft^au Hiti^rarij
Molio: Non Palma Sine Lahore 
Colors: Light Blue and Tan
Active Members
Velva Burns 
Mary Brown 
Hazel Beard 
Olive Blackburn 
Leila Bates 
Grace Brane 
Bess Beckham 
Grace Coblentz 
Lucile Coppock 
Lucretia Frisincer
Nelue Wert 
Sylvia Worstell 
Gertrude Meyer 
Gatherine Maxwell 
Bessie Maxwell 
Ruth Maxwell 
Blanche Meade 
Goldie McFarland 
Carrie Miles 
Alma Nichols
Mary Garver 
Ila Grindell 
Claudia Grant 
Margaret Gaver 
Evarena Harman 
Ivy Hiestand 
Minta Johnston 
Boneta Jamison 
Ethel Kephart 
Esta Moser
Grace Owings 
Elsie Pace 
Cora Prinkey 
Katherine Seneff 
Ople Shanks 
Nell Shupe 
Ethel Shupe 
Eva Simon 
Yola Strahl 
Garnet Thompson
Laura White
Associate Members
Clara Alexander 
Marie Alexander 
Georgia Condit 
Hazel Cornetet 
• Florence Cring 
Martha Cassler 
Jennie Dill
Buena Demorest 
Hazel Dixon
Mae King
Charlotte McDonald 
Gaile McKean 
Anna Nicholson 
Edna Rugh 
Mary Randall 
Erma Robinson 
Bertha Richards 
Florence Ritchie
Flossie Denny 
Pearl Duckwall 
Ruby Emrick 
Bessie Funk 
Delta Gailey 
Cassie Harris 
Vina Johnston 
Luella Jones 
Zola Jacobs
Katherine Sheller 
■ Luella Sollars 
Edith Swisher 
Doris Simmons 
Fern Vance 
Katherine Wai 
Pearl Wilkins 
Carrie Weber 
Nellie Wert
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H
T o p  R o w —Ruby Emrick, Bess Beckham, Grace Brane, Ethel Kephart, Ivy Hiestand, Goldie McFarland.
S e c o n d  R o w —Mae King, Catherine Maxwell, Grace Owings, Mary Brown, Edith Coblentz, Katherine Seneff, Minta Johnston, Lucile Coppock. 
T h i r d  R o w —Carrie Miles, Martha Cassler, Elsie Pace, Maud Hanawalt, Blanche Groves, Alma Nichols, Yola Strahl.
CLEIORHETEAN HALL
OME of my heart—I sing of Thee, 
Cleiorhetea—Cleiorhelea,
In Thy dear hall I love to be,
Cleiorhetea—Cleiorhelea,
From far off Maine s tall whispering pines 
To California’s farthest mines,
Thy own illustrious glory shines, 
Cleiorhetea—Cleiorhetea.
And when that happy time shall come, 
Cleiorhetea—Cleiorhelea,
That calls Thy loyal daughters home, 
Cleiorhetea—Cleiorhetea,
What welcomes from their own dear hall, 
What honors then before them fall,
What memories will they then recall, 
Cleiorhelea—Cleiorhetea.
A lasting friendship claims us now, 
Cleiorhelea—Cleiorhelea,
And dealhless laurel binds each brow, 
Cleiorhetea—Cleiorhetea,
And history alone can tell 
How we adore the college bell 
And Thy dear name we love so well, 
Cleiorhelea—Cleiorhelea.
Daisy Custer Shoemaker, ’95, 
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COLLEGE CAMPUS
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O T T E R B E IN  A EG IS ST A FF
hStaff
J. T. Hoco .
R. H. Brane . 
B. F. Bungard
Editor-m-C hief 
Business Manager 
Subscription Agent
Associate Editor 
. Local Editor
R. M. Crosby,
R. B. Sando, ’13 
M. L. Hartman, '12 Association Editor 
C. E. Hetzler, ’12 . Alumnal Editor 
J. A. Stringer, ’ll . Athletic Editor 
T. H, Nelson
Assistant Business Manager 
*P. M. Redd, ’14
Assistant Subscription Agent
Board of Directors
M. L. Hartman
B. F. Richer
F. J. Resler . ...
D. C. Shumaker 
M. L. Hartman 
R. H. Brane
President 
Secretary 
T reasurer
J. T. Hogg 
R. M. Crosby 
J. P. West
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O T T E R B E IN  R E V IE W  STA FF
• HOTBED OF IDEAS ’
Is Mind of Jud/,e Alden \Vlio 
Lectures Here Monday Apr S.
•’W hty. !iviiv. i ■ iis,.
o inU'iiM' i'.tul ]<ia JM-al [
lu“ \\<in ali liviirls an<l in nn - ' 
lion ihoviKlilK lliHt nc aiijin-litint; 
'vill licar fniU." TIk* foroj-oin^ 
lines were wriiicn by an. Iowa re- i
imrUT i:l I'niiitm'iii ui>oii.ilu- rl"
r^ueni ;9i)d (lisiui^-uisbcd Iniurut, 
]Mfl>;e tlco. i'.. Alikii who 
.'■n the (.'iti/ciis' i .veture 4 oiii <c 
here Miiiiilay evening, Ai>rit d, in 
the Oollci;c chai>e!. Jtnl;w A'nl-n 
i-oiues fi"m I'lirilan j-loek and i-^ 
a direct dovcndenl of j.ihn an<l 
l’ris«:itla. lie does noi indnlite in 
Academic discussions, hut ioiiclu'> 
vitai iiipics in a inannci 
that compels attention.
ilc is a scholar and an orai.'i . 
Of him llieWcst l.ibcny (biw.ai 
ln<U‘^ wriu's. "11^3*^"' 
dress hainme 
vvriier h 
a<hlvev»y' ifV'v f'.^lhir
connt«<t.d a ni.in who put s' 
been '_^^nte^*i:
Jiid;;e Geo. 1). Alden,
•s, i 'r'^n' io ni.N .Hi­
ller afS
his .H-liie-.eli^l-^:,/l|
whiclt Itavc naiiunl
cA'Ce^1^0^1111 hratl pj-.iser xJ.i.'l 
^'(rfc^spic'^on >■ rrmb 
r5nn^rrfi"ii
leaniin;.'. as well a-- lli| nmnsiisfiJon in iw.. wei/fir\ci
Post SeBKon Game.
' 'itcrhcin baskeiball enlluis- 
M'ls a.ic ( . In- ivcate!! to a po«.| 
'e.i'. n j.:amc i,, he [ilaycil here 
.''alUKlay e'etiin}-. .\pril .s. be­
tween’ Onevl.dt.’s varsity and 
Massitjon lliol, seliool. The 
latter tram is j» winner iiaviiif; 
imade creditable d, winj:^, w-th 
.sum* of the strongest leant:. iii 
jthc stale. \Vit]>, the ^anie cini- 
hel4-W-tbe lov'n)- boy-st 
a yood is assured to tiic
si>ectators. I’rof. \V. Snavcly, 
who is' manai;inK the .Ma.ssil- 
h'-t team has been . particularly 
Si licinus' for this name, realizini' 
that such a contest may jnean the 
enrollment of more Massillon 
sHldem^ at Ottcrltcin.
OTTERBEIN QUARTET
Will Give Concert in College 
Chapel, Wednesday, April 6.
I he I >iterbein (Juanet eoiij- 
'cd of llaiion. SpafVOrd, Co- 
and Williams,m will give 
oucert before a W'c.sier- 
dicnce W ediiesdav eveiv 
V^pill at .•? o'clock. This 
. ^rslciik ot gani/alioii alilKniyh
\ ■ TO STUDY SCHOOLS1 . .. 
i Dr. Sanders Will Spend Latter 
Part of Setnester Investigating 
Collegiate Conditions in East.
'jo iiivcsticaie ihc niclli' ds of 
stnuc ' I the large educational in- 
•stituti ,ns Ilf llie land and h. come 
into actual contact, wiilt la-prescn- 
laiivcs of these schools Dr. T. J.
tubers will 'devote tlnj„ Utter . 
half of the present semester to a 
study of such instiuiiir..it> as Vale. 
Harvard. I’niiceion am! oilier 
schools of the East.
Tl.e pvitnary purpose of Dr. 
.[Sanders’ visits is to stmlv these 
institutions in reference t ' his 
own wiirk and second.ar\ to in­
vestigate the methods, spiiii and 
genius i.f other instituiions.
l'r< Siinders will leave \pril Id 
for Dayton and from Davltm will 
g" to L'ineinnati where he will 
visit the Hn. of l’ineinnati. the 
best specimen of municipal imi- 
versitie.s in the land, Wliilc in 
tliis city he will also study two of 
tlio largest High schools in the 
1 iiited States both of which 
btiildiiigs Cost ,11(111,i.'PO in their 
consiruction. From. Cincinnati 
h^‘ wil\talvc a ^Wr InNi to I’iits-
h'lgj : at I’iti.d.urg j
.df ail enviable repu- 
TT’presem it is schednlcd 
several appointments 
the slate and throughout 
Oltcrliein stu- 
pccially have been look- 
ward to this event with 
alar’iiue^if'sf lunTmsc of the 
have
utlvl^VYa^fbur)
will llicn make andclpliia
cNtemU'd study of J*rinccioii, 
Columbia, .and Tfarvanl I’niver- 
sitios,
J liese investigations will he of 
great value not only lu Dr. .'^,an- 
tlcrs hut to Otterbein at large as 
I.)r. S.tnders will be in a position 
to appropriate these investiga- 
(continiied on page eight)
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SIBYL BOARD
^ibgl Inarb
S. W. Bilsing . . . . . . Editor-in-Chief
J. H. Flora ....... Business Manager
Associates
Roy L. Harkins 
C. R. Hall 
H. P. Lambert 
R. W. Moses
Class Editors
M. A. Muskopf 
Hazel Codner
College Publications 
R. W. Smith
Facult'^
Leila Bates
Art Editors
Ruth Detwiler 
Edith Bennett
A tbletics
Dean Cook
Assistant Editor 
. First Assistant Business Manager 
Second Assistant Business Manager 
Third Assistant Business Manager
Association
Florence Sheller 
Roasts
Helen Converse 
Dwight John 
Mary Bolenbaugh
Music
Ethel Kephart 
Societ})
C. M. Wagner
Subscription Agents 
M. L. Hartman 
' Barbara Stofer
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YOUNG  M EN ’S C H R IST IA N  ASSOCIATION
It
Y. M. C. A. CABINET
D. C. Shumaker President
A. E. Brooks . , , . , . . Vice President
J. H. Flora , , , . . . . Treasurer
A. D. Cook ........................................Recording Secretary
J. O. Cox . . . . , Corresponding Secretary
Committee Chairmen
I. D. Warner . . . . . . . Devotional
J. T. Hocc .
W. L. Mattis . . . . . . . Missionar}}
S. A. Grill . . . . . . , Membership
M. L. Hartman
C. W. Foltz
R. G. Lemmon . . . • . . Employment
B. F. Bungard
J. O. Cox .
J. J. Dick
f. it. (E. A.
T"""”” HIS year has been one of promise for the Young Men’s Christian Association.Every year brings forth a great advance in every activity pertaining to the 
college, and the Association work has increased in proportion to the other in- 
terests. There are only four men in school who are not members of the As­
sociation and the average attendance at the Y. M. C. A. meetings has been the highest
in the history of the institution.
Especially good speakers have been provided. Some of the non-student leaders 
were: President Clippinger, Dr. Jones, Prof. Wagoner, Dr. Russel, Dr. Baker, Rev. 
Milo Kelser, Dr. J. G. Huber, Rev. C. E. Burton and Dr. Funk.
The success in mission study and Bible study has been especially gratifying. Ninety- 
two men were enrolled in Bible study. Twenty-three of these men complete the four 
years work in Bible study this year and receive diplomas. Seventy-two men were en­
rolled in mission study the first semester and eighty-eight the second.
Ten men represented Otterbein at the Lake Erie Students’ Conference in June. 
This was the second largest delegation from Otterbein to attend a students’ conference.
Financially the Association has had an exceptional year. One hundred dollars is 
paid annually to the support of a foreign missionary. The budget was increased from 
three hundred and seventy-five dollars to four hundred dollars.
Perhaps it is not too much to say that the Association was one of the main influences 
which helped to bring about the greatest revival Otterbein has ever seen. By means of the 
noonday prayer meetings and the personal work of the fellows, almost every man in 
school was influenced to take a stand for Christ. About forty men became members of 
the college church. The entire year has been marked by a strong religious spirit. 1 he 
leaders were the best, the spirit fine. A bright future is before the Association.
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YOUNG WOMEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
Y. W. C. A. CABINET
May Dick......................................................................... President
Ethel Kephart..............................................Vice President
Hortense Potts . . . , . . . Treasurer
'^ATHERINE Maxwell .... Recording Secretary 
Ruth Detwiler .... Corrcspontfing Secreiarp
Committee Chairmen
Helen Weinland .............................
Grace Coblentz.....................................
Esta Moser ......
Una Karg . . . , . ^
Mary Brown............................................
Bessie Daughtery
Ruth Detwiler...................................
Ethel Kephart.....................................
Hazel Codner
Devotional 
Missionary 
Extension 
. Alumnal 
. Social 
. Music 
Intercollegiate 
Membership 
Nominating
U. ffl. A. iiftetnrij
N O OTHER phase of college work is so vitally connected with the inner and deeper life of the college girl as is the Young Women’s Christian Association. 
The chief aim of the Association work has been to develop a strong Christian 
character. As a part of the great world movement of the Y. W. C. A., whose highest 
aim is to bring young women into vital relationship with Jesus Christ, our Association 
aims to present His claim upon the college girl. The Association work for the year has 
covered a variety of activities. Seventy-five girls were enrolled in Bible study. The 
Bible Study Committee organized five classes. As a text-book the seniors used “Studies 
in the Teaching of Jesus and His Apostles”; the juniors, “Old Testament Charac­
ters”; the sophomores, “The Book of Acts”; the freshmen, “The Life of Jesus,” 
the preparatory students. Ten Studies in the Psalms. About thirty girls were enrolled 
in mission study. The text used was. South America, by Neely. Thirty-six meetings 
were held during the year. Several special meetings were held. The non-student 
speakers were: Miss Marie McClellan, Miss Ada Slusser, Dr. Huber, Mr. Swartz, 
Dr. Miller, and Mr. Kelser. The influence of the Young Women’s Christian Associa­
tion upon the life of the student cannot be over-estimated. It strengthens her own spiritual 
life in bringing her nearer to Christ; it broadens her interest and sympathy by bringing 
her into contact with a world-wide movement; it helps fit her for active work in whatever 
sphere she may be placed in after life. So we would appeal to all the girls of Otterbein 
to give this great work their mcst loyal support.
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CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR CABINET
Ople Shanks . . . . • . . . . . . . PrcslJenl
S. A. Grill . . . , . , . . , . Vice President
C. V. Roop . Treasurer
Mary Bolenbauch ........ Recording Secretary
Hazel Cornetet ........ Corresponding Secretary
Committees
Loolfout ........... W. H. Huber
Social . , , , . , . . . . . . T. H. Nelson
Missionary .......... G. W. Duckwall
Devotional ........... M. A. Muskopf
Relief . . . , . . . ... . Vina Johnson
Y. M. C. A. QUARTET
Orren Bandeen 
Charles D. Yates 
Hubert E. Coburn 
R. M. Crosby
First Tenor 
Second Tenor 
. Baritone 
. Bass
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VOLUNTEER BAND
Hortense Potts Mary Grise J. T. Hogg H. M. Croghan J. O. Cox
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Emmett 
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Duckwall 
Mr. and Mrs L. V. Funk 
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Spafford
May Dick Irene Staub Camp Foltz Kiyoshi Yabe
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Members
G. C. Arnold 
A. E. Brooks 
B. F. Buncard 
H. E. Bon Durrant 
J. J. Dick 
G. W. Duckwall 
C. C. Flashman 
S. A. Grill 
W. H. Huber 
T. C. Harper 
M. L. Hartman 
G. F. Hartman
J. H. Hatton 
W. L. Mattis 
L. M. Moore 
C. V. Roop 
P. M. Redd 
B. F. Richer 
G. D. Spafford 
S. F. Wencer 
I. D. Warner 
C. D. Yates 
C. E. Hetzler 
L. M. Hohn
T. H. Nelson 
J. H. Spears 
J. A. Brenneman 
N. D. Bevis 
O. K. Yabe 
L. G. McGee 
J. O. Emrick 
H. L. Mayne 
C. W. Foltz 
J. D. Good 
E. Dailey
G. R. Jacoby 
H. E. Richer 
R. E. Penick 
M. A. Phinney 
H. W. Nisoncer 
J. M. Livencood 
W. Van Saun 
G. A. Leichliter 
E. N. Funkhouser 
W, E. Roush 
F. B. Overholt
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I A ITHLETICS are an important factor in modern college life. No school can 
grow without it. Otterbein has learned this and is striving to put out the best in 
iBggB all branches of athletics. Otterbein is steadily improving both in the skill and 
the manly conduct of her players. A new era has dawned upon the school. 
In looking back over the records of past years we see an entirely different spirit existing, a 
spirit of hostility toward every college and especially toward the men of the colleges who 
were members of the various athletic teams.
Unfair and unmanly tactics were often employed, and were upheld by the student 
body, but today the man who plays dirty athletics is criticized by his fellows and many 
times shunned by them. The new spirit in athletics is not a sudden change, but the 
result of several years of education along this line.
We are looking back over one of the most successful years in the history of athletics 
in Otterbein. College spirit has been entirely responsible for the excellent showing which 
we have made for it has been only through the loyalty of faculty and students that we 
have been able to place ourselves in a position of efficiency.
Our athletic rally showed that the student body were going to stay by the team and 
help them to victory by helping to bring Exendine back to Otterbein. With the coming 
of the Carlisle style of play, Otterbein has taken her place among the strongest teams of 
the state.
Basketball and track have been better than the average. Many of the field records 
were broken in the past year and many more equaled.
Baseball has been much better than in former years. Last year a professional coach 
was secured and the men fell right in with the new style of ball he taught them.
The schedule of fourteen games was easily handled by the team, winning eleven 
and losing three.
The state championship was captured by our team by twice defeating the champions 
of the Big Six.
That Otterbein is to have a new athletic field is another big stride in favor of 
better athletics. The Senior class is working hard on this field and hope to have it ready 
for use by the next football season.
Prospects are very bright for another very successful year in 1911 and 1912.
The “Otterbein Spirit” is being recognized by all Ohio colleges, and should be 
guarded with care, so that all may say that Otterbein stands for fair play and clean 
athletics. The “spirit” that stays with the team, win or lose, by fair methods and no 
other, will always keep Otterbein where she rightfully belongs—among the first in college 
athletics.
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ATHLETIC BOARD
Bailey Hartman Cook
Lambert Prof. Kiehl Warner Wineland
I. D. Warner . President
P. E. Wineland . ...................................................................................................{//ce President
H. P. Lambert ...... . . , , . ^ Secretary
C. L. Bailey . . . . . . . . ; , . Treasurer
M. L. Hartman, A. D. Cook ................................................................ . Lay Members.
Professor S. J. Kiehl................................................................... ........... , . Faculty Member
Coach Exendine 
has won for him­
self the distinction 
of being the best 
of all the Ohio 
coaches. He came 
to us from Car­
lisle, highly rec­
ommended by the 
best football au­
thorities in the 
country, and has
truly proven his 
ability both to 
play and to teach 
the game. He will 
be with us for the 
season of 1911, 
when we expect 
to put out as 
good a team as 
those of the seas­
ons of 1909 and 
1910.
COACH EXENDINE 
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1 T T is a pleasure to review a season such as we have had this year in football. But few of our teams have a record equal to this one. Six victories, one tie, one defeat. For the past two years the eyes of the Ohio colleges have been turned toward Otterbein’s football teams. 
The records of the teams show plainly the skill with which our football material has been 
^ handled. We cannot praise too highly the work of Captain Lambert, who for two seasons
has so successfully led the men to victory.
But few times in the past history of football in Otterbein have we been able to find a man with 
the ability to lead us through two winning seasons. The harmony on the team showed the influence of 
t'e captain's personality.
Otterbein is very fortunate in securing a football coach of the standard and ability of Fxendine. 
He knows the game from beginning to end, and also knows how to coach a winning squad.
The personnel of the squad this season was as good as that of any other team In the state. The 
team work, which is necessary for a winning team, was always in evidence. Perhaps no man stood out 
more prominently than our sterling fullback and field captain, Rex John, whose line plunging, punting 
and ali-rocnd football ability, far ojt-distanced his opponents. Rex directed the team when Captain 
Lambert was not able to be on the field, and gained much praise for his ability to handle the men.
LeRoy Mattis at left half played the most sensational ball of his life this year. Roy could 
tackle and carry the ball in a sensational manner and his interference was wonderful. He is a man 
who listens to the coach and who will be missed by the team next year.
John Hogg at left tackle played a star game. He was always outweighed, but never outplayed.
Jol-n had been trying for_ the team for two yea s, and at the beginning of this season it was plainly
evident that this was John’s year. He was always in the game, playing clean, heady ball.
“Tink” Sanders at quarter was an apt student of Coach Exendine's tactics. Head work and speed 
were Hs specialties. He was always on the alert for any weakness in the defense of his opponents
and sent his strongest plays at those points.
Walter Bailey at center was a wonder. The Cincinnati football enthusiasts picked Walter as an 
All-Ohio center because of his splendid work against Cincinnati University. The center position is a 
hard one to fill and Walter will be badly missed.
Paik Wineland, sub-quarter and end, is an all-round good football man. He puts ginger Into the 
fellows by his own enthusiasm and good nature. “Skinney" has been a very valuable man to the team 
• Iris year.
Ira Warner at left guard was a “flying machine” on getting down under punts. He had a way 
of getting through the line that was something wonderful. Ira played a real defensive game, and no 
matter how badly injured was never willing to quit until the timer’s whistle blew.
John, Mattis, Sanders, Hogg, Bailey, Wineland, and Warner will graduate this year. They will 
be missed from the team next year, but since they must go we wish them many victories in the greater 
game—life.
Right half was filled by two men this year, Snavely and Funk. Both men played excellent ball. 
The former was severely injured early in the season and his place was taken by Funk, who, although 
young in years, proved that he was old in experience and ability.
The ends were played by Hartman and Wagner, and well played, too. Milo was a star on for­
ward passes and few ends could beat him down the field.
Channing, although not so tall for the passes, was always down the field among the first, nailing 
his man on the spot.
Albert Lambert at right guard was the smallest on the squad, weighing 260 pojnds. Albert could 
open up holes in the opponents’ line wide enough to drive a wagon through, and his defense was fine.
Arthur Lambert at right tackle was a strong man In every department of the game. So well did 
he play the game this season that his team-mates chose him captain of the team for the coming year. 
We wish you the best of luck, Arthur, for the season of 1911 and 1912.
Hatton, McLeod, Gilbert, Hollingshead, and Simon were valuable men to the squad this year, always 
reedy to fill the places of the regulars in case of accident.
Space does not permit a discussion of the second team men, whose place on the field is Important 
if a gcod varsity e'even is to be turned out. There are many men on the second team who will be 
varsity men next year and we look forward to the best season in Otterbein for 1911 and 1912.
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Otterbein 5 September 24 O. S. U. 14
It was a loyal bunch of rooters that accompanied the team to the 
Ohio State field and in spite of the rain stayed with the team to the 
bitter end. The annual rain which accompanies the O. S. U. game was 
there, and during the last half made the field quite wet for play.
This did not prevent Otterbein from putting up fine ball in all 
departments of the game. The first scoring of the game was done by 
Otterbein after five minutes of play, when John picked up one of State*s 
fumbles and sprinted forty-five yards for a touchdown. Otterbein missed 
the try for goal, leaving the score Otterbein 5—O. S. U. 0. Things 
were looking pretty bright for O. U., but State rallied quickly and by 
a series of end runs and fake plays, Foss of State went over for her 
first touchdown. They kicked goal. Score—Otterbein 5, O. S. U. 6. 
Another touchdown and place kick by State ended the scoring of a very 
interesting game. The work of the individual members of the team on 
the whole was excellent, but as this was the first game of the season, team­
work was somewhat lacking at times.
On defense Otterbein played a great game. Hogg and Lambert at 
tackle were invincible. John was the mainstay in the back field, carrying 
and booting the ball for long gains. Hartman and Wagner at ends 
were always down under Rex’s punts, nailing Stale s men in their tracks.
Captain Lambert started the game for Otterbein, but owing to in­
juries to his ankle he was forced to yield his place to Snavely, who 
showed up quite well for his first game of varsity football.
State has a very strong team this year and we should not feel the 
defeat by so strong a team, since it was the only defeat of the season.
(jpy
Otterbein 0 October I Kenyon 0
Otterbein really won the Kenyon game this year. Kenyon was out­
played in every way and it was only through the luck that they usually 
have when we are playing them, that they were not scored on.
Time after time we would rush the ball within striking distance of 
their goal, to lose it on forward passes or fumbles. Once on a try for 
a place kick the wind carried a well directed ball back twenty feel. 
Kenyon also came near scoring in the last half, when, on a try for a 
place kick, the ball hit the cross-bar and bounded back onto the field.
Otterbein had by far the best team this year. Although we were 
not playing the Lamberts on the right side of the line, yet McLeod and 
Hatton played a fine game and should be commended. They had Ken­
yon’s best line men to oppose, Marly and Axtell, the only real football 
men on the Kenyon team.
The backfield worked fine, having plenty of interference to aid them 
in making long gains. This was Snavely’s first entire game of varsity 
and he showed that he could play good, snappy ball. Sanders had 
some trouble with Kenyon’s ends when forward passes were used, but 
one pass was made successfully. Kenyon understood our passes from the 
State game and had coached their ends and halves to intercept them.
E.nd runs and line plunges, however, were worked at will, our line­
men tossing their men about whenever called upon. The usual snap and 
spirit seemed to be somewhat lacking at limes, yet the team should be 
commended for the excellent showing made against Kenyon this year.
We feel much as a Kenyon man was heard to remark a few days 
later: “Luck was surely with Kenyon in their game with Otterbein.”
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1Otterbein 23 October 15 Ohio Northern 19
The game with Ohio Northern was one of the hardest-fought games 
of the season. Northern outweighed us about fifteen pounds to the man, 
not excepting our husky right guard—“Albert.” They lacked the coach­
ing which our team put to such a good advantage, but had they had a 
coach such as Exendine and the same abundant material at hand, they 
would easily have won the state championship, for it was only by the 
hardest playing that we were able to defeat them, twenty-three to nine­
teen.
No game played this year placed so much responsibility upon the 
line as this one. Northern had plenty of subs to replenish their regulars, 
so that they could rest and then play again. Albert said that “the 
longer they came the bigger they got,” which shows that Northern did 
have plenty of material from which to select.
McLeod and Hatton replaced the Lamberts for a few seconds, and 
when they got back into the game after their rest, they did some great 
work and helped Otterbein out of a hole.
We were fortunate in having some heavy back field men for line 
plunging, especially John, who was often called on to carry the ball. 
A large part of the scoring was due to his plunges, which netted the 
team several yards of gain.
John got away with several long punts which averaged about forty 
yards.
Our athletic relations with Ohio Northern are somewhat strained 
since this game, because of the treatment given us by the referee, Mr. 
Hoyer of Ohio Slate. It is a well-known fact that Northern always 
shows the old-fashioned college spirit when playing visiting teams.
We won in spite of the treatment, however, and congratulate every 
individual on the excellent game played.
Otterbein 37 October 22 Heidelberg 0
The Heidelberg game was the first played on the local field this 
season. It is needless to say that Otterbein, with the ball always in safe 
territory, won by the score of 37 to 0. Long runs by every back field 
man were the bright features of the game. The local team was somewhat 
off-color in team-work at various limes, but managed to do most of the 
playing in Heidelberg’s territory.
Heidelberg was unable to threaten our goal, but pul up a stubborn 
fight against Exendine’s men, who outweighed them fifteen pounds to the 
man.
The first score of the game was a touchdown by Sanders, who re­
ceived a punt and sprinted thirty yards for a touchdown. The goal was 
missed. Early in the second quarter John scored a place kick from the 
thirty-yard line, followed by touchdowns by Sanders and Snavely.
End runs were used to advance the ball within striking distance. 
Then trick plays through the line put the ball across the coveted goal line.
Otterbein came back strong in the last half and in the third quarter 
secured eleven points on touchdowns by Matlis’ and Snavely. John 
missel goal on the first touchdown.
In the fourth quarter Captain Lambert, whose injuries in the Stale 
game had kept him from the fray, replaced Snavely and played a strong 
game. John on an end run scored the last touchdown of the game. 
Hartman kicked goal. This ended the scoring of a one-sided but very 
interesting game.
1 _
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Otterbein 39 October 29 Antioch 0
Antioch was an easy victim for Otterbein this year, being defeated 
39 to 0. This was not a game won from a poor, uncoached team, but 
one which was hotly contested fiom beginning to end. Antioch was ex­
ceptionally strong in every department, and it was only through our ex­
cellent team-work and superior coaching that we were able to win.
The victorious eleven worked in grand style and used the forward 
pass to perfection, scoring the first touchdown by the use of one, Sanders 
turning the trick. Mattis scored a touchdown after some pretty ground 
gaining by Wagner, Funk, and Mattis.
John started the second quarter by a touchdown, followed by a 
place kick by himself, which ended the scoring of this quarter.
In the third quarter a brand new feat was in store for us. John 
received the kickoff, and ran through a broken field ninety-five yards for a 
touchdown. This was the most spectacular feat seen on the local gridiron 
this year.
Antioch kicked to Hollanshead, who had replaced Funk. Antioch 
was unable to stop him until he had gained fifty yards for O. U. 
Sanders gained thirty and John went eight for another touchdown. In 
the fourth quarter John place kicked and Hartman, after a series of runs 
and a forward pass, went over for his first and the last touchdown of the 
game. In no game this year did Otterbein show such skill and team- 
wo:k as in this one, and had she met Oberlin or Ohio State at this time, 
they would have been forced to acknowledge the ability of our team.
(sv
Otterbein 12 November 5 Cincinnati 6
Much newspaper comment preceded our game with Cincinnati this 
year. The Cincinnati Enquirer was especially active in predicting our 
defeat, since the university of that city was supposed to have the next best 
team in the slate. Time for the game found many of Otterbein’s former 
students and enthusiastic friends on the side lines to root for a winning 
team. Cincinnati anxiously watched the team as they lined up for 
s gnal practice, hoping that we would uncover some of our tricks, but 
“nary a one”; straight football only was used.
The whistle blew and the red hot contest was on. Cincinnati stub­
bornly contested every inch of the ground gained by Otterbein, and they 
worked like tigers to gain the lead O. U. had over them. This was a 
game in which our plucky little quarterback starred, both in generaling 
the team and in successful plays by himself. The team-work was one of 
the brightest features of the game, our Interference being the best at all 
times. Especially was this prominent in the long end runs by Mattis 
and John.
Funk also played a steady game, both on offense and defense.
Cincinnati had the strongest line that we met this season and but 
few line plunges were used. Both touchdowns were scored by the quar- 
le back's quick fakes through center. This not only shows well for the 
quarter but also shows that the center and guards were taking good care 
of their men. Wagner and Hartman were in the game all of the time 
and were on the receiving end of several well directed forward passes.
Every man on the team was playing for everything there was in 
him and the record shows a hard-fought victory, won by the score of 
12 to 6.
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Otterbein 12 November 12 Ohio 0
Tricksters won in a hard and rough contest over Ohio University. 
Ohio sprang a suipiise on us by playing their best game of the season 
against us, holding the game to a 12 to 0 score.
The ability of Otterbein to work tricks was especially evident in 
this game, when Ohio by her good defense wo k stopped all attempts to 
make good on straight football. Exendine’s men, however, had their 
opponents outclassed m every department of the game. Mattis played 
the stellar role, making two thirty-yard runs which resulted in touchdowns. 
This was the only scoring done in the game excepting the goals from the 
touchdowns.
John was in the game with his great line smashing bucks, which 
class him among the best fullbacks in the stale. Funk also was good on 
gains through the lines and pulled off some trick plays which completely 
dazzled the Ohio men.
Albert Lambert was great on opening up holes when called upon, 
and especially so when he made it possible for Mattis to score his first 
touchdown over right guard. Otterbein seemed a little bit rattled in this 
game, but towards the last of the game they got together and played grand 
ball, sending Mattis over after a series of tricks and other good plays, 
for the second touchdown of the game. John kicked goal for both 
touchdowns.
Porlz played the best game for Ohio both on offense and defense, 
and was in a large manner responsible for the showing made by his 
team.
This was the roughest game of the season. Dirty tactics were used 
by Ohio in stopping some of the plays, a fact which does not speak well 
for an Ohio Conference team. The game on the whole was a very 
satisfactory one and showed that our team could win a game on tricks 
alone if necessary.
Otterbein 20 November 24 Wittenberg 0
Mud! mud! more mud! This is the story of the Thanksgiving day 
game. The men who graduated from the team this year will remember 
it as a fitting climax to their football career. Exendine’s men were in 
fine condition for their last game of the season. There were fifty-six dif­
ferent plays to select from and had Wittenberg solved any one of them 
any other one might have been used just as effectively against her. The 
gridiron was a lake of mud and water at the beginning of the game, but 
this did not stop our husky lads from trying their luck against our old- 
time enemy in athletics.
No sensational features were pulled off. Punting was entirely out 
of the question because of the mud which would collect on the ball. For­
ward passes were equally as impossible. Straight football, the last resort, 
was used for a 20 to 0 victory. End runs and line bucks were used for 
the four touchdowns, but no goals were kicked.
The men who will leave the team this year will be greatly missed 
for their playing. Warner at guard has played fine ball, as has his team­
mate, Hogg, at tackle. Hogg was the lightest tackle seen on our team 
for years but played a fine game. Mattis at half played stellar ball, as 
did John at fullback. The latter was picked by many for the All-Ohio 
team. Bailey at center and Sanders at quarter were the battery of the 
team, and we will have to search long and far to find men to replace 
them. Wineland was in many of the games this year and made himself 
a valuable man to the team. He played part of the Wittenberg game 
and “was in it all the time.”
Thus ends the career of seven of the best football men that ever 
donned the cardinal and tan.
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OUR PAST RECORDS IN FOOTBALL FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Date
Games
Played Won Lost Tied
Manager R. v/. Moses has arranged an ex­
cellent schedule for next year.
1890.................. ........... 2 0 2 0
1891............... ........... 3 2 1 0
Schedule
1892.................. ......... .. 4 2 2 0 Sept. 30—O. S. U. at Columbus.
1893.................. ........... 7 4 2 I Oct. 14—Muskingum at Westerville.
1894.................. ........... 4 2 1 1 Oct. 21—Cincinnati at Cincinnati.
1895.................. ........... 7 6 1 0 Oct. 28—Ohio at Westerville.
1896................ ........... 7 3 4 0 Nov. 4—Denison at Granville.
1897................ ........... 8 3 3 2 Nov. 11—Antioch at Westerville.
1898................ ........... 4 1 3 0 Nov. 18—O. W. U. at Delaware.
1899................ ........... 8 3 5 0 Nov. 25—Marietta at Marietta.
1900................ ........... 8 4 3 1 Nov. 30—Wittenberg at Springfield.
1901................ ........... 9 2 3 2
1902................ .............  9 0 7 2
1903................ .............  8 2 5 1 FOOTBALL SCORES FOR 1910
1904................ .............  9 1 8 0 Sept. 23—O. S. U............... 14 Otterbein... 5
1905................ .............  7 4 3 0 Sept. 30—Kenyon ................ 0 Otterbein... 0
1906................ .............  8 0 8 0 Oct. 14—Ohio Northern... 19 Otterbein.. .23
1907................ .............  9 2 7 0 Oct. 21—Heidelberg .........0 Otterbein.. 39
1908............... ............. 8 3 5 0 Oct. 28—Antioch ................0 Otterbein. . .37
1909............... ............. 9 5 3 1 Nov. 4—Cincinnati ........... 6 Otterbein... 12
1910............... .............  8 6 1 1 Nov. 11—Ohio ....................0 Otterbein... 12
1911................ .............  9 ? J ? Nov. 24—Wittenberg........... 0 Otterbein.. .20
H5e-Ml
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BASKETBALL SQUAD
IThe basketball season just passed has been a very successful one in two respects: first, the victories won; and second,the financial gain. The team this year was practically a new one. Only two of the men from last year's squadreported for work this season. Perhaps no captain has had such a task on his hands as Young has had this
year. Three men who had never played varsity ball had to be developed for the team. The schedule, although 
the hardest one ever played bv an Otterbein team, was well handled. Lack of team-work was evident in the 
first three games, but under the efficient leadership of the Captain a winning aggregation was turned out, which ended the 
season vmy cerditably. Like football, basketball will lose most of the regular players this year. Six men from the squad 
will graduate, leaving quite a gap for next year’s captain to repair.
K- Young, Captain and left forward, has just ended a very successful season. He has shown that besides coaching 
and choosing the team, he has been able to play the game of his life, leading the team in the scoring department. He is the 
speediest man in the squad and a sure goal getter. He graduates this year and will be greatly missed.
R. K. John, right forward, was the most aggressive man on the squad; his ability to follow the ball was the bright
feature of his playing. Rex could hit the goal regularly and was always playing ball. He tried his luck at center a few
times this year, but his best game was played at forward. 'He also belongs to the sheepskin class..
R. M. Crosby, center. Is the season find. He filled the shoes of a center in a very good manner. He out-scored his 
opponents, besides getting Into most of the team-work. Although a new man in varsity ball, he developed rapidly and toward 
the end or the season was playing good classy ball. He is a senior.
C. L. Bailey, right guard, has been a very valuable man to the team. Cloyd would have won his letter with ease this 
year had he not been prevented by sickness. He is the lightest man on the squad, but plays hard all the time, which ac­
counts for his success in basketball. He will go the way of all the other seniors.
C. R. Hall, right guard, is entirely new at the game this year. He took Bailey's place at guard and played a very 
consisted game. Experience is all that .s lacking to make him an all-round team man. Ralph will be in school another 
year and wi 1, no doubt, be ojU for the teanr. A. D. Cook Lft guard, has played several years on the varsity and will be 
out ror the team next year. He was elected captain for 1912.
The second team has been the best seen on the local floor in years, 
against outside teams. Out of six games they were defeated but once.
The seconds were Dempsey Stringer, Lambert, Bandeen, and Fonts, all of whom had some varsity experience. Wine- 
land also played with the seconds and would have gotten to play on the varsity If he had come out earlier in the season.
Stringer and Wineland tackle the great unknown this year, but Dempsey, Lambert, Bandeen, and Fonts will be with
the team another year.
Manager J. T. Hogg has taken good care of his men this year. He has given them the best of everything, besides 
ending the season with a large balance in his favor. Nothing but words of commendation can be given to him for ' 
way he handled the team.
The team-work was excellent, as was their work
the
Young Right Forrvard
Johns Left Fonvard
Crosby Center
Hall, Bailey, Fours Right Guard 
Cook Left Guard
Stringer
Dempsey
Lambert
Bandeen
Wineland
Varsitt) Sufis—Lambert, Stringer, Dempsey, Ban-
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS Total
Halves No. of
BASKETBALL SEASON
Name. Position. Goals.
Young, L. F............ 53
lohn, R. F...............43
Opp’ts.
22
28
Played.
20
21
Points.
174
88 Otterbein.........
Result of Games
o. s. u...............
Crosby, C.................. 38 27 17 76 Otterbein. .. . 28
Hall, R. G............. S 28 10 10 Otterbein. .. . , own .........46
......... 61
Bailey, R. G........... 7
1
9
6
5
2
14
2
Otterbein......... Muskingum...........
Cook, L. G............. 12 43 22 24 Otterbein......... Denison ............... .... 45
Dempsey, Forward. 5 1 1 14 Otterbein......... Kenvon ..................
Stringer, Forward.. 0 2 1
0
0 Otterbein......... .........27
.........51
. ...33
Bandeen, Guard. .. . 0 0 0 Denison ...............
Antioch ...............
Lambert, Center. .. . 0 0 0 0 Otterbein.........
Total—Otterbein ... ........ 409 Otterbein......... Kenvon ............... ......... 12
Total—Opponents ... ........ 396 Otterbein......... Wittenberg ......... .........13
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The Inter-Class Gaines were more interesting than usual this year. Everyone was glad to see them 
run off so smoothly and all seemed satisfied with the series and the results. This series played in mid- 
Winter aroused class spirit to the highest pitch attained at any time of the year.
There are two objects in view for holding these games; first, the bringing out and developing of 
basketball material; and second, the financial gain to the management. These games have again fulfilled 
these requirements and proved a great success In 1911.
There were four games played. The first resulted in a victory for the Seniors over the Juniors 
hy the score of 49 to 19. On the same evening the Freshmen defeated the Sophomores 37 to 14. The 
Seniors played their second game with the Academy team, winning by the score of 40 to 13. The 
final game was played by the juniors and freshmen and resulted in a 35 to 20 victory for the freshmen.
The losers of the championship game were famous in inter-class contests, having won the class 
championship series both In their freshman and junior years. They were defeated In their sophomore 
year by the juniors (1910), losing by a single point.
The championship team, although belonging to the class with the surplus chlorophyll, were not new 
to the game of basketball and will make fine material for next year’s varsity team. The outcome of 
the games was as famous prophets prophesied ere the series began. All the more glory goes to the 
first year men for making such an excellent showing, for from among them must come the future athletes 
of Otterbein.
Freshmen
Lash (C.) Right Forward 
Dempsey, Left Forward 
Hollanshead, Center 
Bandeen, Right Guard 
Sechrist, Left Guard 
Bradley-Gifford, Substitutes
Seniors 
Locke (C.) 
Stringer 
Hogc-Warner 
Sanders-Mattis
WiNELAND
Bandeen
Sophomores 
Summers 
Nelson 
Foltz (C.) 
McLeod 
Russel 
Wells
Teams
Right Forward 
Left Forward 
Center 
Right Guard 
Left Guard 
Substitute
Right Forward 
Left Forward 
Genter
Right Guard 
Left Guard 
Substitute
Juniors 
Moses (C.) 
Flora 
Rogers 
Hartman 
Metzgar 
D. John
Academy 
Converse 
Sanders 
Lambert (C.) 
Patterson 
Ling
Class
Freshmen. . 
Seniors. .. .
Juniors........
Sophomores 
Academy.. .
CLASS TEAM STANDING
Games. Won.
...................  2 2
.......................... 3 2
........................ I 0
......................... I 0
..................... 1 0
Lost.
0
I
I
1
I
Pet.
1000
.666
.000
.000
.000
1-13
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Name Team
POSITSON ON
THE Team Stunt Remarks
Bondurrant Tennis Single (s) Love garnet Takes no interest in ’em
Jacoby Don’t know Out of sight talking
about himself
Huber Track Broad jump into society
This is Bill’s first year
Bossart Football Guarding his own
claim out on the farm
Brenneman Crosscountry Last man No other place left
Yabe Baseball Short (stop) Smiles
He has the Otterbein spirit
Glunt Track Dashes any place to take a picture
Wenger Fencing Reporter Writing poetry with his back against the fencing
Kussel Basketball Quite forward chewing the rag with his elders.
Maeder Walking Trailer Stumbling Did you ever see a walk like it?
Tliuma Track Discus(s) (ing) woman’s suffrage with Miss Bauman
lieggs Basketball Center of attraction but just a dog like the rest of us
I)rane Football Tackle anything even the Ass. Dean’s job
Spring Baseball Pitcher Good buntcr because he is bunty
Mills Basketball Backward Son of Prof. Mills Has not developed yet.
I’andeen, Sr. Track Hurdles He took a hurdle in his love affairs
M allin Track High jump after Dill pickles
Crogan Won’t play with anybody but Miss Shanks
Layton Baseball Catch (er) if possible by 1913
Lybarger Football Guard (er) of his health Too light for the team
Sando Baseball Out late nights Base stealer 
(of chickens)
He would like to do some­
thing but can’t
McGee No! Chief Mogul on Cochran Hall police force
Beware of Alum Creek 1
Cupid Game of life Kverybody tries to play with him
144
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TRACK TEAM
Homer Gifford ........... Captain
John Stringer . . . ' . . . . . . . . Manager
Prof. Harry Heltman .......... Coach
Dashes: Mattis, Gifford, Rogers.
Mile: Van Saun, Hall, Goughenour.
Two Mile: Bungard, Richey, Lemmon.
Quarter Mile: Rogers, Summers, Wells.
Half Mile: Van Saun, Wells, Hall.
Hurdles: Rogers, Gifford.
Hammer Throw: Harlman, Lambert.
Shot Put: John, Hartman, Lambert, McLeod.
Discus: McLeod, Hartman,
Broad Jump: Gilford, Wells, McLeod.
High Jump: Kaler, Bradley, Bierly.
Pole Vault: Kohr, Rogers.
Relay Candidates: Rogers, Gifford, Summers, Mattis, Wells,
Bradley.
T HE past year in track has been up to a standard of which we as students of Otterbein have a just reason to be proud. Although the performance of our team upon the home track 
was prevented because of bad weather, yet in the Cincinnati meet and again in the field 
day events Commencement week, our boys demonstrated the fact that they were winners 
against the best. Three records were broken, the hammer throw, the low hurdle and the 
100-yard dash, by Stouffer, Rogers, and Welbaum, respectively.
Homer Gifford was unanimously chosen captain to lead the squad for this season. Homer has 
been doing good work with the men and if the weather man will permit he will lead them to the vic­
tories that our teams have won in former years.
Manager Stringer has arranged an excellent schedule for the team this year and is doing his best 
to equip the team in the best manner. He is planning for a big field day for Commencement week. 
Alumni and students are needed to push this to make it the biggest field day ever held in Otterbein. 
Wanted—Every track record broken Commencement week.
The following is the schedule of the season:
May 6. 
May 13. 
May 20. 
May 27. 
June 3. 
June 13.
Ohio at Westerville.
O. W. U. at Delaware. 
Cincinnati at Cincinnati. 
Blx Six at Columbus. 
Denison at Westerville. 
Field Day at Westerville,
147
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B A S E B A L L  S Q U A D
lUlBlHutU
__ ASEBALL at Otterbein University has made rapid strides in the past two years. Last year, under the efficient 
Jtj coaching of Goodwin, Otterbein turned out the fastest team that has ever donned the tan and cardinal. The fact 
that we won the state championship is sufficient proof of this statement. This was due in a large degree to the 
knowledge of inside baseball. The catching of Captain Wineland, whose skill in handling the team was re- 
sponsiLjie for many of our victories, and the sensational pitching of R. Caliban were bright features of the games 
the past season. Otterbein was very fortunate in having live or six left-hand batters. This seemed to puzzle the opposing 
pitchers, and as a result Otterbein out-batted her opponents two to one. The highest average in 1909 was .219, while the 
lowest in 1910 was .225 and the highest .389. Thus we see the improvement due to coaching.
The personnel of our team for the coming year will be somewhat changed, but the new material under the leadership of 
Captain Wagner and Coach ^Jl^rigley have shown remarkable form. We look forward to another championship year in 
baseball.
THE SQUAD FOR 1911
Pilchers: Caliban, Snavely, McFarland, Kohr, Westfall. 
Catchers: Wineland, Bevis, Ling. .
First Base: John, Bailey.
Second Base: Fonts, Young, Crosby, Sechrist.
ThirtI Base: Funk, Jones, Stringer.
Shortstop: Caliban, Dempsey, Young.
Left Field: Wagner (Capt.), Patterson.
Center Field: Hemmlnger, Fonts, Moses.
Right Field: Stringer, Funkhouser.
SCHEDULE FOR 1910
J. C. Baker, Manager
*0. U..........................14
O. U..........................12
*0. U...... .................. 12
»0. U......................... 7
O. U..........................11
*0. U......................... 5
*0. U......................... 8
*0. U......................... 4
*0. U......................... 8
O. U......................... 2
*0. U......................... 7
*0. U.......................... 11
»0. U......................... 3
O. U......................... 5
>Von 1 
Won 1
•Played abroad.
P. A. Wineland, Captain
Ohio Wesleyan.................. 9
Wittenberg ......................... 0
Ohio University.................. 6
Kenyon ...............................  5
W. Va. Wesleyan............2
W. Va. Wesleyan............4
W. Va. Wesleyan............4
W. Va. University........... 5
Wilberforce ........................13
W. Va. University............0
Heidelberg ........................  9
Findlay ............................... 6
Denison ...............................  4
Ohio Wesleyan.................. 2
Lost 3.
Lost 3.
SCHEDULE FOR 1911
Date Place Opponents
April 4 Westerville ......... .. .S. O. M. U. vs. Otterbein
April 21 Westerville ............ vs. Otterbein
April 29 Yellow Springs . . .Antioch vs. Otterbein
May 5 Cincinnati .............. .U. of c. vs. Otterbein
May 6 Springfield ............ .Wittenberg vs. Otterbein
May 10 Westerville........... .U. of C. vs. Otterbein
May 13 New Conco d........ vs. Otterbein
May 19 Westerville............ .Wooster vs. Otterbein
May 24 Delaware .............. vs. Otterbein
May 27 Westerville......... .O. S. U. vs. Otterbein
June 2 Wooster ................ .Wooster vs. Otterbein
June 3 Ada ....................... .O. N. U. vs. Otterbein
Name. 
Funk, cf.. . 
Young, ss. . 
Wagner, If. 
Ketner, 2b.
Sanders, p.-c... 
R. Calihan, p. . 
L. Calihan, m. 
Hemminger, rf. 
Fonts, cf...........
Totals—
Otterbein —
Fielding average of team, .950.
INDIVIDUAL STANDING OF THE TEAM FOR
G. A.B. R. B.A. P.O A. E. F.A.
FIRST FOUR GAMES
II 45 17 288 17 5 1 .956 Bat. Field.
12 50 8 280 35 29 11 .853 Name Position A.B. R. H. P.O. A. E. Av. Av.
12 46 21 391 14 1 0 1000 Funk. 3b........... ... 5 1 0 1 2 0 000 1000
II 53 13 377 12 23 8 .814 Young, 2b. . .. ... 13 5 2 15 14 1 154 967
12 51 II 314 106 4 9 .925 L. Calihan, s.s. .. 17 3 5 9 10 0 294 1000
12 46 7 217 17 19 12 .750 Wagner, r.f. .. ... 17 5 6 3 0 0 353 1000
7 26 6 307 39 8 1 .979 John, lb............. ... 11 4 2 32 3 1 189 972
II 41 6 317 38 24 0 1000 Stringer, r.f. .. ... 14 0 3 2 1 0 215 1000
9 32 8 343 7 28 3 .921 Fouls, m............ ... 6 1 0 4 2 1 000 857
7 27 4 296 7 3 0 1000 Hemminger, m. ... 11 3 1 0 0 0 091 1000
2 9 2 222 2 0 0 1000 Wineland, c. . ... 13 3 4 31 3 2 307 944
1 4 0 000 1 0 0 1000 R. Caliban, p. ... 14 4 5 3 13 2 357 888
Dempsey, r.f. . ... 4 2 0 0 0 0 000 1000
423 100 303 303 143 45 909 Snavely, p. . .. ... 3 0 2 1 3 0 667 1000
379 50 214 297 134 65 868 Jones, 3b. ... ... 2 0 0 0 0 0 000 1000
Batting average of team, .234.
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VARSITY "O" ASSOCIATION
P. A. WlNELAND 
W. L. Mattis 
M. L. Hartman 
A. D. Cook
Officers
Prestdenl 
Vice President 
Secretar}) 
Treasurer
Prof. A. P. Rosselot
W. R. Bailey 
M. L. Hartman 
J. T. Hogg
Active Members 
In the Faculty 
Prof. G. G. Grabill
In the University 
Football
R. K. John Albert Lambert
H. P. Lambert W. L. Mattis
Arthur Lambert P. H. Rogers
P. E. WlNELAND
Prof. S. J. Kiehl
C. F. Sanders 
I. D. Warner 
C. M. Wagner
Basl{ethall
d' R- M. Crosby C. L. Bailey
R. K. John c. F. Sanders A. D. Cook
C. M. Wagner L. Cahhan
R. Calahan C. F. Sanders
Baseball
A. Z. Funk R. K. John
P. E. WlNELAND
H. P. Gifford 
M. L. Hartman
Dr. Howard Russel
Tracl(
W. Van Saun 
P. H. Rogers
Honorary Members 
Mr. Mathews
IT) 2
C. L. Bailey
D. C. Shumaker
Mr. Barnard
100 Yard Dash................. . 1 0 seconds.............................. C. R. Welbaum. ’10
Mile Run.............................. _4 minutes 38 2-5 seconds. . J. W. Ayer. ’07
Discus Throw........................
220 Yard Dash.................
, 108 feet 1 1 inches...............
. 23 seconds..............................
R. M. Fox
1 J. R. Libecap, ’09
1 M. A. Ditmer, ’10
Two Mile Run.................... .10 minutes 26 1-5 seconds. R. S. Ressler
16 Pound Hammer Throw . 120 feet 1 1-5 inches......... K. J. Stouffer, ’10
440 Yard Dash................... . 52 4-5 seconds...................... L. E. Coleman
High Jump............................ 5 feet 6 inches...................... W. O. Lambert, ’00
220 Yard Hurdle............... .27 2-5 seconds...................... P. H. Rogers, ’12
Broad Jump.......................... .22 feet 7 inches.................... R. C. Kumler, 94
880 Yard Run................... . 2 minutes 3 1 -5 seconds. . . J. W. Ayer, ’07
Pole Vault............................ .9 feet 7 1-2 inches............. E. E. Hostetter, ’96
16 Pound Shot Put.............,35 feet 7 inches.................... R. L. Kunkle
High Hurdles........................ .17 3-5 seconds......................
1
N. R. Funk, ’07
' M. M. Weibling, ’12
Relay Mile............................ 3 minutes 41 1-5 seconds..)
f
P. H. Rogers, ’12
L. J. Essig, ’10
M. A. Ditmer, ’10
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HE SIBYL of 1911 would not be complete if we failed to mention the new 
Athletic Field and the class of 1911, who have so nobly backed the effort 
which has been put forth to procure the new field.
Last year the present Senior class started early to discuss what would be 
a fitting and proper gift for them to leave to the college, and after some discussion they 
finally decided to start a movement to secure for Otterbein a new Athletic field. They 
certainly could never have decided upon a better gift for the school. They decided not 
only that Otterbein should have a new field but it should be the best Athletic field, 
when completed, in the state. They at once drew up this contract with the trustees: 
“The class of 1911 proposes to the Board of Trustees, that the class undertake the rais­
ing of two thousand dollars ($2000.00) for the development of an Athletic field upon 
ground to be provided by the college. That the college do the work of drainage and 
grading immediately on the payment of six hundred dollars ($600.00) by the class 
cither in cash, or in negotiable notes, or in both. Upon the payment of seven hundred 
dollars ($700.00) more that the college finish the field ready for dedication June 1, 
1911. If the remainder is paid in by June 1, 1911, that the class may then name and 
dedicate the field.
“ 1 he plans and specifications of the Athletic field shall be mutually agreed upon 
by the two parties. The letting of all contracts for the construction of the Athletic field 
shall be in sole charge of the college.”
We see by reading this contract that the class meant business. They are to be con­
gratulated on starting early and on laying plans to give this fine gift. The Board of 
1 rustees at once appointed a committee of two, M. H. Matthews of Dayton, and Harry 
Bernard, Secretary of the Cleveland Athletic Club, to raise money and draw up plans 
tor the project. This committee has worked very faithfully and has secured five thousand 
dollars, ($5000.00)
The Senior class up to this time have almost completely fulfilled their part of the 
contract, for they have already turned over six hundred dollars to the college and the 
work has been started. The class has raised eleven hundred dollars in cash and they have 
approximately five hundred dollars in subscriptions, due the first of June.
The new field will lie in the northwest corner of the town, and will be entered from 
Grove street. The committee has purchased for the clloege about twenty-five acres of 
land iricluding the old gravel pit. The new field will be equipped with a full sized base 
ball diamond and the diamond will be sodded. It will be the best college base ball 
diamond in the state. It will also be equipped with a sodded football field with all the 
modern improvements. There will be either a third or quarter mile track. The field will 
be equipped with up-to-date bleachers and a fence will be placed around it. In time the 
college expects to' build a new gymnasium there also.
This field is a sure thing now and the committee is waiting on bids for the grading. 
As soon as this preliminary work is finished the field will be started. They expect to have 
the field conrpleted so that the football team can use it next fall. So we see that it is 
only a question of a little time until we have the new field, a field that will equal any 
field in the state, one which we will take great pride in talking about, and one which will 
be a great advertising feature for the school.
The Senior class is to be congratulated and commended for pushing through so 
worthy an undertaking. We ail wish them the same success in their undertakings of 
after life.
I 5 1

R. L. Harkins J. J. Dick G. F. McFarland J. R- Schulz, Alternate
Affinnattw i^tating ©earn
College Chapel, March 17, 1911.
Question; Resolved, That our legislation should be shaped toward a gradual ultimate abandon­
ment of the protective tariff.
OrrzmuN—Affirmative; R. L. Harkins, J. J. Dick, G. F. McFarland.
Heidelberg—Negative: H. L. Shinn, W. E. Miller, E. W. Miller.
Judges: Prof. McElroy, Ohio Wesleyan Universily; Prof. Kalb, Columbus.
OR the first tirre in the history of Otterbein, her debating teams this year won 
both debates in the triangle.
The viotory won at home by our affirmative team was a notable one inas-
mueh as the Heidelberg team was composed entirely of experienced debaters, 
whereas none of the Otterbein team had had any previous experience in inter-collegiate 
debate.
Harkins, as the first speaker, proved himself especially efficient in his clear analysis 
of the question and logical arrangement of the arguments. At the same time he made a 
good impression by his forcible delivery.
McFarland’s argument was forceful, his delivery easy and persuasive, giving the 
impression of exhaustive study of the question and thorough preparation.
Dick won much deserved credit as a debater by his splendid enthusiasm and ready 
rebuttal. The running fire summary with which he concluded the debate was a feature 
of the contest.
All three of these men deserve much credit for their victory over Heidelberg, a 
college which has always been noted for her splendid debating teams.
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FRED G. BALE
Coach of the Debating Teams
N O one has done more for the Otterbem Debating Teams in the last three years than has Fred G. Bale. Hi, services have been freely given at all times. Even his professional duties have been sacrificed in his efforts to 
put out winning teams. Mr. Bale knows the art of debating himself and he also knows how to train his teams. 
For three years he has led ,n debate at Ohio State University, where he studied under Prof. Blanchard.
Although not directly connected with the college, Mr. Bale is much interested in its welfare. He has proved 
this by the service he has rendered the debating teams.
The success of the teams in winning both debates is largely due to Mr. Bale’s efficient coaching, "When it is said that 
hi, coaching ha, been done without cost to the teams or the college, and that he has been untiring in his efforts to raise debate
to the standard that it should hold, we have expressed something of the spirit in which his work has been done.
These two victories should do much toward awakening a great interest in this college activity, which is today receiving 
as much attention and impetus in the universities as in any other college activity.
No more manly contest between college men can be conceived of and no experience of a college man’s collegiate
activities can be more valuable to his future in whatsoever profession he may enter, than his training in these forensic contests.
It is to be hoped that Otterbem, having taken her "lace in the front ranks of the colleges of this state in the de­
bating field, will maintain this place in the future. To do this more time is needed for preparation—the teams this year 
having had but three weeks’ training. .
There should also be a system established by which experienced debaters would be available each year. The field of 
college debating has attained so prominent a place in collegiate activities as to make special coaching of the teams as 
necessary to success in competing with other colleges as is the special coaching of our football teams. 'We long ago abandoned
the idea of a general athletic director. Our athletic policy now Is to have a coach who specializes in the various branches
of athletics, and since adopting this policy our athletics have taken front rank in the state. We spend $1400 for a football
coach for a couple of months. Why not spend two or three hundred for a special debating coach? Our future success in
debate can be assured only through such a policy.
Then, loo, why should there not be a debating “O" granted to the men who represent us in debate? Such an emblem
of honor would be a worthy reward and an incentive to greater Interest In debate.
Too much credit cannot be given the student body for the splendid support of the teams this year. In past years this 
support has been woefully lacking, but with the impetus of a double victory, the support of the student body, which mater­
ially aided in the victory of the home learn this year, will multiply in numbers and enthusiasm.
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H. E. Richer C. R. Laylon C. D. Yales M. A. Muskopf, Alternate
Nrgatiw iirbating ©ram
Debate—OtteRBEIN VS. BuCHTEL
Akron, March 17, 1911.
Question: Desolved, That our legislation should be shaped toTvard a gradual ultimate abandon­
ment of the protective tariff.
Buchtel—Affirmative: Mr, Gienther, Grover Walker, Charles Hull.
Otterbein—Negative: H. E. Richer, C. D. Yates, C. R. Layton.
Judges: Prof. Caskey, of Oherlin; Prof. Wolfe, of Oberlin; Prof. Mathews, of Western 
Reserve.
I UR negative team, debating with Buchtel at Akron the same evening, won a no 
I less notable victory by receiving the unanimous decision of the judges.
Here also Otterbein matched inexperienced with experienced public 
speakers. Otterbein’s superior team work and splendid extemporaneous rebuttal 
clearly outweighed whatever of advantage the Buchtel orators displayed in the polish and 
smoothness of their set speeches.
Yates opened the debate in a spirited yet easy style, outlining the question with clear 
cut analysis, and proved himself a valuable and convincing speaker.
Richer, in spite of the fact that he had had no previous experience, spoke with an 
earnestness and enthusiasm which insured for him a brilliant record on future Otterbein 
teams.
Layton, the only experienced man on the team, showed the value of his training two 
years ago. In his splendid rebuttal work he answered effectively every argument of the 
affirmative and closed with a logical and convincing summary of the negative s argument. 
Layton’s intense and earnest manner together with his sharp and ready rebuttal won for 
him m.uch admiration.
l.'iS
W. L. Mattis
Our representalive in the Slate Peace Contest
Ernest Russell
winner of the Freshmen-Sophomore Oratorcal Contest.
1,'>9
Ollub
R. B. Sando
S. F. Wenger
C. R. Hall 
E. L. Saul 
R. H. Brake 
Dewitt Bandeen 
H. R. Kahler 
C. D. Yates 
R. W. Smith 
O. I. Bandeen 
J. F. Reider 
R. M. Crosby
Reporters 
A. E. Brooks 
J. R. Bridenstine
R. H. Bowers 
J. O. Cox
C. W. Foltz 
C. L. Bailey 
C. H. White 
Resler Calihan 
J. T. Hogg
S. W. Bilsing
. . President
. . Secretniy
J. J. Dick 
C. M. Wagner 
H. P. Lambert 
H. M. Croghan 
J. S. Gouchenour 
L. M. Moore 
R. L. Bierly 
H. E. Richer 
B. F. Richer
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April 26, 1911
ilrnu
Queen Olives Sweel Pickles
Sailed Jordan Almonds
Fruit Salad Fruit Wafers
Lavarel grille—Sauce Hollandaise 
Saratoga Potatoes
I—4 Poulet de grains saute—Sauce a la Creme 
Aasparagus in Cases Browned Potato Balls
Sliced Cake
Coffee
Laitue—Sauce Mayonnaise 
Petits Pains
Glace Vanille Aux Marasques
Macaroons 
Mint Wafers
Pnniramutr
A “Sandy” Toastmaster 
R. B. Sando
“There’s mischief in this man”
......................................................................... Orchestra
Toast AVhen AVe are Dads” . . . • J. B. Peck
“Why has not a man a microscopic eye 
For the plain reason man is not a fly.'
Toast—“Grape Nuts” .... Leviah Shefrick
Isn’t she the cute thing? So witty, you know.
Music—Piano Solo ..... RuTH BrundaG'^.
Toast—“Twosing" . . . Miss Catherine Maxwell.
And when a lady's in the case you know all other things cive place” 
Toast-—"Cupide Etrangle” . . . . O. I. Bandeen
It lives, it moves, it walks, it talks; yea, verily, it talks”
Music ........ Quartette
Messrs. Hatton, Spafford, Williamson, Coburn 
“Ye Gods ! How they do sing !”
Extemporaneous Numbers—“And who can tell for wSat cause these 
darlings of the Gods were born.”
Music ...............................................................................Orchestra
1
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(Endtran ifall
May 10, 1911
Jflcuit.
.Q:een Olives Sweet Pickles
Salted Jordan Almonds 
Giape Fruit witS Cherries
Consomme en Tasse Wafers
Sweetbread Patties Saratoga Chips
Fried Spring Chicken—Cream Sauce 
June Peas in Cases B owned Potato Balls
Assorted Rolls 
Sliced Tomato Mayonnaise 
Cheese Wafers 
Fresh Strawberry Ice Cream
Assorted Fancy Cakes Coffee
Prnitrammr
Mr. Williams, ’14, Toaslmaster
Music ...... • . Orchestra
Welcome........................................................... . Mr. Richer, '14
Response . . . . . • Mr. Flora, 'P,
Vocal Solo * . . Mr. Rogers, '12
Soliloquy ..... Helen Converse. '12
Vocal Solo ..... Edith Bennett. '12
The Wherefore of What-so-ever . Mr. Dempsey, '14
Prophecy of '12 Katherine Seneff, '14
Violin Solo ..... Prof. Gilbert
Prophecy of '14 Mr. Reider, '12
Extemporaneous
Music Crchfstra
Scenes: Alum Creek, Big Walnut, Devil’s Half Acre, Taylor’s Woods, Back of Cemetery
1G4
In Oxford, Ohio, the custom, ’tis said 
When these same symptoms of habit are read 
Like when Henry gels sweet on his Lucy, 
They commonly term him “her juicy.”
Likewise, at Harvard, *tis told 
When lads with attentions are bold 
To lasseies who object to no “bussing,”
Why then they are said to be “fussing.”
But here at Olterbein, noble and true,
Where hearts so earnest speak lovingly, too,
A man's neck gels quite out of joint.
For he sees nothing else but his “point.”
Like Mattis there, I really declare,
If his neck isn’t always awry,
A-twisting and turning, always a-yearning 
To see his dear Bessie go by.
And not going by without him 
Is the aim of his last student days.
For soon in their own little cottage 
He’ll gladden the rest of her ways.
And Henry Croghan, too, has a kink 
In his atlas vertebrae links,
For by following his jewel without price 
He has found his Ople, sweet and nice.
Ah, Bert! Ah, Bert! How I adore thee,
And wish none but thee to esteem I 
Is heard at all sorts of hours 
Repealed by one of the baseball team.
Hark! how clear and tremblingly sweet 
Rings out a voice from a nook;
It’s the voice of an angel? No,
Only Bertie singing to Brooks.
And now an under refrain 
By voice, deep and vibrant with joy.
Repeals the message of starlight 
To Rhea, from Jack, dear boy.
Is it silence which betokens the spell 
Which attracts these two lovers apart 
From all the world and its call?
Nay. heart speaks only to heart.
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For any place on ihe campus or street 
We see them inseparably meet,
And all know by the inevitable stamp 
That they’re “juicies,” Irene and Camp.
The boy with the masterful air 
And the determined look of a man 
Speaks all that is needed for Clifford,
And Fern is well pleased with the plan.
No matter how a name may sound 
If the bearer is pure in grain,
Miss Helen will always rejoice 
That her Hogg is of uncommon strain.
Along by the bridge in the moonlight 
Two forms slowly merge into one 
And fade like the vanishing shadows 
Ere the moon her course has run.
No need to follow the figures 
Which tell all by their very embrace 
That Grover and Evelyn are so happily 
Started on life’s transient race.
Slowly and quietly, sombre and glum,
Reading love’s message with open palm,
No chance of failure when Jesse Dick is nigh 
Clara surely will reach very high.
Dear little Ruth with the mischievous glance
Finds time to look askance
Into blue eyes which hold her own,
And Ralph Smith nevermore is alone.
One I love, two I love, three I love, I say,
Two forms bent over a flower of May,
Two lips sing the old, old rhyme,
Two hands clasped in mutual time.
The same dear maid, but look again.
For surely this is another man.
Another white flower of the self-same stock,
The same refrain on the same old rock.
Why bless my eyes, do I see aright?
Or have my eyes doubled their sight?
The maid again with still another man.
And trying him with the same old plan.
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Ah, me! little girl, you’re a decided flirt,
But yoi had better console your faitnful Curl,
For his eyes tell the tale which you fail to read 
By following alone your happiness creed.
The days are too long, when Helen is gone.
Sighs a youth of lender years.
You may know quite well how Layton feels 
By seeing in his eyes the tears.
In Bandy’s eyes, quite often lies 
A look of joy complete.
For Sarah is his joy and pride 
And never one so sweet.
As far as east is from the west 
To the girl of all I love the best,
With her merry blue eyes and sunny smile,
I'll travel full many an hundred mile.
Though I should go to the Sunflower state 
Where my Olive dwells content and sedate;
Her choice of all colors, from dark to light.
Can be and will be nothing else but White.
There’s one littie girl who is unlike the rest.
For when she is asked what fruit she likes best.
Just turns with a smile which does not condemn one, 
"Oh, 1 don't know—well, hand me a Lemmon.”
To the country for me, with the ducks and geese.
And the owls and bats up in the trees.
And my coin, a Nichol, with rake and hoe.
To aid me always," cried George in a glow.
Freed from all care, save that of the hour,
Which above all things, alone has the power 
To make the eye brighter and breath come and go 
As these "iwosers” go "twosing" so infinitely slow.
Then here’s to the hearts of "points" everywhere.
And to all the brave "juicies" who intrepidly dare 
To follow the laws of a world-wide plan.
Which closely unites a maid and a man.
May they read the message of starlight aright.
And interpret the meaning of the mystic twilight
While in the pages of love perusing
May they never forget t’?.e art of "twosing."
C. M.
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OW do you do? How are you this evening? Nice weather we’re having, 
isn’t it? Believe we’ll have frosts though before long, don’t you? But I guess 
they won’t hurt the corn much any more, will they? Say, old pal, aren’t you 
glad to be back at Otterbein? Seems good to be back again, doesn’t it? But 
don’t you miss the old students who are out? Nice though to see a lot of new fellows 
here to take their places, don’t you think so? Close to one hundred and fifty, don’t you 
judge? Did you ever see anybody who seem to get the true Otterbein spirit like they do? 
They’re certainly of the unfading tan and cardinal, arn’t they? And how about the 
girls? No discount on them either, eh? Have you made your selection yet from the 
different fall styles found at the dormitory?
Suppose you were at the joint reception Saturday night? There was no discount on 
that was there? Reckon you made those three minute speeches on weather, etc? Well 
the weather certainly was fine wasn’t it, with floods of moonlight thrown in? In speaking 
of mathematics, did you demonstrate that a straight line is the shortest distance between 
two points? What is the use of enduring all these agonies of freshmen math, unless 
some time in life you have the pleasure of making practical demonstrations?
And say, by the way, did you attend the football rally the other night? Quite a 
privilege to help support athletics, isn’t it? Or even to be at the rally and sing, “My 
Alma Mater” and “Hail, Hail, the Gang’s All Here,” or even to yell, “Charcoal, 
charcoal”? Now isn’t it? Tomorrow night by this time Otterbein’s victory over Ohio 
State will be flashed all over the country, won’t it? And their fellows will be in bed with 
tired bones, and aching heads and hearts, don’t you think? Golly, isn’t it great to be an 
athlete?
Say, where are you rooming and boarding? How do you like it where you are? 
If you don’t like it why don’t you spit it out? Did you get all your work arranged to 
suit you? How many studies are you carrying this term? Where do you carry them, 
in your head or in your hands? Do you know what to do if your studies get too dry? 
Why not try soaking the books and ducking the profs? Did you say you lead most of 
your classes and star every day? You don’t say so? Did you ever notice how some of 
the stars twinkle for a time and then flicker out? You’re a horse in algebra did you say? 
Well, then, will you please solve this perplexing problem for me? If it takes a lame beetle 
two hours and a half to crawl through a barrel of molasses, how long will it take the
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Senior class to raise two thousand dollars for a new Athletic field? Will you pass the 
syrup, please?
Speaking of college, it is certainly a great privilege to attend a good college, isn’t it, 
even if some of us do have to strain every muscle in the body to get to stay? Have you 
any idea we appreciate it as much as we should? And do we fully appreciate the sacri­
fice that is being made for us? Surely the world is trusting us with a good deal, don’t 
you think? Have you any idea we shall ever be able to pay back the principle? Suppose 
we begin by paying up the interest? What do you say to that?
Say, have you heard from home lately? You did? How are they all getting along 
any way? You 11 not neglect to write home often will you just because you happen to 
be a prominent student in college, will you? Did it ever occur to you that no matter 
how many friends you may have and whatever they may be willing to do for you, they 
can t equal the folks at home even if they can t decline **hic”, conjugate ”luo ”, or dis­
tinguish between sine and cosine? Do you know I thoroughly believe that the young 
man who speaks of his parents as the old man and the old woman”, lacks the marks 
of twentieth century culture? Why not eliminate those phrases from our vocabulary?
What were you working at during vacation? Canvassing, did you say? Do you 
know I believe every college student owes it to this glorious country to spend at least one 
season of his brilliant and useful career in canvassing and thereby bestowing a priceless 
boon upon humanity? Selling Chautauqua desks, did you say? Did you tell the fathers 
and mothers of the bright little tots, how, “with a piece of dustless talc pencil, with a 
circle for the head, dots for the eyes and dashes for the nose and mouth, the child draws 
its first picture and calls it papa—not very flattering perhaps but nevertheless a step in the 
light direction?”
Say, while I think of it, have you subscribed for the Otterbein Aegis or Review yet? 
If you have not, isn’t it about time you are doing so? Pray, what is the use of putting 
off the important things of life anyway? Don’t you know that “procrastination is the 
thief of time”? And what is worse than a thief, unless it be a liar?
Where do you intend to spend Thanksgiving, Christmas—and eternity? Time to 
think about that too, isn t it? My! O my! Isn t it strange how some people can ask 
questions? If I couldn t do any better I d go way back and sit down, wouldn’t you?
S. F. W.
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Sip Han Minkl? nf Japan
N the reign of Mikado Tenchi, there lived in Kyushu, Nippon, a fisherman named 
Urashima Taro. As a “son of the seacoast” he proved himself a devoted son, 
for no good fishing day found him on land, and the blue waters were sacred 
to him.
It was one April eighth, the birthday of Buddha, when Urashima Taro was walk­
ing along the shore. He would not fish on that holy day, and his heart was filled with a 
great tenderness. As he paddled along over the clean, white sand, he saw a number of 
wide-trousered boys gathered about a large, dark object, which, as he drew nearer, he 
found was a large tortoise. The eye of the fisherman glistened at the sight of this treasure 
but with the assurance that the boys were preparing to kill the tortoise, came the thought 
of the great Buddha, and he stepped quickly into the little circle. A few rapidly spoken 
words, ten yen (about five dollars) placed in ths hand of the leader, and the turtle was 
his, and he awkwardly helped its awkward return to the waters—and the great creature 
with the singularly brilliant green spot on its head was gone.
' It was many weeks later tkat the fisherman was nearing the familiar promontory,
with a great, wiggling catch in his little boat, when a sudden storm rose, and Urashima 
was thrown into the waters and found himself going steadily down, down. Suddenly 
there came under him a huge tortoise that bore him still down and deposited him before 
a great wall on the magnificent gate of which was written, Kanji (Chinese characters), 
“The Palace of the Sea God.”
With the curiosity of a young man, the astonished fisherman climbed a pine-tree 
* to get a gcod view of the palace and garden, which, he thought afterward, looked like
“Gokuraku” (paradise). As the tree grew quite close to the gate, the limb upon which 
Urashima was sitting extended aver the wall. While he sat there indulging himself in 
looking at the beauty of the palace, the two princesses of the Sea God came to a well 
near the gate. There they saw reflected in the calm, mirror-like surface both pine branch 
and man. Though he wore the coarse clothes of a fisherman, his countenance revealed 
his noble character so well that the ladies asked him to attend their evening party in the 
^ palace, and there he was entertained as a guest from the “Land of Nippon” in a very
I royal manner. The Sea God bestowed upon him some of his own clothes, because he
had, weeks before, saved the life of a tortoise, one of the most loyal subjects of the realm. 
,, After three days in the palace, the fisherman bethought him of his home, his family,
and desired to return to them. The princess was sorry to see him depart and presented 
to him a box called the “Key of Knowledge.” This box had two magic sides, which 
he was to consult. The paper side would record in writing the answer to any question 
put to it; the glass of another side would reveal to him the beuatiful princess whenever 
he wished to see her. Eagerly Urashima took the wonderful box, and, raising it three 
times to his head, to show his gratitude, he heard the caution to make no attempt to look 
i.^side of it or he would suffer a terrible change for his disobedience.
Borne by his friend, the tortoise, the fisherman again walked the old seashore of 
wes'ern Kyushu. He arrived at his home, but found all strangers to him; the village 
had changed to a town; no family awaited his coming. In perplexity he consulted his 
“Key of Knowledge,” and found that Mikado Tenchi had passed away and that now 
were the days of Emperor Daigo.
Mary were the questions answered by the magic box, and, aware of the young blood 
leaping in his veins, the fisherman could not understand this flight of time, these changes. 
Desperate grown, he one day unlocked the gift of the princess. Immediately a strange 
larsitude surged through his body, and as he gazed into a mirror found within the box, 
j he saw an old man, wrinkled, and with a white beard. It was his own reflection, and
I cn the paper side of the box there was recorded the length of his stay in the palace of
the Sea God. He had been a guest of the Sea God for three hundred years. And 
Urashima Faro, a fisherman of Kyushu, Nippon was buried in the reign of Emperor 
Da'go
Kiyoshi Yabe.
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roiNTi POINT! POINT! POINT!
VVIIAT ].S A POINT? MATJIIiMATICS SAYS 
A POINT JS THE INTERSECTION OF TWO 
LINES. NOT SO AT OTTICRI!]'1N. MERE A 
POINT IS ONE END OF A WEDDING FAC­
TORY. BUT WHAT’S WRONG. ABOUT THAT? 
ISN’T A COIJJiGE CAMPUS THE BI-ST PLACE 
ON EARTH TO FIND A GOOD WIFE? THl-IN, 
TOO. THERE IS A PECULIAR STICKTOITTVE- 
NESS ABOUT COLLI'IGE MARRIAGES. WHO­
EVER HEARD OF AN OTTERBEIN COUPLE 
PRESENTING THEIR ACHES AND PAINS IN A 
divorce COURT? WHY, A COLLEG.E BRED 
COUPLE CAN HAVE AN OLD-TIMI-; REUNION 
every MORNING AT THI-; BREAKFAST 
TABLE. THE SUNSHINE AND MOONLIGHT 
OF THE OLD CAMPUS LIVED OVER EVERY 
morning CASTS A SILVER EDGED GL.Y.MOUR 
OVER the whole DAY.
HOW COULD IT BE OTHERWISE? WHY, 
girls who GO THROUGH OTTI-IRBEIN ARE 
extra fine, hand picked, sun ripi-;ned,
CAREFULLY WRAPPED-UP PI-;aCHES - I 
guess I KNOW WHAT I’.M TALKING ABOUT. 
HAVEN’T I SPENT FOUR YEARS IN THE 
OTTe'rBI-TN peach orchard? and HAVEN’T 
I CARRII’B) VVITH ME EVERY SUMMI-;r
the image; of the most supe;rlative;ly 
MYRVE'LOUS GIRL on EARTH? THE FEL-
low WHO doe;s not take a full six­
teen HOURS’ credit in girlology and 
GET IHS DEGREE OF SUMMA CUM I.AUDIS- 
sVmUS, missels this PART OF HEAVEIN.
the HIGH TIDE OF THIS COURSE COMES 
IN the: spring. THE FIRST MONDAY 
AFTFR the, first WEDNESDAY AFTER THE 
first E'UIvL moon in APRIL, 'THE, AVE.R.VGE 
FE'I I OW IN OTTERBEIN SUDDENLY WA­
KENS UP TO THE FACT THAT SOME; PERSON 
WHOM he; has be;e;n looking upon all 
year as a girl is not really a girl 
at all but a divini-;ly sun crowne;d 
angfi he spends sevj-.ral sle;e;i'less 
nights figuring out how BEsr HE can 
MAKE A DATE FOR THE NEXT LECTURE. 
THEN THE, JIG’S UP. HE, WONDERS WHY 
HE CAN’T GET HIS CALCULUS OR TRIG. 
LIFE IS A BLANK WITH A FEW SUN SPOTS 
thrown in. the;n he; p,i-;come;s nervous, 
feverish depressed, inspired, anxious. 
OBLIVIOUS, glorified, ANNIHILATED RE­
SUSCITATED, AND ALL CLUTTERED UP 
WITH E-MOTION. HE LOSES HIS APPETITE. 
THE fe;llovvs see little of him. SHE
■ 111-, \VOKI,U. J-, VJIKI: iilviD SHE
frowns the; w]-;ather bureau hangs 
OUT a TORN.YDO signal, AND EVERY TIME 
-she; smii.es somebody puts a tan and 
CARDINAL S.\SH AROUND THE PIORIZON 
AND A DOUBLE ROW OF PROF. WEINL.-\ND’S 
Ml],LION-CANDLE POWER CALCIUM LIGHTS 
CL]';AR down thjc future, as far as he 
CAN SEE.
the first place he; PERAMBUL.VTES 
WITH IHS quint]-;ssi-;nce of sweetness
IS TOWARDS SHROCK’S SUGAR CAMP. THEN 
he; SPENDS A FEW NIGHTS ON THE BRIDGE 
talking ABOUT HI-;,\VEN HE;rE AND HERE- 
AFT ]-;r.
M-AKES a pilgrimage to THE 
SHRINE OF BEN HANBY.
HAS 'lu'-.'-v now OLD PA TIME
time- Foi; SKATING BY FOR IT ISJIME, FOR ANOTHER LECTURE
TRVIvr^^-M^’ nights (AFTJ-;r TEN O’CLOCK)
dfn'rt^jViv'^.t]® ^''Ocount for the SUD- 
USF- Ilt'TT \i; EXI'ENSES. BUT IT’S NO
^':i^I^ BHXS
YE,s, IT IS mighty ]-;xpensivi-' but 
HUNK OF THE ST.VCK OF r.l-;OG.RAPHICAI 
/ZOOLOGICAL, ornithological, BIOLOG­
ICAL, astronomical, BOTANICAL, AND 
1 SYCHOLOGICAI, knowledge HE, ACQUIRES 
IN IHS C.\RE;fUL STUDY OF THE BIRDS 
THE BEES, FLOWERS. THE HEAVENLY AND 
earthly bodi]-;s, as in his rambles he 
visits TAYLOR’S WOODS, BIG WALNUT
ALUM cre;ek, the draw bridge the su­
gar CAMP, ROUND STONE HOLl.OVV, DEVII’S 
HALF-ACRE, AND GLENMARY.
1IEA\’I-,N comes so close to EARTH
ihat he hears the whisper of an
ANOIj,!,.
Tr'A^?!-o away like snowflakes IN
IIADHS. COMMKNCI^MliNT WKEK IS ON
hand, the whole affair is termi- 
nati-;d in ONI-; ni-;rve straining week 
OF superlative BLISS.
amidst the banquets, the concerts, 
and addr]';ssi-;s, but one light shines 
for him. ,\mong all, the twinkling 
LIGHTS AT HIS socii-;ty il\noui-;t he sees 
the EFFULGENCE OF BUT ONE GLORIOUS 
ever-shining STAR. WITH A MILDNESS 
OF THE HARVEST MOON SHE COVERS, 
THRILLS, FILLS, AND STILLS HIS SOUi,
BUT THERE IS AN 1-;ND.
A VICTIM.
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iOraimitia PiTHiiunar
Prexy, a ruler.
Sanders, a duke living in banishment
Jones, his brother and usurper of his dominions.
Miller j attending upon the banished duke.
Kiehl, a courtier attending upon Jones.
Wagoner, a wrestler.
Monsieur de Rosseloi, former tutor of Edna and Maude. 
Corneiel ]
Fries )• sons of Prexy.
Cilberl J 
Mills I
West J *®*'''®"** Cornetet,
Wing, a clown.
Ressler, a vicar.
Crabill I U' I c ■
Weinland j chicken fanciers.
Heilman, representing Hymen.
Mrs. Scoii, a famous a tist.
Edna M., daughter of banished duke.
Sarah S., her maid.
Maude H., daughter of the usurper.
Catherine T. ]
Grace D. j- chapeions.
LoueV.a S. J
Dais}), a reformed coquette.
Alma C., a rustic maid.
Trustees, students and friends.
Scene; Campus at Olleibein Unive sity, Faculty room.
ACT I.
Scene I. Southeast Corner of Campus.
Enter, Gilbert and Mills. Gilbert bewails the fact that he is so closely bound to propriety by his 
elder brother, Cornetet.
Enter, Cornetet.
Cornetet: Now, sir! What make you here?
Gilbert: Nothing. I am not taught to make anything.
Cornetet: What mar you then, sir?
Gilbert: Marry, sir, 1 am helping you to mar that which God made, some poor, misguided students,
with heavy work. ■ ,
Cornetet: Marry, sir, keep on in this employment, and be naught awhile.
Gilbert: Shall 1 teach your students and study with them, too?
Cornetet: Know you where you are, sir?
Gilbert: O, sir, very well; here on your campus.
Mills: Sweet master, be patient; for your fathers our Proxy’s remembrance, be at accord. 
Cornetet: Get you gone, Gilbert (to Mills) and you, too, you old fellow.
Mil’s: Is "old fellow" my reward? Most true, 1 have lost my hair in your se-vices.
Exeunt in different directions.
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Scene II. Center of Campus.
Enter, Kiehl and Wing.
Kiehl: Hast thou seen Hymen, monsieur? ,u
Wing: Faith, we met, and like to have had a quarrel. It was upon the seventh cause.
Kiehl: But how was that: how did you find the seventh cause? i r . • ui
Wine- Upon a lie seven times removed. 1 told him, his lady cared naught tor him. __ He was 
of the opinion that she cared: this is called the Retort Courteous. If 1 sent him word again she cared 
naught." he would send me word, he could make her care: this is called the Quip Modest._^ If again 
"she cared naught" he disabled my opinion: this is ca led the Reply Churlish. If again, she cared 
naught," he would answer, I spake not true: this is ^led the Reproof Valiant, 
naught," he would say I lied: this is called the Countercheck Quarrelsome:
Circumstantial and the Lie Direct.
Kiehl: And how often did you say she cared naught?
Wing: 1 durst go no further than the Lie Circumstantial, nor he durst not give me the Lie
Direct; and so we shook hands and parted. , i a i
Kiehl: 'Tis well. For I, too, met him, and was like to have a quarrel. And marry, sir, on
the same stbject. _ . li i svr-Lxeunt K.iehl and Wing.
^rcKir in (^amniis.
If again, ‘"she cared 
and so, to the Lie
Enter, Edna and Sarah.
Edna: ’Tis strange that Maude does not come. What say you, Sarah?
Sarah: By my life, mistress, she will do as she will.
Edna: And yet she doth use her will wisely, or else she would not have the wit to do as she 
does; the wiser, the waywarder; makes the doors upon a woman’s wit and it will out at the casement, 
shut that and ’twill out at the key-hole; stop that, and ’twill fly with the smoke out at the chimney.
Sarah: Here comes my lady, now.
Enter Maude.
Edna: Maude, thou art somewhat late. Hast thou heard aught from Daisy?
Afaudc: Marry, my dear Edna, I have. She hath gone to Dayton.
Edna: O, how many fathom deep is she in love! But it cannot be sounded: her affection hath 
an unknown bottom, like the bay of Portugal. a • ...
Maude: Or rather, bottomless that as fast as she pours affection in it, it runs out.
Exeunt Edna, Maude, and Sarah.
ACT II.
Scene 1. Campus.
Enter, The Chaperons.
Grace: What alleth thee, my fair Catherine? Thou art somewhat melancholy.
Catherine: O, how full of briars is this job of chaperoning!
Grace: They are but burs, Catherine, thrown upon thee “ex-officio.
Louella: So it goes when we walk in the faculty’s path, our own very petticoats catch them. 
Catherine: I could shake them off my coat; these burs are in my soul.
Louella: Hem them away.
Catherine: 1 would try, if I could cry “hem ” and they would be gone.
Enter, Fries.
Fries: Good-day, my fair ladies.
Louella: How now, sir?
Fries: To wit, ladies, there is going to be held a corn show under my supervision, and the young 
ladies of the dormitory beg you to chaperon them.
Catherine (aside to Grace) : Ask him when. I’ll be out of town that night.
Grace: I prithee, monsieur, and when is this worthy event to take place?
Fries: By my faith, ladies, it’s not decided upon.
Enter, Wagoner.
IVagoner, bowing: I have been sent, most highly esteemed ladies and gentlemen, to inform you 
that our President purposes having a meeting of the Faculty, and most urgently requests your presence 
at the aforesaid.
Scene II. Faculty room.
Flourish. Exeunt all.
Enter, Most of the Faculty.
Prexyf: The purpose of this meeting, my worthy colleagues, is to invent some means by which we
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can immediately put a stop to these promiscuous walks which the ladies and gentlemen of this insti­
tution are wont to make. Now, as for this, I think, in itself, there is no harm meant, but it is an 
injury to the reputation this school has of being first class. I think the students are, for the most part, 
reasonable, but they are merely thoughtless in the matter. Has any one a statement to make on the 
subject?
Alma: Herr President, es ist my opinion seit drei weeks yet, dasz es ist of the good thing too
much, Ich bin in favor sehr of nipping there actions in der bud already still. Jal
Enter, Wagoner.
Wagoner: It is my duty. Monsieur President, to state to the assembly that Weinland and Grabill 
beg to be excused. They are now devoting much of their time to the chicken business, and it is 
impossible for them to get away at present.
Prexji: It seems that quite a few of our number are not here. I am sorry for this, for we have 
a most important meeting. Are there more remarks?
Sanders: I have been waiting some time for the opportunity of expressing my opinions on this 
weighty subject. Understand 1 place the most implicit confidence in the students of Otterbein Uni­
versity, but you are aware that all young people are thoughtless, and given to doing things that they
regret later. For their own sakes, friends, 1 think the matter should be looked into.
Jones: "Fret not thyself because of evil doers; neither be thou envious at the wicked; for there 
shall be no reward to the evil doer; the candle of the wicked shall be put out."
Prexy: Scott, what is your sentiment?
Scott: About all I have to say is that I think it is our duty to stop this.
Prexy: Then 1 will appoint as a committee to investigate affairs, Scott and Kiehl, who will 
report at the next meeting. Is there a motion to adjourn?
West: Monsieur le President, I move we do now adjourn.
Exeunt all.
EPILOGUE.
Heltman: If it be true that good wine needs no bush, ’tis true that a good play needs no epilogue; 
yet to good wine they do use good bushes, and good plays prove the better by the help of good epi­
logues. Vt^hat a case am I in then, that am neither a good epilogue nor cannot insinuate with you in 
behalf of a good play! I am not fournished like a beggar, therefore, to beg will not become me; my 
way is to conjure you; and I'll begin with the women. I charge you O women, for the love you 
bear to men, to like as much of this play as pleases you; and 1 charge you, O men, for the love you 
bear to women—as I perceive by your simpering that none of you hate them—that between you and 
the women this play may please.
Exit.
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‘‘Hello, old man! How are you? I sure am mighty glad to see you, Cupe."
“Well I am just as glad to see you, Rex, Old Boy. Let me see—it must be about 19 years since 
you and I played together on the O. LJ. gridiron and I haven t seen you since. Have you had any news 
from Otterbein lately? “
“Why yes I was called to Columbus a few weeks ago on business and naturally thot I’d run up tc 
see Westerville and see how things were going at old Otterbein.”
“Well, how did you find everything?”
“Oh, affairs on the boom and the old college moving along about as usual. The same old-time 
spirit was evident in everything except football.
“Cupe, I suppose you have been keeping track of football as you used to at school, unless you have 
lost interest in the game like I have since they have transferred the writeups from the sporting page to 
the society column. 1 had heard that there was a great change in football at Otterbein since the faculty 
took entire charge of athletics but I had no idea that it is as bad as it is.
What I was about to tell you, I heard that there was a game on with Kenyon and naturally 
enough I was on hand to see it. 1 took a comfortabe seat in the bleachers. You remember how the 
bleachers looked that our class put up in 1911 ?
“I didn’t have long to wait. Soon the Otterbein eleven came on the field. And it was then that I 
got my first of a series of surprises for every man of the O. U. team had on a full dress suit and a 
derby hat. And believe me if you can, Cupe, each fellow had a regular old ‘Quincy Malone’ shine on 
his shoes. A great many of the faces looked familiar so I turned to the fellow next to me and asked him 
for the line-up. To my surprise every man on the team was a son of one of our schoolmates. Here is 
the line-up as he gave it to me:
Sandy, Jr.......
Hetzler, Jr......
Peck, Jr...........
Arnold, Jr.......
Spring, Jr.........
Wenger, Jr.......
Maeder, Jr........
Mulhersbaugh, Jr
Follz, Jr...........
Overboil, Jr.. ..
Bon Durrani, Jr
' Hebbert, Jr......
Fries, Jr.........
“1 had scarcely finished jotting the line-up down on a piece of paper when Kenyon 
field. They too were in full dress suits. Each fellow wore a plug hat and carried an 
a gold handle. They also wore white pomps with gold buckles on them. You need 
about that for the whole field was covered with Brussels carpet.
“Next came out a man having on a ministerial garb and carrying a book under his arm about the size 
of Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary. He placed the book on a table in the center of the field and sat 
down in a morris chair beside the book. He was followed by another gentleman similiarly dressed. But 
in addition he wore a heavy overcoat. Their walk was a litle stiff, but their faces were familiar. My 
curiosity was aroused again and turning to the man next to me 1 asked him who they were. “Why," he 
said, "the fellow who carried the rule book is Prof. ‘Dodger’ and the other is ‘Shirley Wing’. They have 
been refereeing all the football gam.es for the last ten years, and they know that ponderous volume by 
heart. No mistakes are possible.”
“By this time I was entirely bewildered, I turned to my partner and said 'Say, is this to be a football 
game or a tea parly ? He looked at me in astonishment as much as to say Vi^hat back woods do you
came out on the 
ebony cane with 
not be surprised
.................. C
..........L. T.
..........R. T.
..........R. G
..........L. G.
Q. B. & Cap 
....R. H. B.
..........L. H
..........R. E.
..........L. E,
..........F. B.
............. Sub
............. Sub.
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hail from?’ But he only answered, ‘This is lo be the champion game of the season; some of our Profs, 
have as much as $500 up on this game.”
“Then they lined up like they used to do and the gentlemen with the big book said the game should 
proceed. You should have seen the center, Sando, carefully adjust the ball on a doiley In the center of 
the field then tip toe up and kick it like he was urging a setting hen off the nest. The Kenyon half back 
caught it and started up the field. Right at him came Otterbein’s famous full back. Bon Durrant, his hat 
in his hand. When the Kenyon man reached him ‘Bondy’ made a courteous bow and asked him to slop 
and hand the ball over. This was followed by a deafening cheer from the bleachers. The referee called 
lime. Arnold’s hair was disarranged and the game could not proceed until R. W. Smith, Jr., came from 
the side lines and carefully adjusted his locks. Kenyon was penalized 15 yards for this offense.
They lined up again. This time Capt. Wenger passed the ball lo Muthersbaugh. Kenyon’s quarter 
made a misstep and knocked Hetzler over. The whole team held their hands up in horror. The referee 
again called time. The offense was too unusual this time, as he was not up on this one he had lo spend 
some time leafing thru the book. In the meantime they picked Hetzler up, washed his face, rearranged 
his clothes and powdered his nose. He cried a little and wanted them lo telegraph for his mother, but 
a big nurse with ribbons in her cap came out, comforted him and gave him a big slick of candy. By 
this time the referee had found the desired passage. He then read a chapter on rudeness. For this 
conduct he ruled the fellow out of the game and penalized Kenyon half the length of the field. But just 
then Maeder spit some tobacco juice on the white pomps of one of Kenyon’s men. The referee ruled 
him out of the game and gave the ball lo Kenyon. Hebberl look his place and the game proceeded. 
The Kenyon men rolled the ball around with their canes awhile and after several unsuccessful attempts 
to press it over the line the first half was over.
Both teams retired lo Cochran Hall where they were served with pink tea and wafers. After 
much hand-shaking and numerous apologies for their rudenesses, they strolled leisurely back to the 
field amidst the cheers of the populace.
After bowing to each other the men lined up for the kick-off. This lime Kenyon kicked off. 
Peck received the ball, then he look a pink ribbon out of his pocket whch he had saved for the 
occasion and lied it around the ball, making a loop by means of which he carried it up the field. 
When he reached Kenyon’s full back, he stopped, took off his hat, bowed and presented the ball lo 
him. The Kenyonite put his hand on his heart and promptly declined. Peck insisted; the Kenyon man 
touched the ground with his forehead and said he wouldn’t think of it. At this point the referee interfered 
and said that Kenyon was justified in not taking the ball because Peck had not used the right form of 
etiquette in presenting it. For this reason, he penalized Ollerbein thirty yards. They lined up at the 
thirty-yard line. Wenger gave the signal, which was two bars of “Love me ‘Irene’ and the World is 
Mine.” Foltz took the ball and waltzed down the field holding an imaginary skirt. Unmolested he 
made a touchdown, making the score 5 lo 0 in favor of Ollerbein.
Again both teams lined up. This time Overholt made the kick-off. Kenyon received the ball and
after having it carefully washed, started towards our goal. Spring forgot himself and accidentally 
bumped into Kenyon’s left end. Both bowed, apologized and promised each other never lo do it 
again. The referee was not willing lo let it pass at that, however, and penalized Ollerbein 10 yards. 
Again they had a dispute as to who was lo carry the ball. Ollerbein insisted that Kenyon carry the ball. 
Kenyon again declined. Finally the referee suggested they flip a coin. Ollerbein got heads and had lo 
lake the ball. Fullback BonDurrant here made the most sensational play of the season. While the 
two teams were earnestly discussing whether or not a Sunday school teacher who attends Sunday 
baseball is fit lo referee a football game, "Bondy” leisurely carried the ball over the line for the second
touchdown. The referee announced that the time was up. Kenyon’s captain treated our men to Spear­
mint gum and both teams left the field, amidst great cheering from the grandstand.
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Mrs T. M. Carey,
Who completes the unexpired term of 
Miss Zeller, as Matron of 
Cochran Hall
PROF. A. C. FLICK,
Who delivers the Commencement address.
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3f in ^jagra gnu al|nul& ftnJJ 
^nutfthtng that linnn liintrart gnur minJi, 
Anb if tl|fg altunlln a laugl) gnninkn 
®urn nn, turn, it a but a |nkr.
Aub if grrdtaurr a ntiug 
At gnu nnutr nur burn fling,
Aub luakrn gnur Itrart gn brnkr,
®uru nu, turn nu, it’n but a |nkr.
Prritagn tlir ;nkr nr nillg ntiug 
®n gnu nnntr fnub rrmrmbraurr bring, 
fii'rliagn a frirub tn g«« tifua agnkr,
©urn nu, turn, it’a but a ;nkr.
Iflbpu tltr rarra nf futurr grara 
iflnnb gnur lifr utitl| Iingra aub frara, 
Aub nu gnu fall grim fatr a bnlb atrnkra, 
(Turn bark, turn bark, tn tljrar nib ;nkra.
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“Amid ihe world’s broad field of battle 
In the conflicts of life.’*
Our dear old Prexy
Always keeps Otterbein in sight.
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Eveiy night at the Dorm,
When the stars are shining bright 
Charley and Ben and Bob and Cleve 
Make music out of sight.
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Senator Dick 
Vl/ields the big slick 
And makes the fellows worry 
At the Coblentz Dormitory.
OTTERBEIN PASTORS AND THEIR CONGREGATIONS.
Rev. Penick. .. 
Rev. Saul. .. . 
Rev. Arnold. .. 
Rev. Matlis. .. 
Rev. Coburn. . 
Rev. Huber. .. 
Rev. Lock. .. . 
Rev. Bandeen. 
Rev. Shumaker 
Rev. Yales. .. . 
Rev. Young. .. 
Rev. Reider. .. 
Rev. Russell... 
Rev. Harkins. . 
Rev. Smith...
Rev. Hall......
Rev. Yabe. ., . 
Rev. Croghan.. 
Rev. Bungard. 
Rev. Sando. .. . 
Rev. Parent...
....................................Summit Street, Dayton, O.
. ............................... Presbyterian, Westervile, O.
.................................. Lexington, United Brethren
Assistant Pastor, United Brethren, Westerville, O.
............................................... Sugar Grove, Pa.
......................................................Lewisburg, O-
......................................................... Orville, O.
.......................................................Holsaple, Pa.
..................................................McKeesport, Pa.
. ...........................................................Malta, O.
............................................................ Lima, O.
........................ Third Street Mission, Columbus, O.
......................................................Delaware, O.
........... Apache Indian Reservation, Tuskegee, Okla.
....................Methodist Episcopal, Westerville, O.
..........African Methodist Episcopal, Westerville, O.
......................................................Tokio, Japan
......................................................Camden, Ind.
.................................................... Centerburg, O.
.......................... Miama Conference Superintendent
..................................................Evangelist-at-largc
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“Nobody’s Widow’’.....................
Everywoman” ................ ........
“Over Night’’.............................
“The Hen Pecks’*.....................
“The Boss’’...............................
“The Silent Call".......................
“The Scarecrow”................... i.
“We can’t be as bad as all that”
“The Havoc".............................
“The Squaw Man"...................
"Marriage a la Carle"................
“Baby Mine”.............................
"Bachelor Belles".......................
‘ The Music Master"..................
Nobody’s Daughter"..................
"The R'vals".............................
"Two Merry Wives"..................
"Chocolate Soldier"...................
The Girl of the Golden West”. .
‘‘College Chums"........................
"Old Faithful”..........................
“The Man of the Hour"...........
“The Midnight Sons"................ .
“Old Dutch”.............................
"A Woman’s Way”...................
"The Girl of My Dreams"........
“The Man from Home".............
“A Stubborn Cinderella”.............
“The Goddess of Liberty"...........
“The Yankey Girl”.....................
What Every Woman Knows". .. .
“The Melting Pot”.....................
*‘The Country Boy".....................
“The Easiest Way”...................
“The Man who owns Broadway", .
“The Transformation"..................
“The Lily”................................
“The Old Town”........................
“The Jew”................................
“My Wife"..............................
“The Doll Girl”........................
* The Dreamer”..........................
“The Caretaker"..........................
“The Wife Tamers"..................
“The Divorce Fund"...................
“The Pace that Kills"..............
“ The Soul Kiss”........................
“The Slim Princess"...................
“Such a Lillie Queen"................
“Fluffy Ruffles"..........................
“Chanticleer"............................. .
. ...........................Barbara Stofer
............................. Ralph Parent
..........Walter Bailey in Gahanna
................ Emmitt and Duckwall
........................................Moses
................................ Frank King
........................................Coburn
.......................Bessie and Maltis
........... Junior-Senior Class Scrap
....................... Charley Flashman
........................................Brooks
............................. Edith Wilson
................... The Maxwell Girls
............................. Prof. Grabill
................ Clarence Abner Hahn
............................. A1 and Curt
............................ Prof. Heltman
............................... Irene Staub
..............................Lenore Eisele
...... A1 Lambert and Ed Trueter
......................... Jack Williamson
. ....................................."Prexy”
... .Sechrist, Russell, Leahy, Lash
................................. Barkemeyer
.......................... Grace Coblentz
.........................Evarina Harman
. ................................Esta Moser
............................... Ethel Shupe
............................ Hortense Potts
................................. Ila Grindel
.....................That no means yes.
. ........................Credit Committee
. .....................................Metzgar
. .............................. Roxy Wells
........................................Crosby
Skinny, 1909-1910, without Bert 
Skinny, 19I0-I9I1, with Bert
................................Prof. Wing
..................... Bowling Green Co.
.............................. Ralph Moses
................................. Ira Warner
.......................Mary Williamson
..........................................Follz
........................................Magee
............................ Moore-Halton
..................$15 increase in tuition
......................................... Dick
............................... Ada Brown
...........................Grace Weaver
............................Anna Thomas
.................................May Dick
........................................Sandy
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There was a man named Grill 
He never could keep still 
He growled so much about the pay 
That everybody hiked away.
THEIR FAVORITE HYMNS
"When all my labors and trials are o’er..........................
"Blest be the tie that binds”...............................................
"He Knows it All".................................................................
"I’ll be a sunbeam”...................................................................
"Put on the brakes, my brother”............................................
"Olive’s Brow".........................................................................
"Brightest and Best”...............................................................
"Close to thee"........................................................................
"Everyday an Hour”...............................................................
"When the Bridegroom Comes”...-................................ .........
"Sweet day of rest".................................................................
"Pass me not’.........................................................................
"Think gently of the erring one”..................................................
“We shall meet by and by”............................ ..........................
"Love for all”.........................................................................
"All I am 1 owe to thee”.........................................................
.............. Roxey Wells
............. Cox and Grace
......................... Crosby
...............Percy Rogers
..................... A1 Funk
............Olive Blackbjrn
............................ Ling
...........................White
...............Edith Wilson
...............Stella Gifford
..............Day of Prayer
...................Hollanshead
Cochran Hall Association
..............Ruth and Tink
.......... "Brainy” Bowers
.........................Skinny
coBLEnrzHouse
..
THE NEW CALLERS
Time: Sunday afternoon at Dorm.
Scene /: Muskopf and Homer Gifford press door bell timidly. Bell fails to ring.
Scene II: After long interval, Richey shows them in.
Scene III: Mrs. Carey (at breakfast next morning): "That must have been the first time those 
young gentlemen have called.
SPECIAL TO THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Westerville, O., Dec. 10.—A real ghost, 
with strength enough to play with a heavy 
wooden bed like a toy, is making daily visits 
to Coblentz Hall, the club house of a dozen 
boy students of Otterbein University. In the 
afternoon the sleeping apartments on the third 
floor are deserted, and each day between the 
hours of three and five the boys on the sec­
ond floor can hear the bed, in the front room 
upstairs, moving around over the floor and 
the casters creaking and rolling.
At first the apparition was ridiculed as a 
student prank, some clever device rigged up 
by the Coblentz boys, who are noted for 
their Ingenious tricks; but daily demonstra­
tions have recently been given in which stu­
dents and towns people have thronged the 
building, and various methods of detecting 
some physical means or mechanical device 
have failed. Of course there are still a good 
many doubting Thomases, for college people 
are supposed to be too highly educated to 
believe in ghosts, but new converts to Spirit­
ualism are being added each day, and the 
mystery now has the whole college and town 
agog.
The noise was first noticed several weeks 
ago by J. S. Jones of Coshocton and R. B.
Sando of Pottsdam, whose rooms are under­
neath the haunted one. However they sup­
posed it was the matron making the beds 
and paid no further attention to the matter, 
but when the strange noises were repeated 
day after day, an investigation was made 
about a week ago, which failed to disclose 
a living being anywhere on the third floor.
The other boys in the house ridiculed 
Jones and Sando, but the next day were con­
vinced as the visitor again manifested itself 
at the usual time. The bed was tied with 
strings, chairs placed against it, and the win­
dows and door of the room were locked. 
Shortly afterwards the strange noise was 
heard and upon rushing into the room the 
boys found every cord broken and the chairs 
sitting three feet from the bed. Yesterday 
these same results were repeated, and in addi- 
tion to a written question left on the bed, 
Spirit, who are you?" was found the strange 
Thou shalt not, in old-fashioned 
style of writing.
All attempts to see the spirit have failed, 
as it refuses to appear when there is anyone 
present in the room.
R. B. Sando.
HITS AND MISSES
"Love is ownership."
Ethel Shupe.
"But far more numerous was the herd of such 
Who think too little and who talk too much.”
Ethel Householder. 
"A maiden hath no tongue but thought."
Leland Stuart.
"He is a fool who thinks by force or skill 
To turn the current of a woman’s will.”
Jimmy Cox.
"Men possessed with an idea cannot be reasoned with."
Marcus Phinney.
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Lucile Coppoc^i "My hair is so hot I believe I’ll take it olf.'
Bessie Daugherty: "We use language to express ourselves.” Prexy. "Couldn’t you go by freight?”
"There was a little girl 
Had a little curl
Right in the middle of her forehead.
She wore it to a dance,
And the hlamed thing came off by chance.
And the things she said were simply horrid.”
Velva Burns.
When the Facullp discusses the iveather: "The liquid depths of the infinite azure are so transcen- 
dentally beautiful."When the undergrad discusses the vieather: "Gosh, the weather’s bully.”
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WHERE YOU WOULD FIND
Alta Suttle.................................Locke House
Flora .........................................Tailor Shop
L. M. Hohn...............................Shoe Shop
Bierly.................................. Delaware County
Layton.......................... Public Opinion Office
Jay Snyder............................At the Washlub
Spaiford........................At Quartet Practice
Ila Bale................
THEM IF A TELEGRAM CAME.
Summers............................. home, studying
Minla Johnston..................... In the Art Room
Irene Staub...............................Prof Wagner^s
.......................................Coblentz House
Margaret Gaver........................ At the Bridge
Ila Grindell.....................Anti-Saloon League
Edith Gilbert....................................Cemetery
........ Mabel Flemming’s
f Myers
The Three Graces: | Denton 
[ Weaver
OTTERBEIN LOVE LYRICS. 
To Rhea:
In Memoriam.
Last week I wandered all alone 
Over the country up and down.
All things were painted in a grayish lone 
’Cause Rhea wasn’t in town.
Now all things are oifferenl to me 
All nature wears a new gown.
I purr like a cat, and hum like a bee 
’Cause Rhea’s come to town.
A black-haired co-ed called Leila 
Walks many and many a mile-a 
Her point is a Prep 
But he makes her keep step.
“Ye must—for sure it’s the style-a.
"MEMOIRS OF CHARLEY SNAVELY’S CLASSES’*
1. “The members of my sociology class may think that I am a Socialist, but when it comes to 
examinations 1 am strictly an individualist.”
2. (During revivals.) “Since the girls wish to go to the ladies' meeting, we will have a recitation 
‘For Men Only.'
3. “A little boy and his mamma were going down some steps when she said, ‘Now don't fall 
down the steps.' ‘No,’ said the little boy; ‘not one.”’
4. “A little boy was sent to the bakery by his mother who wanted one ten cent loaf of bread. 
The baker had only two live cent loaves. The little boy said ‘Great heavensl'"
“As yet a child, nor yet a fool to fame 
I lisped in numbers, for the numbers came."
Wenger.
“The night shows stars and women in a better light."
Earnest Saul. :
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In Olterbein once lived a Spring 
My oh but he could sing.
He once ate so much pie 
Eveiyone tho’t he’d die—
But he didn’t—
EQUATION BY EDITH GILBERT (Mathematician).
Clara Hendrix’s gift of gab squared -(- Harriet’s bad temper squared (when Miss Denton wants 
toast for breakfast) make the hypotenuse of a right angled triangle, squared, on which is built all 
dormitory wrangling.
Rex John 
Thuma 
Ralph Hall 
Ira Dempsey 
Evarina Harman 
Abe Glunt
“No not one.*
CHEMICAL MIXTURE BY HAZEL CODNER.
Take equal parts of bad temper and sweet roommate and mix. The result is a precipitate by the 
law of substitution, the equation being:
Bad temper -|- sweet roommate =: bad roommate sweet temper -{- hot air. The bad roommate 
being the precipitate, can be filtered out and finally expelled, leaving you the sweet temper.—Amen.
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Miss Richards, who is commonly called Bert,
Is by no means a typical flirt.
But this longing I see within thee 
Love me long—love me Skinny.
A boy in Otterbein College
Knows all about roosters and hens 
In his head there is very little knowledge 
And he’s now among the has-beens.
He says the girls think he’s the candy.
A certain girl around here 
Gave a lemon to poor little Sandy,
And now we know he’s small beer.
Brenneman and Redd,
They made their bed
On a Westerville car, one night.
A sudden jar
As they fell from the car
Caused them to cry out in their fright.
There was a fine laddy named Bradley; 
At jumping he didn’t do badly.
A Freshman, of course,
He is classed with the sports,
And at cigarels he puffs madly.
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Baumen, Baumen, Hazel Baumen, 
Blithe and pretty, young and giddy, 
Talks and walks and sings and flirts; 
That’s why they all call her “Biddy,
WHEN THE FIRST SHALL BE LAST AND THE LAST SHALL BE FIRST.
Florence Stephens. 
Cloe Niswonger. ..
Eva Deyo.............
Yola Strahl..........
Vina Johnson........
Calihan................
Metzger................
Gertrude Meyer... 
Mary Williamson. ,
Blanche Fleck......
Lura Sherbine......
Duckwall .............
Rogers..................
Alta Suttle........
Margaret Gaver... .
Troxell ...............
Druhol ................
Bob Simon .............
Thuma ......................
■............................................... Ballet Dancer
....................................Salvation Army Singer
..................................Expounder of Astronomy
Original Investigator of Psycho-physical Organism
................................ Woman’s Rights Lecturer
................................................. Card Sharper
........Author of “Love: Personal Experiences.”
................................................. Gym Teacher
.................................................Dorm Matron
.......................Biogr:*pKer oi Ivan the Terrible
............................................ Beauty Specialist
..................................................  Contortionist
................................Evangelist to Fair Coeds
.................................................. Hair Dresser
......................................................... Pugilist
...................................................Sign Painter
........ .............   Dairyman
. .................................................Gay Lothario
................................................... Flute Player
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HOW HAPPY LIFE WOULD BE IF
Irma Marlin would stop talking.
Thuma would wear i. shirt to chapel 
Brooks would leave college.
Bon-fires were held at 6:30.
Miss Guitner would make up with Skeet.
Prexy would talk of something besides Greater 
Olterbein.
Wing would wear a purple tie.
Yates and Miss Thomas would slop fussing. 
Channing wouldn’t remove his shoes in class.
The athletic field were paid for.
Blanche Keck would sometimes flunk.
There were more cemeteries.
Everyone had a canoe of his own.
There would be no more quiltin’.
All the Cochranites were matrons.
Carl Gifford were a Gibson girl.
Magee wouldn’t butt in.
All the seniors had jobs.
Harlmc.n would move to Bale’s.
Funkhouser would talk faster.
Dr. Sherrick would clean her glasses.
Myrtle wouldn’t talk so much about “Daddy.” 
Agnes Drury would forget philosophy.
The 0. U. Co-ed
1U7
This is one of the most exclusive 
islics. To become a member the hairs
organizations at Otterbein. Its members have marked character- 
of one’s head must be numbered.
Aim........................................
Motto.......................................
Emblem..................... ..............
Chief Shine^ Pate...................
Individual Hair-Raiser..............
Counter of the Remnant.............
Faculi}^ Advisors.......................
Pledged....................................
* Has withdrawn application.
...............To beat the batber
............. Few and far between
..........The bald-headed eagle
.......................Prof. Durrant
.......................... Prof. Mills
................................ Coburn
. .Snavely, Scott, Sanders, Jones 
Reider, Wenger, Grill, Miller*
THE OTTERBEIN REDS
Song: For I’m a red head, red head, ginger bread head.
Colors; Crimson, scarlet, maroon, magenta, strawberry, and plain red.
liable Fires; Farver, Veo Longshore, Abe Glunt, Ethel Kephart, Clarence Richey, Iva Coe, Myra 
Brenizer, Spring.
"Darker and daiker, "Life's a jest and all things show it;
The black shadows fall; I thought so once, but now I know it.”
Sleep and oblivion Guy Hartman.
Reign over all." CEMETERY.
"The voice of parents is the voice of gods.”
Boneta Jamison.
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THE PATIENT IN 221.
(Clipping from the Columbus Dispatch, January; 15, 1911.)
To be young and to be handsome is to be popular, or ’tis popular to be handsome and young. 
True anyway you put it, and capable of conclusive proof any old day in the week. But one of the 
mo't ideal demonstrations of the principle just enunciated, is being given daily just now at one of the 
[o:al hospitals.
Walter Bailey, young, perhaps 22, student at Olterbein, athletic and handsome, recently was brought 
there for an operation. He was placed in room 221. Young Baily instantly found what it means to
be all that he is, i j l- lpretty nurses fed him with a spoon. They pampered and petted him, they mothered him, they 
watched over him as if he were an infant in arms. Time for his medicine-taking meant a stampede of 
pretty nurses to room 221, "221” was smothered with care.
It still goes on.
“221.”"221" is doing nicely. "Best case you ever saw.” "So nice to wait on.” These are among the 
snatches of conversation you hear, if you listen to the nurses.
And really "221" is doing well.
Even the best looking nurse at the hospital hovers about 221. It’s a byword, this
We had a professor named Weinland 
He was so terribly fine and—
He fed chickens with a spoon 
Just to make the critters croon— 
That’s what did our Prof. Weinland.
A TYPICAL BIOLOGY RECITATION
Pro/. Ah! tis now 7:45. The class will now come to order. Mr. Pouts, please take
iv/ (Prof- glancing over his glasses at Troxell) Mr. Troxell, the chairs are quadrupeds. Well,
Mr. routs, why did not Moses lay down the laws of entomology?”
(Bandeen enters) Prof.: Mr. Bandeen, you are ten minutes late. If this happens again you
will ^ther have to get a new teacher or I II have to gel a new scholar.”
Bandeen (sarcastically): Well, if a legitimate excuse is not acceptable, I suppose you’ll have to gel a new pupil.
Pro/.; Now, Mr. Pouts, you may proceed.”
Fouls: ^^^Well, Prof., I guess Moses thought it was all lomfoolishness.”
. I • . Miss Maxwell, we ll hear from you. Miss Maxwell, pleasegive the derivation of the word echinodermata.”
Catherine (shortly); “I ’aint had no Greek, Professor.”
Prof.: ^1^*^- I'^ing, what is the word in question?” (King flunks.)
^ It is evident that Mr. King has been imbibing loo freely in blue vapor this morning."
(King is the only one in the class who smokes??)
Prof.: “Mr. Troxell, we will hear from you. Why is a jug?”
Troxell: Well, now, Prof., it is for the simple reason—" (Here Troxell delves into the utter­
most depths of the prehistoric ages. Bell rings as he spouts.)
Prof.: Very good, Mr. Troxell, you re our star. I’ll assign the advance at lab. tomorrow.
You’re excused.
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WE WONDER WHY
Cupe and Halton didn I walk home from Centerburg, 
Mary Brown wants to be a farmer’s wife.
Reider doesn’t increase his vocabulary.
Frank King doesn’t buy a whistle to call Ethel.
Grill doesn’t have a point.
Sandy doesn’t take De Witt into his chicken business.
Jack Williamson doesn’t stammer.
Yabe eats so much.
Sunderland doesn’t learn to talk.
Paul pouts stopped playing baseball.
Bowers didn’t run the two-mile this year.
The "dorm ” rules are not enforced.
“Res” and “Len" don’t talk about baseball.
Helen Moses got lost from the Freshmen on their “push.” 
Ralph Wells takes the teachers’ exams, every month.
The biology class loses its temper.
“Baldy” Durrant doesn’t ask dense questions.
Richey won’t be in the “dorm” next year.
They call Stringer “Fatty.”
Farver curls his hair.
Dr. Sanders flunks so many.
Prof. Mills roasts on the radiator.
Moore wears rubber collars.
The Shane girls have such a liking for the big things of life. 
Catherine Maxwell draws plans for houses during class. 
Van Saun doesn’t take vocal.
Muthersbaugh moved to Guitner’s when Lydia came.
Zola Jacobs forgot her rubbers at church.
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When commencement time is over 
All the boys will be in clover, 
Then the campus will be bare, 
Only ghosts will frolic there.
Alta Suttle and Delmont Locke,
Helen and Charley and Bessie and Roy 
Their ghostly arms will interlock 
To weep o’er many a by-gone joy.
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To arms! To arms! the bugle call 
Sounds o’er hill and valley; 
Young and old, short and tall
Round our Volunteers shall rally.
GEMS FROM THE SIBYL BOX
Maeder is the name of a young Sophomore 
Who can always be seen around Cochran Hall door; 
He has worked hard and late 
To get a steady date,
But now all his troubles are o’er.
Of all the dancers of Cochran Hall 
Chloe Niswonger surely can beat them all;
In the Schollische, the circle, the waltz and two-step 
She certainly has worked up an enviable rep.
Now Laura is the name of a young prepite 
Whose other name you may know as White;
She studies hard, she studies late,
And they say for an answer her Profs, never wait
Lemons are generally not very nice,
But surely we can take Yola’s advice,
For her “Lemon,” you see.
Is as nice as can be,
So I s’pose it’ll end up with some shoes and some rice.
Here’s a man and here’s a lassie 
To each other ne’er were sassie. 
He is small but she is stately, 
And it has been rumored lately—
SOME CLASS TO THESE
“Paul stood on the bridge at midnight,
His head was in a whirl,
But there was nothing doing,
’Twas somebody else’s girl.”
“Hummel was a chemistry tough 
Who was mixing a compound of stuff.
He dropped a match in a vial,
And after a while
Prof, found one front tooth and a cuff.”
‘Camp plays the piano—doodle-da-dee I 
And he bangs in every imaginable key 
’Till his brow with honest dew is wet 
And neighboring flats are marked ‘To let.’ 
But loyal Irene stays near to see 
How he plays his wonderful doodle-da-dee 
And watches him with eyes that shine 
As he wrings out music almost(?) divine.”
Hazel Cordner: 
hooked up.”
‘Olterbein is an old hook and eye place. Everybody comes here to gel
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There was a fair co-ed named Esia,
Didn’t know which one she liked the besta;
There were Bowers and Carl,
And Roscoe (a pearl),
I can scarcely name over the resta.
Now Carl was a student at O. S. U.,
While Bowers and Roscoe were the same at O. U,, 
And wherever she’d go 
She’d have one for a beau,
’Till she hardly knew just what she should do.
But I think, should you take her apart.
And quiz her, deep down in her heart.
She’d confess with a sigh 
And a drop of her eye,
"I guess, well, I guess it’s Carl Gearhart.”
DOES A POINT OCCUPY SPACE?
Maggy: “If you mean a mathematical point, it doesn’t.”
Crete Frisinger: "If any man kiss your one cheek turn to him the other. If any man force you 
to go a mile, go with him twain, even beyond Alum Creek bridge.”
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I belong to the King 
Is the song she often sings,
But any girl should thank
The Lord for such a boy as Frank.
WONDER WHAT
“Prexy” will do next.
Brane gels for running the College.
Crosby will do with his first tan baseball suit.
Price Lillie Henry’s parlor renls for.
“Bill ” Huber and Edith Wilson went to Lewisburg for.
Shopping they did in Columbus.
Grover Mulhersbaugh will do next year.
They do up in Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont.
Rake-off Jimmy Cox gets from the athletic field funds.
Brand of cigars “Prexy’’ uses.
We ll do without the Juniors.
“Doc” Snavely would look like without that shoe-string hand-bag.
Clarence Abner Hahn looks like in his working clothes.
Makes Maeder so quick on his feet.
“Dad” Resler gels a year.
Layton’s specks add to his looks.
Caused the fracture of “Doc” Sherrick’s arm.
Dailey wore at night shirt parade last fall.
King offered Troxell if he wouldn’t cartoon him.
Kind of a chaperon Miss Hanawalt was at the Junior “Push.”
The distance was across that swamp over which Prof. Heilman’s strong arm bore(d) her. 
Attraction John Snavely finds at the Ellis Club.
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We had a poet named “Polly,”
And he was a peach, “By Golly”; 
For of all the rest he was the best, 
Except, don’t you know, for his crest.
There was a sweet maid named Bonet,
Who walked very light on her feet;
Her continual plea,
As you plainly will see.
Was that she her own Klor dear must meet.
Now Boneta, she loved both her “Parents” so well. 
That one could scarcely the difference tell 
Twixt Ralph and Klor,
One was always at the door,
While the other was ringing the telephone bell.
But Klor, he came down on most every free night. 
Since his hair was so red they needed no light. 
And Boneta’s authority 
On dress, food, or sorority.
Is “Klor said, so it is all right.’’
A Junior named Evariner 
Has hair that is rather a biencr. 
Her laugh is right gay,
And all people say 
That she never disdaineth a wiener.
“HOW CHARMING IS DIVINE PHILOSOPHY."
Dr. Sherrie}^: “Anybody in love is silly.”
Dr. Sanders: “We dont think enough about figure.”
Prexy: “It would seem that the easiest way to become a thief is to register in a college.”
Dr. Jones: “To make points—that’s the thing. And there's where logic comes in. I haven’t gone 
into the subject deeply, but it’s something that requires thought.”
The Matron: “A point is an engagement for a semester. Now, young ladies, invite the young 
gentlemen to call and embrace your opportunities.”
Mr. Moon: The Ass’n steps are for the exclusive use of the students—for certain purposes.
Monsieur Thuma studies French, 
In which he is a star;
But when it comes to studying girls 
He doesn’t go so far.
“She squeezes in her waist until
The other girls seem on the shelf;
She thinks that she is dressed to kill, 
While merely dressed to kill herself,”
Ada Brown.
“Eat today and forget all sorrow,
You shall, perhaps, not do it tomorrow. 
But while you have it use your breath, 
There is no eating after death.”
Albert Lambert.
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When “Dodger” was a student here 
He taught a class of laddies dear;
To one and all, both large and small,
The ill effects of Sunday ball.
Now “Dodger” liked baseball himself,
At Columbus games he squandered his wealth; 
To see the Senators in the thick of the fray 
He desecrated the Sabbath day.
Climbing the bleachers of old Neil Park 
He discovered his youngsters out for a lark; 
You may well imagine Mr. KeihTs chagrin 
When these same laddies looked up at him.
“How are you, Dodger,” they joyfully cried. 
(Fiom the terrible shock “Dodger” almost died.) 
Suffice it to say, he gave up his class 
And oft with his “kiddies” about it he laughs.
©rtflrr’a (Eluli
Motlo: “Out upon it! I have loved 
Three whole days together.”
Song: “If you can’t get along with one or two 
You’re much better off with three.”
Flower: Heartsease.
Charier Members
Kit Seniff 
Hazel Bauman 
Bowers 
A1 Funk 
Jeanette Good 
^Expelled.
Roscoe Brane 
Esta Moser 
Lucile Coppock 
Brooks^
Roscoe Sando
Prof. Heltman 
Fries'*'
Russell
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Scene I.
Place—Corner of Slale and College Ave.
yo, , S Dr. Scott, with tourist cap and jovial smile.
Characters j ^ Massillon Prepile.
T ime—September, 1910.
Leah\f: Say, Mac, gimme a match.
Dr. Scott: Certainly.
Scene II.
Place—In front of U. B. Parsonage.
, S Dr. Scott.
Characters | q,,
Time—12:15 P. M., Saturday.
Dr. Scott: You stand and watch while I swipe a pie back here.
Dr. Miller (protestingly) i Why, George!
Dr. Scott: It’s cherry—juicy.
Dr. Miller: All right then. Go *alf and 'alf.
(Dr. Miller hides behind tree and Dr. Scott disappears at rear of Parsonage.)
Slow Curtain.
P. S.—Latin and Math, classes excused next day.
Scene III.
Place—College Library^.
Characters ^ Dr. Scott (sitting under plaster placque of himself).
( Curious Stranger.
Stranger: Whom does it represent?
Dr. Scott: Oh, one of the professors here.
Stranger (meditatively): Georgio Scott, well, well. He looks like a man of great ability. 
Dr. Scott (modestly): Well, he is.
^uittrra’ ICragua
‘‘It's belter to have loved and lost 
That never to have loved at all.
Flamer: Forget-me-not.
Yell: "We’ve loved, we’ve loved, we’ve loved 
But—never again."
Moses
Bandeen, O. 1.* 
Bossart*
Troxell
Reider
Gilford*
Mae King
*Back Sliders.
Fouts
John, R. K. 
Ethel Kephart* 
1 lazel Codner*
The Heari-Brol(en Ones
Hall 
Huber* 
Flora
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PoKet.
Skinny, Skinny, Skinny, Skinny,
Lean and lank and long and ihinny; 
Teaches kids and catches ball,
And so he is beloved by all.
Sherbine Cloyd Bailey Boots Lash Sarah May Dick
Parlette Roxy Wells Abe Glunt Polly Wenger
Osgood Esther Van Buskirk Carl Gifford I la Grindell
Owings Delta Gailey Hemmy Hemminger Nellie VC^ert
Nichols Ivan Secrist Ernest Russell Sal Sherrick
Eisele Tom Boyd Bell Len Caliban Tirza Barnes
Rugh
Shiffler
Stuart Nease Oron Marsh
Res Caliban
Skeet Dempsey
Edith Gilbert 
Ruth Maxwell 
Sara Hoffman
"CREATIONS OF A HEAT-OPPRESSED BRAIN"
There were two young janitors in Cochran Hall 
Who were diligently watched by great and small.
Now "Maggie" was dreaded 
And almost beheaded,
But Richey was loved by them all.
There was a young man named Marcellus 
Who was so terribly jealous.
When Vie wasn’t there 
He was up in the air 
And everyone pitied Marcellus.
Janet is a versatile maid
With gallants galore, so it’s sayed.
She likes one just Pecks,
O. S. U. too stands next.
While Mt. Vernon’s love doesn’t fade.
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Of all the books e’er loved by Homer 
There is only.one that’s real; 
Morning, noon and night, he reads it 
And it’s no other than Lucille.
Edith Bennett is slightly taller
Than Channing. But it’s no matter at all, for
When Edith sings sweetly
Channing says neatly,
You’re just as high as my collar.
[Yoa’re just as high as my heart,
Was Captain Wagner’s true remark;
But heart wouldn’t rhyme well with taller.)
It’s easy enough to be pleasant 
When life goes along like a song;
But the man worth while 
Is the one who can smile
When you go to class and yo'U don’t know your lesson and Dr. Jones says: Now you may give
the titles of the last thirty chapters, the sub-titles, the color of Jacob’s eyes, the number of hairs in 
Abraham’s beard, and the evidence in favor of Sarah’s being a suffragette.
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Wanted—To exchange my switch (guaranteed fast color) for Gail McKean’s.— 
’’Keppy.”
Wanted—To exchange 50% of my self-conceit for a chew of Star tobacco.— 
Maeder.
Wanted—Padlock; laundry window.—The Hall.
Wanted—Senior privileges by Cochran Hall Seniors.
Wanted—A buggy ride.—Dorm. Girls.
Wanted—Com mencement point.—Dailey.
Wanted—To exchange my voice for some tennis ability.—Crosby.
Wanted—A steady girl.—Moses.
Wanted—Full stable of ponies by Freshman Latin Class.
Wanted—The fellows that stole the Freshman Banquet ice cream.—Busy Bee 
Caterers.
Wanted—A trousseau—Gertrude Meyer.
Wanted—A Newman.—Zola Jacobs.
Wanted—A preacher or Y. M. C. A. secretary.—May Dick.
Wanted—Some one to love me.—Minnie Welch.
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Moore: “If Romeo and Juliet had come to me I’d have married them and helped them gel out 
of the county.”
Dr. Sherricl^: “Anyone wishing to elope please see Mr. Moore.”
Miss CifforJ: “What will you give toward the athletic field?”
Lenore Eisele: “A kiss.”
Stella: “All right. Mr. Cox will come around to collect it.”
(Mr. Cox, after calling at the dormitory, admits that there are some things he can’t collect.)
Prof. Mills: “Who spat on the floor.”
“Curf’ Young: “I did.”
Prof.: “Well, give me a chew.”
Ediior-in-Chief (to Local Editors): “You people are only *fill-up’ for the SlBYL.”
Response (in chorus): “Yes, but the Sibyl’s like cake. You know the filling’s always the best. 
That’s us.”
“Who’s Charley Hall?”
Kohr: “He’s a brother to Cochran Hall.”
McFarland: “I don’t believe in love at first sight.”
Ila Bale: “I always fall in love that way.”
Ruth Detroiter: “Michaelangelo is such a long name.”
Dr. Scott: “Call him Mike.”
Minister: “Let us pray for the men.”
Mae King: “I’ll pray for a man.”
Ross Thuma: “The girl looked like a cal.”
Prof. Moore: “No, like a kitten. There is some difference.”
“/Ceppi;”: “I want to introduce Frank Wells.”
Miss Thomas: “That little boy? What grade is he in?”
Dr. Sanders: “Give an example of physiological psychology.” 
Warner: “We have certain cases.”
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There is a Prof, in Otlerbem 
Who ’mongst the ladies sure doth shine 
He loves the dark ones and the light, 
And they all think he’s out of sight.
SONGS THEY SING AROUND SCHOOL
“You are the Ideal of my Dreams.”.......................................................
“Louie, Louie”....................................................................................
“My Hero.”.......................................................................................
“Dreaming.”.........................................................................................
“All That I Ask is Love.”................................... ..............................
“Forgotten”.................................................................... .....................
“There Shall Be Showers of”...............................................................
“Joy to the World".............................................................................
“Little Tin Soldier.".............................................................................
“Casey Jones. ”....................................................................................
“Come Josephine in My Flying Machine.”..................................... .
“Kat>.”.......................................................................... I...................
“Heinie, O Heinie, I Love but You.”.....................................................
“No, Never Alone.”............................................................. ..............
“In the Gloaming, O My Darling”.......................................................
“Why Don’t you Try.”....................................................................... .
.. .Bertha Richards 
. .Evarena Harman
.......... Irene Staub
. .. . Percy Rogers 
....Crete Frlsinger 
....Ruth Delwiler 
....Jack and Rhea
.......Sara Hoffman
Clarence A. Hahn 
....Grace Simpson
...........Eva Simon
.......C. D. Yates
........ OpIe Shanks
....Minnie Welch
..................Mattis
.......Agnes Drury
“BY THEIR HAIRS YE SHALL KNOW THEM.”
Dick...................................................................................................................Montana Bush
“Keppy”......................................................................................................................Hot Box
Layton............................................................................................................ Long and Weedy
Hawley Nelson..............................................................................................Sleek and Blondish
“Bob” Stofer....................................................................................................Crisp and Curly
Vie Sherrick............................................................................................... Marcelle (us) Wave
Lydia Nelson..........................................................................................Occasionally Detachable
“Bob ” Stofer..................................  Crisp and Curly
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There’s one lad in school who always lells 
The Profs, jusl what he knows;
It’s no other than our “Roxy” Wells,
But on himself he never blows.
BY THEIR WORDS YE SHALL KNOW THEM.
Boneia: “Klor said.”
Edna Rugh: “Now ain’t that awful KepV
Prof. Snavel\f: “For our next silting take as far as—”
Prexy: “The allruislic spirit.”
Phinne^: “From what I have gleaned from the lexl and other sources that I have read, my opinion 
is—”
"Charlie" Hell: "Oh my!”
Heilman: “Charcoal.”
Daddy^ Rosier: “The madam will please play the second score.”
Durrani: “Now down at the Stale University.”
IVing: “Of cou.se it doesn’t matter lo me whether you come to class but it is the ruling of the 
faculty.”
"Cupe" Lambert: “Sixty-four!”
"Bob" Stofer: “My land! ”
Grace Coblentz: “Now if you put that in the SiBYL I’ll never speak lo you again.”
Helen Moses: “It’s just grand.”
"Bill" Leal'^i “Gee, I’ll bet that cuts.”
Ralph Moses: “I lell you what, if you get a girl for me I’ll go.”
Margaret Caver: “Oh! plory Christmas.”
"Vie" Sherrie}^: “My sakes.”
Roush: “Oh! quit, you’re kidding me.”
“When a woman tucks her boy, her baby and her joy. 
In his little crib, and gently then does rock it;
She does not think that some day he will slink 
To exams with his crib tucked in his pocket.”
Frank Shepard.
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Well, who is this that now we see 
With smile of perfect symmetry.
It’s Jimmy Cox, whom we all know,
And in getting money he’s not slow.
“Bob” Stofer: “For sale—a hall whose garret has several rafters loose.
“Bert” Richards—singing: “I love you, I love you, I love you.
Voice outside: “All right, but for heaven’s sake, shut up.”
Rev. Shane: “Saul, Saul, why perseculest thou me?”
Edith Bennett—reading Faust: “I’m rapturous over Wagner.
Garnet Thompson: “Say, Vie, I heard you had an awful cold.
Vie: “Why, who told you that? ”
Garnet: “Well, you must cough (Muskopf) so often.
Barkemeyeer—listening to Foltz singing: "Oh, my, I m in seventh heaven!
Hazel Codner (Dec. 16, waiting outside of College building) : "Come on, Edith, I wont freeze 
for any Channing Wagner.”
Guy Hartman: “Do Japanese girls ever fall in love with Americans?
Yabe: “I hope not.”
Helen Weinland: “Rev. Keltzer will lead Y. W. C. A. this evening. Ira Warner says he’s all 
wool and a yard wide.
Prof. Grabill: ‘Til play a little lullaby.” Dr. Snavely: “When did that event happen?
Reider: “One of his own compositions.” Gertrude Meyer: “1 don t know. 1 hate dates.
Guitner: “The second subject, we, is ommitted in that compound sentence.
Bierly: “The second Weir isn’t needed, is it?”
Dick: “It’s a great pity that Hartman has such a Baleful influence.
Prexy: “I’d like lo see the following named gentlemen after chapel: Messrs. Warner, Grill, 
Hogg, Shumaker, and Helen Weinland.”
Gifford (at Freshman Class meeting after being nominated for President): Will some one please
move that the nominations be closed?”
“Skinny" Weinland: "Take your hand off Martha’s shoulder, De Witt; you II stunt her growth.
2:>o
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HE 1911 Sibyl is about complete. A few more days and it will be before 
. you. We hope that it will interest you and make you a firmer friend of old
(Jtterbein.
Much credit should be given to the editors of the various departments in 
the book. Besides the SiBYL staff a number of people have been especially helpful. 
Without the aid of Mr. Troxell, Mr. Williams, Mr. Glunt, Mr. Bowers, and Miss 
Clifton we would not have been able to get out this book.
Mr. Flora, the business manager, was untiring in his efforts and the success of the 
book should largely be attributed to his efforts.
We would also have you remember the business houses whose advertisements 
appear in this book. Remember that it was thru them that the book was made possible.
The Editor.
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Good Bye, Old Alma Mater
Men: —Your college days are over. You will 
now enter the busy, practical, commercial world 
and earn a name for yourselves.
Remember, the success we wished you in 
your school activities, your athletics, your va­
rious enterprises, etc., we hope will continue to 
go with you through your life’s work.
Success to you!
■■I THE ■■
UNION
Orr-Kiefer Studio
199-201 SOUTH HIGH STREET 
BOTH PHONES
ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHY
“JUST A LITTLE BETTER 
THAN THE BEST”
ORR-KIEFER
C0LVMBV5,0.
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS
WE FRAME PICTURES —RIGHT
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KIMBALL GRAND 
PIANOS
The world’s masterpieces for concert use and also in 
reduced size, occupying- but a little more space 
than the modern upright. They are 
the consummate flower of
FIFTY YEARS
constant and intelligent effort in the 
piano field
W. W. KIMBALL CO.
(ESTABLISHED 1857)
Soutkwest Corner Watask Ave. and Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO
KIMBALL PIANOS USED EXCLUSIVELY IN OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY
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Hear Ye! Men of the Day
The man who has stood by you for the 
past thirty-one years
The man who has supported you in each and every game
Hopes sincerely the “ tan and cardinal ” 
shall forever be the same
Come and meet your friends at the old reliable store 
Yours for good goods and low prices
J. W. MARKLEY
Otherwise “UNCLE JOE”
Both Phones No. 1 WESTERVILLE, O.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 10. Football fellows and informa­
tion bureaus arrive.
Sept. I 4. Dorm entertainment for home­
sick girls.
Sept. 15. Points, past, present, prospec­
tive, encumber the campus.
Sept. 16. Dick to Prof. Wing: “Ah, 
are you a Freshman?”
Sept. 17. Joint reception of Y. M. C. 
A. and Y. W. C. A.
Sept. 18. The morning after—Ouch!
Sept. 19. Fat Lambert: “Otterbein Re­
view puffs the all-round student, but it’s so 
confoundedly far around me.”
Sept. 20. Information meeting of Y. 
W. C. A.
Sept. 21. Brane makes sensation on 
gridiron—with Prexy’s kids.
Sept. 22. Girls run gauntlet after society.
Sept 23. Cloyd Bailey makes a trip to 
Piqua to see why Fay didn’t come to school.
Sept. 24. Ada Brown spoke to someone 
on the street.
O. U. Students
The Popular Place to Get
Home Cooking 
Home-made Pies 
Large Meals or Lunches 
Soft Drinks 
Ice Cream
Pure Creamed Buttermilk 
Cigars
Chewing Gum 
10, 15 & 20 Cent Candies
IS AT THE
Westerville 
Home Restaurant
Mr. & Mrs. D. M. Luttrell
2 2 a
JACOB F. LUCKS
BAKER and CATERER
Special Attention Given to Parties 
Weddings and Banquets
LADY FINGERS 
MACAROONS 
SANDWICH BREAD 
Baked Daily
Menus and Prices Submitted 
on Request
1004 E. LONG ST. ^ CITZ. PHONE 9644
COLUMBUS, - OHIO
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WILLIAMS’ BAKERY
-----=AND - —
ICE CREAM PARLOR
WHERE QUAUTY REIGNS SUPREME
FINE ICE CREAMS, ICES, SODAS AND SUNDAES 
OUR MENU—THE MOST COMPLETE IN TOWN 
BREAD, BUNS, CAKES and PASTRY FRESH DAILY
Refreshments for Parties, Receptions and Class Pushes
12-14-16 WEST COLLEGE AVENUE
Sept. 25. Cemetery in bloom. (Sunday.)
Sept. 26. Choral society. Minnehaha
begins to die.
Sept. 27. Gifford elected (?) Fresh­
man president.
Sept. 28. Hazel B., slapping Prof.
Wing on the back:—-“Hello, Bandy.
Sept. 29. Don Shumaker “gathers up
the fragments” in Y. M.
Sept. 30. Signal practice for football
boys held in prayer-room.
OCTOBER
Oct. 1. O. U. 0—Kenyon 0.—Bandy 
hatless and Sandy in shirt sleeves accompany 
team.
Red flag in evidence.
Oct. 2. ' New points discover Taylor’s 
woods.
Oct. 3. Band practice.
Oct. 5. Soph Push at Minerva Park.
Oct. 6. ChapeTtext directed at Fresh­
men:—“How are they increased that trouble 
me.”
Oct. 7. Academy elects officers.
Oct. 8. Dormites amend Constitution. 
Dorm swathed in black crepe ana tears.
Hartsough’s
COLLEGE OF 
SHORTHAND
CLINTON BLDG.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Individual Instruction. No Classes 
You Can Enter at Any Time
Reference:
Any First-Class Stenographer 
in Columbus
Write for Terms
VISIT THE OLD RELIABLE
The Best in Photography
In style, finish, durability and artistic pose our 
Photos have no equal
The largest, finest and unquestionably the best 
equipped gallery in America for producing 
everything known to the Art
Special rates to all Otterbein students
State and High Sts., COLUMBUS, OHIO
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Proof, Not Talk
A visit to our Store will prove to you tkis is
tke place to kuy
GYM. SUPPLIES CAMP OUTFITS
BASE BALL CROQUET
FISHING TACKLE CANVAS
LAWN TENNIS ■ ATHLETIC SHOES
GUNS BICYCLES
AMMUNITION CUTLERY
Tke Columkus Sporting Goods Co.
New Store New Management New Location
Just off HigK Street 16 E. Chestnut St.
Oct. 9. Chicken (?) at Dorm.
Oct. 10. Junior-Senior Pushes. O. U. Get Your Supplies for
pumpkin pie (’12) and sauerkraut (’ll.)
Oct. 1 1. Gunsaulus lecture.
Oct. 12. Picture day—(noble shoot­
ing). Sibyl Board elected. Prep. Push.
Oct. 13. Dr. Sherrick returns after
Banquets
illness.
Oct. 14. Lydia:—^“Men and women 
were created to be one.” Dr. Jones:—
Lunckeons, Puskes
“Which one?”
Oct. 15. Bierly in German: “He’s got 
too many W (e) i rs in that.
Etc.
Oct. 16. “Skeet’s” father arrives unex­
pectedly. Skeet goes to Sunday School. OF
Oct. 18. Bierly to Hazel Cornetet: 
“How do you do? Are you Miss C.? I 
am glad to meet you as I like to get acquaint­
ed with as many young ladies as possible.” MOSES ^ STOCK
Oct. 19. Ach Louis Moore elected 
president of R. E. A.
Oct. 20. Skinney takes Bert home from 
society.
Tke MoJel Grocers
Oct. 23. Mabel visits Bandy at Cochran 
Hall.
Oct. 24. Cora Prinky watches Hogg 
from sidelines.
Everything Fresh and Clean
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Of all the typewriters of the present day, 
From the East unto the West,
After the closest trial you’ll have to say 
The OLI’VER is the best.
THE ABOVE, WITH
Books, Fine Stationery
Current Literature
and a Fine New Line of
POST CARDS
are to be Found at
THE OLD RELIABLE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Where You Will Always Receive Fair Treatment 
up to the Last Day in the Afternoon
COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELVES
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Coal, Feed and Building Material
Union Grain and Coal Co.
Anderson, Ind.
Oct. 26. Recital. Minnie Shane gives 
feeling interpretation of “How many times 
dp I love.”
Oct. 27. Helen Weinland: “Oh, Mr. 
Warner, you are so cute.”
Oct. 28. Patterson appears at breakfast. 
Amazement reigns supreme.
Oct. 29. Hallowe’en masquerade and 
parties.
Oct. 30. Bandy visits Mabel at Co­
lumbus.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 1. Sarah Hoffman ( in French) 
“She rolled her eyes around on the floor.”
Nov. 7. Prof. Snavely: “Keep your 
head cool and your feet warm.”
Nov. 3. Dr. Funk leads money meeting 
of Y. M. and gets $267 out of fellows. 
Lybarger vows he’ll never go again.
Nov. 5. Bon Durrant: “Oratory is a 
gift, not an acquirement.”
Nov. 8. Everybody that doesn’t go 
strolling, watches football practice.
DON’T
Read this unless you are 
looking for the best place 
in town to eat at the 
low cost of
$2.50 for 21 Lunches
or
$3.50 for 21 Meal 
Tickets
We want you to board with 
us. We will treat you 
right. Try us.
The Peerless Restaurant
W. J. Rarick, Prop.
W. State Street 
WESIERVILLE, OHIO
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An Evening Trolley Ride to Columbus 
Over the Westerville Line of 
The Columbus Railway & Light Co.
Makes a delightful ride for STUDENTS'
There are always good entertainments and 
things worth seeing and learning in the 
city. Get up a party for some good opera, 
lecture, or a ride about the city, and see if 
this is not so. It can be done at small cost, 
either by regular fare or chartered car.
MR. MARKLEY, the Company’s Agent at WESTERVILLE,
will arrange for you.
Kampmann Costume Works
69-71 East State St.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Costumes to Rent for Class Plays 
and Other Amateur Dramatics
FAVORS AND TABLE DECORATIONS 
For All Occasions
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“OUITCHERKICKEN”
AND SEND YOUR
LAUNDRY
TO
Rankin's New Method
lZ-15-n North 4th St.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
H. M. CROGHAN
BOTH PHONES Local Agent
Nov. 10. Layton: “Holly and I don’t 
sing any more since tunes came in style.”
Nov. 12. Mattis scores both touchdowns 
in foot-ball contest.
Nov. 14. Football men rest. Mattis 
and Skinney take strolls.
Nov. 22. Hazel B. at lecture, sitting 
between Curt and Al, says: “A rose be­
tween two thorns.”
Ans. “No, a tongue sandwich.”
Nov. 23. O. U. pumpkin pie that moth­
er used to make.
Nov. 24. Thanksgiving: “And I et 
and et and et till I couldn’t eat no more.”
Hetzler sees girl at home.
O. U. football team drags Wittenberg in 
mud 20—0.
Nov. 25. Minced turkey at Dorm. 
Taffy-pull! 1
Nov. 26. Mary Clymer and Crete Fri- 
singer have birthdays. Turkey croquets 
served.
Nov. 27. Awful quiet reigns at O. U. 
Turkey consomme poured into survivers of 
ye gobbler.
Nov. 28. Stringer: “What would a 
diagram be like that went straight up?”
SIGNS, CALENDARS, LEATHER GOODS 
NOVELTIES
Auto. Phone 2968. Bell Phone 6341
The
Southard
Novelty Co. 
PRINTERS
Manufactures of
Specialties for Advertisers
Students’ Hand Books 
Programs, Etc.
Offices, 240 North Third St. 
Factory, 237-241 North Lazelle St.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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fOTTERBEIN
UNIVERSITY
Founded 1847 —-------------------------- Co-Educational
Charter Member of the Ohio College Association
Ideal location. Twelve miles from Columbus, 
reached almost every half hour by 
steam or electric lines
Seven splendid buildings. Forty acres of ground
FIVE DEPARTMENTS
COLLEGE ACADEMY MUSIC ART 
SUMMER SCHOOL
Seven groups of study leading to Baccalaureate
degrees
Degrees given in Music and Art
Graduates received without examination 
in all the leading universities
College and inter-collegiate athletic sports
A model dormitory for young women
For General Catalog, Summer School Catalog, 
Music and Art Catalog, or other information, write to
PRESIDENT WALTER G. CLIPPINGER
WESTERVILLE :::::: OHIO
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REMOVED
I wish to announce to the student body 
of Otterbein that my DENTAL OFFICE has 
been removed from the First National Bank 
Building" to the corner of WINTER AND 
STATE STREETS.
DR. W. M. GANTZ.
BOTH PHONES.
Dr. Sherrick; “That would be out of 
sight.”
Nov. 31. Miss Seneff: “Prof. Helt- 
man can put a hundred grains of pop corn 
in his mouth.”
Miss Brown: “That’s nothing, he’s got 
a mouth like an alligator.”
DECEMBER
Dec. 1. Helen Osgood: “An engage­
ment is a permission to spoon.” For further 
particulars see Hogg.
Dec. 2. Public speaking council meets. 
Young Richer directs one of those alluring 
smiles at Ethel Kephart, who suffers instan­
taneous infatuation.
Dec. 3. Varsity-0 banquet. Six new
members initiated.
Dec. 6. Cochranites busily planning
Xmas gifts for father, mother, and one other.
Varsity football feed.
Dec. 7. Foltz’s music pupils give recital.
Dec. 8. Whitney Bros, quartet. By 
special request Vie murders solo and society 
then gives up the ghost.
Dec. 9. Skating on Alum creek.
BOTH PHONES
“ICE”
Price
^iVesterville Creamery 
Company
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do
 H 
>
ffitt^rb^in Argis
INCORPORATED 
ESTABLISHED 1890
A CRISP, CONCISE AND 
COMPLETE
OF INTEREST TO STUDENTS 
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS
OF
(itt^rbdn InttJfrsTtij
MOST convenient and attractive way to 
preserve the history of your college days.
HE BEST way for former students and 
friends to keep in close touch with O. U.
NLY FIFTY CENTS a year.
SHOULD subscribe at once.
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TAKING TAKING
ORDERS BY MAIL
BY WHOM DID YOU SAY?
Hoffman Dru^ Co.
State and College Avenue
WESTERVILLE, OHIO
FOR WHAT?
OTTERBEIN AND CLASS PENANTS
COLLEGE AND LAPEL PINS
BROOCHES AND WATCH FOBS
FOR
MEDICINES
that are Pure and Good
For the Best in
TOILET ARTICLES
Brushes, Combs, Soaps 
and Chamoise
The Finest in Perfumes 
Water Color
OIL and CHINA PAINTS 
Brushes, Canvas 
W. C. Paper and Artists’ 
Materials, go to
DR. KEEFER, Pharmacist
O. U. 76 C. M. C. '80
Dec. 12. “Troy Laundry” (see Briden- 
stine). For a new Opalescent Method ask 
Croghan.
Dec. I 4. Recital in College Chapel.
Dec. 15. Open sessions of Cleiorhetea 
and Philalethia.
Dec. 16. Hazel Codner says: “I
won’t go home till Christmas.” Bravo!
Dec. 17. Leila writes letter to Santa; 
“Please send me a Pair(ish) of skates.”
Dec. 19. Earnest Russell gets first prize 
in declamation contest.
Dec. 21. Christmas Cantata, “The 
Coming of the King.”
Dec. 25. “Merry Christmas.”
JANUARY
Jan. 6. Vacationers returned. Dorm 
goes diamond mad.
Jan. 7. Prof. Wing wears the paint off 
his lead pencil.
Jan. 8. New rules at Dorm. Sylvia 
Worstell moves out into town.
Jan. 9. Exendine’s return announced in 
chapel. Rah, Rah!
Jan. 10. Prof. Rosselot cables that in 
Paris too, one sees many baby carriges.
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sFOR YOUR
NEXT
SUIT
Suits from $22.50 to $35.00
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McFarlani's
SHOE STORE
HOLMES BLOCK
Tiostonians for Men and Queen Quality for JVomen
Jan. II. Seniors order pins after long 
and fevered sessions.
Jan. 12. Peck: “As a senior, don’t 
you hate to face the stem realities of life?”
Grace Coblenz: “But I don’t expect to 
face them alone.”
Jan. 14. Donald Clippirtger celebrates 
sixth birthday.
Jan. 15. Query—“Was Parish’s over­
coat made for two?”
Jan. 16. Mary Garver: “I’d love to 
see ‘Becky Sharp.’ What is she playing this 
year?”
Jan. 17. King: “Put out the light, 
Moon.”
Sando: “Put out the moonlight.”
Jan. 18. Recital. Bessie sings “My 
Cavalier” while Roy rythmically chews gum.
Jan. 20. Ex-Governor Folk lectures but 
fails to throw light on public question of 
Bandeen-Hoffman-Reider.
Jan. 21. In-door track meet with 
O. S. U.
Jan. 22. Huber and Miss Wilson again.
Jan. 23. Huber discovered mending 
Miss Wilson’s muff.
Bell 165 PHONES Citizen 91
MEAT
AT
O. Beaver s Skop
is the Very Best
Stewards will do well to pat­
ronize this place
ON NORTH STATE ST.
Weiners always on hand
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Japanese Lecture
KIYOSHI YABE
Class ’12,
OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 247. WESTERVILLE, O.
Write him for information
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OUR AIM
TO CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF
GROCERIES
ALL THE YEAR ROUND, AND
Fruits in Season
When You Deal With Us You Will 
Want to Come Again
FRANK BOOKMAN, Grocer
Jan. 26. Exams. “I just know I 
flunked.”
Jan. 29. Stella Gilford writes to Earl.
Jan. 30. Stella gets letter from Earl.
Jan. 31. Stella: “Oh, no, I couldn t 
let you mail this letter. I always mail this 
one myself.”
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1. “Minnehaha” dies for the last 
time.
Feb. 2. Basketball—Seniors 40, Preps
13.
Feb. 3. Philomathean open session. 
Hobble skirts in evidence.
Feb. 4. Freshmen 35, Seniors 20.
Feb. 5. Rhea and Jack together again. 
Everything looks natural.
Feb. 7. Juniors play—“College Chums” 
given in chapel.
Feb. 10. Spring and Evarena go skat­
ing. Spring falls in creek. Evarena receives 
Carnegie medal.
Feb. II. Sibyl picture taken. Exodus 
of O. U. to Columbus. “Jenny Sis”and all 
the points in their element.
DENNY’S
Ice Cream Parlor
FOR
Coolest and 
Most Refreshing 
Drinks
SODAS SUNDAES 
and SPECIALS
THE DENNY COMPANY
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A Rare Book for a Present
When in search of a suitable gift 
for Commencement, Birthday or any 
other occasion, procure a copy of the 
beautiful and finely illustrated book
^^Songs from the Heart of Things”
Realistic and fascinating poems by
JAMES BALL NAYLOR
PUBLISHED AND SOLD BY
THE NEW FRANKLIN PRINTING CO.
Commercial, Art and General Printers,
65 East Gay Street - - COLUMBUS, OHIO
AGENTS WANTED.
PRINTERS OF THE 1911 SIBYL
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The Up-to-Date Pharmacy
From north to south, from east to west,
People come here to buy the best.
Try our Soda Water every time you can;
Sold by MILLER & RITTER, the Drug Store Men.
At their store you’ll find a line first-class,
Of Confections and Bon Bons and Soda a large glass. 
So for Candies sweet and Sundaes the best.
Call on MILLER & RITTER, they’ll do the rest.
EASTMAN’S KODAK SUPPLIES
WESTERVILLE, OHIO
Feb. 12. Dr. Biller opens Union Re­
vival services.
Feb. 13. Metzger and Miss Jacobs go 
walking.
Feb. 14. Rumors of city mail delivery 
service.
Feb. 15. Sugar camp opened. Nuf sed.
Feb. 17. College Chums given in Cen- 
terburg.
Feb. 18. What is the most important 
doctrine of this chapter? Thuma, ardently 
“Love.”
Feb. 20. Bungard, waiting table at res­
taurant: “Will you have roast beef, cocoa, 
coffee, roast pork, or milk?’
Feb. 22. Day of rest for college stu­
dents.
Feb. 24. Manager Moses announces 
football schedule.
Feb. 26. Dr. Hall of Northwestern 
gives address.
Feb. 27. Hebbert and May Dick go to 
revival.
Feb. 28. Rev. Keizer speaks to Y. W. 
girls.
The
Home Savings 
Company
WESTERVILLE, O.
LOANS
Made on Homes and Farms
5%
Paid on Deposits
Place your money where it is 
absolutely safe and brings 
you the largest return
A. W. YOUNG, Secretary
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2ir>
You may be sure 
That our goods are pure
TELL THIS TO THE COOK
THE FLICKINC.F.R GROCERY
Is the leader in FOOD DISPENSING. There’s only one 
pleasant way to reduce your grocery bill—that’s to trade 
here. We select our fruits, vegetables and other goods 
with an eye to your pleasure; and we sell them so as to hold 
your trade, and WE help you to live well with little money
EVERYTHING GOOD TO EAT IS ALWAYS HERE
RALPH O. FUCKINGER
Both Phones No. 64 College Avenue and State St.
MARCH
March 4. Harris finds a fountain pen in 
Del try.
March 5. Freshmen try to steal bell- 
clapper. Forget to take plank off the fire- 
escape.
March 6. Lenore Eisle “hears the most 
beautiful singing in German, Italian, and 
English; and all spoken so plainly you could 
understand every word.”
March 7. Walter Bailey, alias “221,” 
returns from hospital.
March 8. Magic, monologues, music, 
moving pictures” grace Athletic Association 
vaudeville.
March 9. Measles, measles, measles!
March II. Dr. Sherrick in English: 
“One of Shakespeare’s children was twins.”
March 12. Prof.: VEhy can’t you 
think? What is your head for?”
Abe Glunt: “To keep my hat on.”
March 17. Double victory of O. U.’s 
debaters.
March 19. “Whose dog was that in 
chapel?”
Billy” Leahy: “Part of him is mine.”
Thompson
Brothers
MEAT MARKET
RIGHT GOODS
AT
RIGHT PRICES
Club Stewards will do well 
to call on us at our 
stand on
WEST COLLEGE AVENUE
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We Save You from $1.00 to 
$1.50 on Eack Skirt
SHIRTS—Size, Neck, 1 4 to 18; Sleeve, 33 to 38 in.
VOGUE SHOP
VOGUE HATS are Classey, and made of the very 
best stuff. Silk trimmed, leather sweats,
Hand finished, $3.00
Chittenden Bldg., COLUMBUS, O.
The Otterhem Review
Gives ALL tke News 
ALL tke Time 
to ALL tke People
AN EIGHT PAGE COLLEGE PAPER 
PUBLISHED WEEKLY
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, 75c, Per Year
DW^IGHT T. JOHN, Subscription Agt., W^esterville, Ohio
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The Old Reliable Scofield Store
Has at all times a fine up-to-date line of
Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Rubbers 
and Men’s Furnishing Goods
CALL AND SEE
We aim to please, in style and price.
Remember the place
Corner of State and Main Sts., WESTERVILLE, O.
March 22. Glee Club Concert.
March 23. Reider tries to write formula 
with too few molecules.
Prof. Weinland: “The ghost must have 
eaten that other moleciJe.”
March 24. Irene has headache. Camp 
massages her head.
March 25. Irene has another headache.
March 26. Seniors frame pictures of 
banquet points.
APRIL
April I. April fool candy—a feature 
of Resler dinner to Glee Club.
April 2. Points take spring airing.
April 3. Lecture. ’Rah for Mary and 
Fries.
April 4. College Quartet Concert.
April 8. Post -season basketball. O. U.
55, Massillon 36.
April 12. Easter vacation.
April 16. Easter Sunday. Oh you 
Easter bonnets.
April 19. Miss Thomas acting matron 
at Hall.
April 22. Baseball. Rain vs. O. U.
Admission free. No one there.
STEWARDS
If You Want
GOOD CLEAN MEAT 
be Sure to Call at
H. WOLF’S
Meat Market
ON NORTH MAIN STREET
Fresh Meat Always on 
Hand
H. WOLF
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The Bank of Westerville
CAPITAL, $30,000.00 SURPLUS, $9,000.00
Do You Ever Expect to Have a Bank Account?
Why not learn how a good Bank does business 
while you are studying other things. You will 
always be glad you did.
It is much more convenient and business-like 
to pay by check, and adds to your standing with 
business people.
Let us tell you about our Savings Department, 
where any amount, large or small, earns four per 
cent a year.
REMEMBER, interest never stops to rest.
Come in and see our new building and banking room, 
one of THE sights of Westerville.
IT IS EASY TO MAKE OUR ACQUAINTANCE
Public Opinion
$1,00 Per Year A Good Newspaper
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CLASS PINS
New and Original Designs 
Medals and Trophies
SEND FOR CATALOGUE TO
The D. L. Auld Company
COLUMBUS, O.
We refer to the Senior and Junior Classes 
of O. U. They wear our pins. 
Literary Society, and Varsity O Pins.
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FOR COMMENCEMENT
AND ALL OTHER GIFTS
THE
LEADING JEWELERS
GOODMAN BROTHERS
HIGH AND STATE STREETS 
COLUMBUS, O.
April 23. “In the spring a young man’s 
fancy,” etc.
April 24. Garnet Thompson and Wil­
liams go violet hunting.
April 26. Senior - Sophomore Banquet. 
How about it, Chloe and Wenger?
April 28. State Peace contest. Hiram 
College wins first prize. Trueter—-“Hiram 
who?”
MAY
May 1. Bill Huber spends only three 
hours practicing.
May 2. Prof. Weinland speaks to Re­
cruit Club.
May 4. Dr. Sherrick appears in hobble 
skirts. Dr. Sherrick falls and breaks her 
arm.
May 5. O. U. 7, Cincinnati 4.
May 6. O. U. 16, Wittenberg 0. 
Ohio University track team defeated here, 
73-44. Bon-fire celebration.
May 7. Curses! Rain.
May 8. Bill H. and Edith W. return 
from her home. Both seem happy.
May 10. Cincinnati 2, Otterbein 4. 
Freshman-Junior Banquet. Miss Grise and 
Overholt appear.
Style - Quality - Price
A $3.00 Hat for $2.00
“Paying more is Over Paving"
KORN
Hatter to Father and Son
TWO STORES
385 N. High 185 S. High
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Just a Little Talk on Tailoring
Do ready-made garments give you 
the satisfaction of made-to-order suits ? 
Don’t they wrinkle, lose their shape, 
wear out easy, become ill-fitting and 
worry you more than clothes that are 
made-to-order ?
THE REASON IS PLAIN. The goods 
are cheap; the tailoring is poor. We 
can make the same garments at about 
the same price you are paying for 
ready-made ones.
W^hy not call and look over our stock and GET OUR PRICES before
you again buy?
ABE MARTLIN, Artist Tailor
965 Mt. Vernon Ave., (Between 17th and 18th Sts.), Columbus
FLORA & JONES OUR AGENTS
FLORA & JONES
VARSITY TAILORS
WE REPRESENT ABE MARTLIN 
ALSO RELIABLE MERCHANT TAILORS
Suits Pressed, 50c.
W. College Ave. WESTERVILLE, 0.
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First National Bank
Capital $25,000.00 Surplus $3,500.00
Deposits $150,000.00
4 Per Cent Paid on Time Deposits. Ohio Municipal 
Non-Taxable Bonds for Sale
SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
J. W. Markley, Pres. J. W. Everal, Vice Pres. C. L. Brundage, Cashier
May I 3. Wesleyan track meet at Dela­
ware. Capt. Wagner’s boys go to Muskin­
gum.
May 14. Stringer stays for entire church 
service.
May 16. Capt. Dempsey’s Yanigans 
beat regulars.
May 18. Druhot late to breakfast. 
Two extra cows to milk.
May 19. Wooster here. Biology class 
excused.
May 20. Everybody goes walking, 
alone or otherwise.
May 21. Jimmy Cox moves his trunk 
into Grace Coblentz’s parlor.
May 23. Arnold oversleeps and gets to 
Y. W. late.
May 24. Otterbein vs. Delaware.
May 25. Cleiorhetean session long. Par­
ish and Leila miss customary stroll to ceme­
tery.
May 27. O. S. U. here. Largest crowd 
of season.
May 30. Funk quits baseball.
May 31. Seniors perspiring over play.
SHOES
that Look Well 
and Wear 
Well
IRWIN’S
SHOE STORE
SOUTH STATE STREET
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FROSH
The TAILOR
EXCLUSIVE 
OUTFITTER 
FOR COLLEGE MEN
204 N. Higli St.
Opp. Gliittenclen Hotel
M. A. MUSKOPF
AGENT
JUNE
June 3. Summer trousseaux progressing.
June 4. Earl Weaver, “Tink,” Albert
Keister, etc., look proud and happy.
June 6. Ye gods! Exams.!
June 8. Cleiorhetean and Philalethean
open sessions.
June 9. Philophronean and Philoma-
thean open sessions.
June 10. Dr. Clippinger gives the glad 
hand at President’s Reception.
June 1 I. Baccalaureate. Seniors begin 
to look weepy.
June 12. Alumni: “Now when we 
were here.”
June 1 3. Doings and more doings.
June 14. Senior play and Glee Club 
concert.
June 15. Final obsequies.
Beck ^ Orr
STATIONERS
AND
BINDERS
51 1-2 East State St.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Citizen Telephone 3052
THE SIBYL WAS BOUND BY US
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EDWARD CAMPBELL, Manager
The Central Ohio Information Bureau
Dealers in
Valuable Information, Practical Formulas 
Trade Secrets and Secret Processes
Reliable Names and Addresses for Every Business for Advertising 
Purposes. County Names a Specialty. Scientifically Classified. 
Collectors of Information of Value to Local, Foreign 
Firms and Individuals. Up-to-date Service
Home Office, 307 S. Front St., COLUMBUS, O.
R. M. Messick & Son
JOB PRINTERS
North State St. WESTERVILLE, O. Bell Phone 161 W
MENUS CALLING CARDS PROGRAMS
TICKETS INVITATIONS
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL STATIONERY 
All Work Guaranteed
We are also Agents for the
BENNETT TYPEWRITER
The smallest PERFECT PORTABLE Machine made, and 
fully guaranteed by the manufacturers. Every student, 
home, business house and traveler should own a 
BENNETT. Price, ^18.00
SERVICE GUARANTEED PERSONAL SUPERVISION
The Campbell Advertising Bureau
E. CAMPBELL,. Pres, and Mgr.
Distributers and Circular Mailers, Sign Packers 
Outdoor Advertisers and Distributers
Our Specialty: Sign Tacking; Cardboard, Tin, Wood, Metal, Paraffine and 
Glass Signs. Also Cloth Banners, Circular Mailing, Etc.
Special Deliveries to Physicians, Dentists, Druggists and Grocers. 
Also Artistic Window Displays, Steel Boards and Wall 
Signs Printed
Estimates Furnished. Let Us Make Your Next Distribution.
Office, 307 S. Front St. COLUMBUS, O.
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